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PREFACE

Circuit analysis is one of the most important courses in electrical engineering,
where students learn the basics of the field for the first time. Unfortunately
it is also one of the most difficult courses that students face when attempting
to learn electrical engineering. At most universities it serves as a “weed out”
course, where students not “cut out” for electrical engineering are shown the exit.
A friend once referred to the course as “circuit paralysis” because he claimed
to freeze up during the exams.

The purpose of this book is to make learning circuit analysis easier. It can
function as a supplement to just about any electric circuits book and it will serve
as a tutorial for just about any circuit analysis class. If you are having trouble
with electrical engineering because the books are too difficult or the professor
is too hard to understand, this text will help you.

This book explains concepts in a clear, matter-of-fact style and then uses
solved examples to illustrate how each concept is applied. Quizzes at the end
of each chapter include questions similar to the questions solved in the book,
allowing you to practice what you have learned. The answer to each quiz question
is provided at the end of the book. In addition, a final exam allows you to test
your overall knowledge.

This book is designed to help students taking a one-year circuit analysis course
or professionals looking for a review. The first 10 chapters cover topics typically
discussed in a first-semester circuit analysis course, such as voltage and current
theorems, Thevenin’s and Norton’s theorems, op amp circuits, capacitance and
inductance, and phasor analysis of circuits.

The remaining chapters cover more advanced topics typically left to a second-
semester course. These include Laplace transforms, filters, Bode plots, and
characterization of circuit stability.

If you use this book for self-study or as a supplement in your class you will
find it much easier to master circuit analysis.

Copyright © 2008 by The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. Click here for terms of use. 
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CHAPTER 1

An Introduction to
Circuit Analysis

An electric circuit is an arrangement into a network of several connected electric
components. The components that we will be concerned with are two-terminal
components. This means that each component has two connection points or
terminals that can be used to connect it with other components in the circuit.
Each type of component will have its own symbol. This is illustrated in Fig. 1-1,
where we indicate the terminals with two rounded ends or dots and use an empty
box to represent a generic electric component.

There are several electric components but in this book our primary focus will
be on resistors, capacitors, inductors, and operational amplifiers. At this point,
we won’t worry about what these components are. We will investigate each one
in detail later in the book as the necessary theory is developed. In this chapter
we will lay down a few fundamentals. We begin by defining circuit analysis.

Copyright © 2008 by The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. Click here for terms of use. 
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Terminal Terminal

Symbol for specific
electrical component. 

Fig. 1-1 A diagram of a generic two-terminal electric component.

What Is Circuit Analysis?
The main task of circuit analysis is to analyze the behavior of an electric circuit
to see how it responds to a given input. The input could be a voltage or a current,
or maybe some combination of voltages and currents. As you might imagine,
electric components can be connected in many different ways. When analyzing
a circuit, we may need to find the voltage across some component or the current
through another component for the given input. Or we may need to find the
voltage across a pair of output terminals connected to the circuit.

So, in a nutshell, when we do circuit analysis we want to find out how the
unique circuit we are given responds to a particular input. The response of the
circuit is the output. This concept is illustrated in Fig. 1-2.

To begin our study of circuit analysis, we will need to define some basic
quantities like current and voltage more precisely.

Electric Current
Electric charge is a fundamental property of subatomic particles. The amount
of electric charge that a particle carries determines how it will interact with

Electrical Circuit 

Input to circuit Output or response
of circuit 

Fig. 1-2 The task of circuit analysis is to find out what the output or response of an
electric circuit is to a given input, which may be a voltage or current.
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electric and magnetic fields. In the SI system, which we will use exclusively in
this book, the unit of charge is the coulomb. The symbol for a coulomb is C.

An electron carries an electric charge given by

charge of single electron = 1.6 × 10−19 C (1.1)

The electric charge in an element or region can vary with time. We denote
electric charge by q(t), where the t denotes that charge can be a function of
time.

The flow of charge or motion of charged particles is called electric current.
We denote electric current by the symbol i(t), where the t denotes that current
can be a function of time. The SI unit for current is the ampere or amp, indicated
by the symbol A. One amp is equal to the flow of one coulomb per second

1 A = 1 C/s (1.2)

Current is formally defined as the rate of change of charge with time. That is, it
is given by the derivative

i(t) = dq

dt
(amperes) (1.3)

EXAMPLE 1-1
The charge in a wire is known to be q(t) = 3t2 − 6 C. Find the current.

SOLUTION
Using (1.3), we have

i(t) = dq

dt
= d

dt
(3t2 − 6) = 6t A

EXAMPLE 1-2
Find the current that corresponds to each of the following functions of charge:

(a) q(t) = 10 cos 170π t mC
(b) q(t) = e−2t sin t µC
(c) q(t) = 4e−t + 3e5t C

SOLUTION
In each case, we apply (1.3) paying special attention to the units. In (a), we
have q(t) = 10 cos 170π t mC. Since the charge is measured in millicoulombs
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or 10−3 C, the current will be given in milliamps, which is 10−3 A. Hence

i(t) = dq

dt
= d

dt
(10 cos 170π t) = −1700π sin 170π t mA

In (b), notice that the charge is expressed in terms of microcoulombs. A
microcoulomb is 10−6 C, and the current will be expressed in microamps.
Using the product rule for derivatives which states

( f g)′ = f ′g + g′ f

We find that the current is

i(t) = dq

dt
= d

dt
(e−2t sin t)

= d

dt
(e−2t ) sin t + e−2t d

dt
(sin t)

= −2e−2t sin t + e−2t cos t

= e−2t (−2 sin t + cos t) µA

Finally, in (c), the charge is given in coulombs, and therefore, the current will
be given in amps. We have

i(t) = dq

dt
= d

dt
(4e−t + 3e5t ) = −4e−t + 15e5t A

Looking at (1.3), it should be apparent that, given the current flowing past
some point P, we can integrate to find the total charge that has passed through
the point as a function of time. Specifically, let’s assume we seek the total charge
that passes in a certain interval that we define as a ≤ t ≤ b. Then given i(t), the
charge q is given by

q =
∫ b

a
i(t) dt (1.4)

EXAMPLE 1-3
The current flowing through a circuit element is given by i(t) = 8t + 3 mA.
How much charge passed through the element between t = 0 and t = 2 s?
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3 

t (ms) 

i (A) 

0 1 

20

Fig. 1-3 A plot of the current flowing past some point in a circuit.

SOLUTION
We can find the total charge that passed through the element by using (1.4). We
have

q =
∫ b

a
i(t) dt =

∫ 2

0
(8t + 3) dt = 8

∫ 2

0
t dt + 3

∫ 2

0
dt

= 4t2
∣∣2

0
+ 3t

∣∣2

0
= (16 + 6) mC = 22 mC

EXAMPLE 1-4
The current flowing past some point is shown in Fig. 1-3. Find the total charge
that passes through the point.

SOLUTION
First, notice that time is given in milliseconds and current is given in amps.
Looking at the definition of the amp (1.2), we could write the coulomb as

1 C = 1 A-s

Looking at the definition (1.4), the integrand is the product of current and
time. In this example, as we stated above, current is given in amps and time is
given in ms = 1 × 10−3 s. Therefore the final answer should be expressed as

(1 A) (1 ms) = 1 × 10−3 A-s = 10−3 C = 1 mC

Now let’s look at the plot. It is divided into two regions characterized by a
different range of time. We can find the total charge that flows past the point by
finding the total charge that flows in each range and then adding the two charges
together. We call the total charge that flows past the point for 0 ≤ t ≤ 1 q1 and
we denote the total charge that flows past the point for 1 ≤ t ≤ 3 q2. Once we
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calculate these quantities, our answer will be

q = q1 + q2 (1.5)

The first region is defined for 0 ≤ t ≤ 1 where the current takes the form of
a straight line with a slope

i(t) = at + b A

where a and b are constants. We know the value of the current at two points

i(0) = 0 A, i(1) = 20 A

First, using i(0) = 0 together with i(t) = at + b tells us that b = 0, so we
know the current must assume the form i(t) = at A. Second, i(1) = 20 A allows
us to determine the value of the constant a, from which we find that a = 20.
Therefore

q1 =
∫ 1

0
i(t) dt = 20

∫ 1

0
t dt = 20

2
t2

∣∣∣1

0
= 10 mC (1.6)

As an aside, what are the units of a? If i(t) = at A then the product at must
be given in amperes. Remembering that t is given in milliseconds

[at] = [a] [ms] = A = C/s

⇒ [a] = C

ms-s

There are 10−3 s in a millisecond, therefore

[a] = C

ms-s
=

(
C

ms-s

) (
10−3 s

ms

)
= 10−3 C

(ms)2 = mC

(ms)2

Notice how this is consistent with (1.6), where we integrate over 0 to 1 ms, and
we have a factor of time squared that cancels the time squared in the denomina-
tor of the units used for the constant a, leaving millicoulombs in the final result.

Let’s finish the problem by examining the region defined by 1 ms ≤ t ≤ 3 ms.
In this region, the current is a constant given by i(t) = 20 A. The total charge
that passes is

q2 =
∫ 3

1
i(t) dt = 20

∫ 3

1
dt = 20t

∣∣3

1
= 40 mC
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In conclusion, using (1.5) the total charge that passes the point is

q = 10 mC + 40 mC = 50 mC

The next example will be a little bit painful, but it will help us review some
calculus techniques that come up frequently in electrical engineering.

EXAMPLE 1-5
The current flowing through a circuit element is given by i(t) = e−3t 16 sin 2t
mA. How much charge passed through the element between t = 0 and t = 3 s?

SOLUTION
We can find the total charge that passed through the element by using (1.4). We
have

q =
∫ b

a
i(t) dt =

∫ 3

0
e−3t (16 sin 2t) dt

= 16
∫ 3

0
e−3t sin 2t dt mC

We can do this problem using integration by parts. The integration-by-parts
formula is ∫

f (t)
dg

dt
dt = f (t)g(t) −

∫
g(t)

d f

dt
dt (1.7)

Looking at the integral in our problem, we let

f (t) = e−3t ⇒ d f

dt
= −3e−3t

This means that

dg

dt
= sin 2t

Using elementary integration we find that

g(t) = −1

2
cos 2t
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So using (1.7), we have

16
∫ 3

0
e−3t sin 2tdt = 16

(
−1

2
e−3t cos 2t

∣∣∣3

0
− 3

2

∫ 3

0
e−3t cos 2t dt

)

= −8e−3t cos 2t
∣∣3

0
− 24

∫ 3

0
e−3t cos 2t dt

Now we have to apply integration by parts again on the second term. Using
the same procedure where we make the identification

dg

dt
= cos 2t

We find that∫ 3

0
e−3t cos 2t dt = 1

2
e−3t sin 2t

∣∣3

0
+ 3

2

∫ 3

0
e−3t sin 2t dt

Hence

16
∫ 3

0
e−3t sin 2t dt = −8e−3t cos 2t

∣∣3

0
− 24

∫ 3

0
e−3t cos 2t dt

= −8e−3t cos 2t
∣∣3

0
− 12e−3t sin 2t

∣∣3

0
− 36

∫ 3

0
e−3t sin 2t dt

Now we add 36
∫ 3

0 e−3t sin 2t dt to both sides. This gives the result

52
∫ 3

0
e−3t sin 2t dt = −8e−3t cos 2t

∣∣3

0
− 12e−3t sin 2t

∣∣3

0

The right-hand side evaluates to

−8e−3t cos 2t
∣∣3

0
− 12e−3t sin 2t

∣∣3

0
= −8e−9 cos 6 + 8 − 12e−9 sin 6 ≈ 8

Therefore∫ 3

0
e−3t sin 2t dt = 1

52

(
−8e−3t cos 2t

∣∣3

0
− 12e−3t sin 2t

∣∣3

0

)
≈ 8

52
= 0.154
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i(t)

Fig. 1-4 We indicate current in a circuit by drawing an arrow that points in the
direction of current flow.

So the total charge is

q = 16
∫ 3

0
e−3t sin 2t dt mC = (16)(0.154) mC = 2.461 mC

Current Arrows
When drawing an electric circuit, the direction of the current is indicated by
an arrow. For example, in Fig. 1-4 we illustrate a current flowing to the right
through some circuit element.

The flow of current can be defined by the flow of positive charge or the flow
of negative charge. Even though we think of current physically as the flow of
electrons through a wire, for instance, by convention in electrical engineering
we measure current as the rate of flow of positive charge. Therefore

• A current arrow in a circuit diagram indicates the direction of flow of
positive charge.

• A positive charge flow in one direction is equivalent to a negative
charge flow in the opposite direction.

For example, consider the current shown flowing to the right in Fig. 1-4.
Finding that i(t) > 0 when we do our calculations means that positive charges
are flowing in the direction shown by the arrow. That is,

+

i(t) > 0 ⇒ Positive charges flowing in direction of arrow

Now suppose that when we do the calculations, we instead find that i(t) < 0.
This means that the positive charges are actually flowing in the direction opposite
to that indicated by the arrow. In this case we have the following situation:
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If i(t) > 0 ⇒ Positive charges flowing in direction of arrow

+

i(t) < 0 ⇒ Positive charges are flowing in direction opposite to the arrow

Since the current in this case is calculated to be negative, this is equivalent
to a positive current flowing in the opposite direction. That is, we reverse the
direction of the arrow to take i(t) to be positive.

i(t) > 0

Let’s focus on this point for a minute by looking at some examples. This
means that a flow of +5 C/s to the right is the same as −5 C/s flowing to the
left. It also means that 7 A of negative charge flowing to the left is equivalent
to 7 A of positive charge flowing to the right.

EXAMPLE 1-6
At a certain point P in a wire, 32 C/s flow to the right, while 8 C/s of negative
charge flow to the left. What is the net current in the wire?

SOLUTION
By convention we define current as the rate of flow of positive charge. The
current that flows to the right in the wire is

iR(t) = +32 A

The current flowing to the left is negative charge

iL(t) = −8 A

Now 8 A of negative charge flowing to the left is equivalent to 8 A of positive
charge flowing to the right. So the net current is

i(t) = iR(t) − iL(t) = 32 − (−8) = 40 A
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Let’s combine the idea of positive charge flow with the representation of
current in a circuit diagram with a little arrow, as in Fig. 1-4. With the convention
that the arrow points in the direction of positive charge flow

• If the value of the current satisfies i(t) > 0, then positive charges are
flowing in the direction that the arrow points.

• If the value of the current satisfies i(t) < 0, then the flow of positive
charge is in the direction opposite to that indicated by the arrow.

Refer to Fig. 1-4 again. If we are told that i(t) = 6 A, then this means that
6 A of positive charge are flowing to the right in the circuit. On the other hand,
if we are told that i(t) = −3 A, then this means that 3 A of positive charge
are flowing to the left in the circuit. The negative sign means that the flow
of positive charge is in the direction opposite to that indicated by the arrow.
Hence, while the current arrow is to the right, since i(t) = −3 A, which is less
than zero, the positive charges are flowing to the left:

+ 3 A

i(t)

i(t) < 0 ⇒ Positive charges are flowing in direction opposite to the arrow

Voltage
The next part of the basic foundation we need to add to our toolkit for studying
electric circuits is the concept of voltage. In short, voltage is the electric version
of potential energy, which is energy that has the potential to do work. The first
example of potential energy that a student encounters is usually the potential
energy of a mass m in a gravitational field g. If the mass m is at a height h with
respect to some reference point, then the potential energy is

U = mgh

The gravitational potential energy has meaning only when it is thought of as a
potential difference between two heights. If the mass falls from the upper height
to the lower height, it gains kinetic energy. The mass obtains the energy from
the potential U. Recall from your studies of elementary physics that when using
SI units we measure energy in joules, which are indicated by the symbol J.
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Voltage is analogous to potential energy, and it is often referred to as the
potential difference between two points A and B in a circuit. The units of
voltage are

1 volt = 1 joule/coulomb ⇒
1 V = 1 J/C

(1.8)

In circuit analysis we usually indicate voltage as a function of time by writing
v(t). The voltage between points A and B in a circuit is the amount of energy
required to move a charge of 1 C from A to B. Voltage can be positive or
negative. When the voltage is positive, i.e., v(t) > 0, we say that the path A–B
is a voltage drop. When a positive charge passes through a voltage drop, the
charge gains energy. This is because, if v(t) > 0, the point A is at a higher
potential than the point B, in the same way that a point 100 m above the surface
of the earth is at a higher potential than a point at sea level, since U = mgh for
a gravitational field.

On the other hand, suppose that the voltage between two points A and B in
a circuit is negative. In this case, we say that the path A–B is a voltage rise. To
move a positive charge from A to B when the path is a voltage rise, we have to
supply energy. This is analogous to the energy you have to supply to lift a 50 lb
weight from the ground to a spot on the shelf 5 ft higher.

Voltage is formally defined as

v = dw

dq
V (1.9)

where w is the work required to move the charge w across the potential differ-
ence.

To find the energy acquired by a charge, we examine the units of voltage,
which are given as joules per coulomb which is energy per charge. Therefore
to find the energy that a charge gains or loses when passing through a potential
difference, we multiply the charge carried by the voltage

E = qV (1.10)

EXAMPLE 1-7
A 2 C charge and a −7 C charge pass through a potential difference of +3
V and a potential difference of −2 V. Find the energy gained or lost by each
charge.
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SOLUTION
We apply (1.10). When the 2 C charge passes through the potential difference
of +3 V

E = qV = (2 C) (3 V) = (2 C) (3 J/C) = 6 J

This means that 6 J of energy had to be added to the system to move the
charge through the potential difference. When the charge passes through the
potential difference of −2 V

E = qV = (2 C) (−2 V) = (2 C) (−2 J/C) = −4 J

Since the energy is negative, the charge acquired or gained 4 J of energy when
passing through the potential difference. Now let’s consider the −7 C charge.
When this charge passes through the first potential difference

E = qV = (−7 C) (3 V) = (−7 C) (3 J/C) = −21 J

This charge acquired 21 J of energy moving through the 7 V potential. In the
second case

E = qV = (−7 C) (−2 V) = (−7 C) (−2 J/C) = 14 J

The energy is positive, indicating that the charge lost energy moving through
the potential difference.

Time Varying Voltage and Voltage Sources
We are all used to the terms DC and AC and have seen constant voltage sources
like 12 V for a battery. Although we may be used to 9 and 12 V batteries, in many
situations the voltage in a circuit will vary with time. We have already indicated
this by writing voltage as a time-dependent function v(t). Of particular interest
are voltages that oscillate sinusoidally. For example, in the United States, the
voltage in a household outlet oscillates between +170 and −170 V according to

v(t) = 170 sin 377t (1.11)

In general, a sinusoidal function can be written as

f (t) = A sin ωt (1.12)
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We call A the amplitude of the sine wave. The units of the amplitude depend
on the type of wave that is oscillating. In (1.11), the amplitude is A = 170 V. In
short, the amplitude is the maximum height that the function attains above the
origin.

The angular frequency of the sine wave is given by ω. This is related to the
frequency, which is denoted by ν using the relation

ω = 2πν (1.13)

Angular frequency is measured in radians per second. The frequency ν tells
us the number of cycles per second in the wave. A cycle is a complete repetition
of the waveform; therefore, the number of cycles per second is the number of
times the waveform repeats in one second. We can abbreviate cycles per second
by writing cps and note that a cycle per second is a hertz

1 cps = 1 Hz (1.14)

For a U.S. household voltage in (1.11), the angular frequency is ω = 377
rad/s and the number of cycles per second is

ν = 377

2π
= 60 cps = 60 Hz (1.15)

The amplitude and cycle for (1.11) are shown in Fig. 1-5.
In a circuit, we can supply energy with a voltage source. As far as the circuit

is concerned, the voltage source can be a “black box.” The internal details or

0.0025 0.005 0.0075 0.01 0.0125 0.015

-150

-100

-50

50

100

150
Amplitude is maximum height above
the origin. In this case, A = 170

Fig. 1-5 A plot of v(t) = 170 sin 377t . The plot shows exactly one cycle. To show one
complete cycle, we plot from t = 0 to t = 1/60 s.
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+

−

V = 10 V

Fig. 1-6 A 10 V voltage source.

construction of the voltage source do not concern us; it can be any electric
element that maintains a specific voltage across its terminals. For the purposes
of circuit analysis we want to see what happens when the voltage serves as an
input to excite the circuit. Then we do analysis to see what the response of the
circuit will be.

We indicate a voltage source in a circuit by drawing a circle and show the
positive and negative reference points for the voltage. In Fig. 1-6, we indicate
a voltage source such that moving down along the element gives a voltage of
+10 V while going up along the element would give a voltage of −10 V.

Besides keeping the direction of the voltage straight, the key concept to un-
derstand is that a voltage source maintains the voltage indicated at all times
no matter what other elements are connected to it. However, the behavior
of the voltage source is not completely independent from the rest of the cir-
cuit. The other elements in the circuit determine the current that flows through
it.

In Fig. 1-7, we show a circuit consisting of some voltages. To write down the
value of the voltages, we go around the circuit in a clockwise direction.

Starting at the 10 V voltage source, if moving clockwise we are moving from
− to + across the voltage source, so we pick up −10 V. Going around up to the
3 V source, we have

−10 V − 6 V + 4 V

Now when we get to the 3 V source, we are moving in the opposite way to
what we did at the 10 V source; that is, we are moving from + to − and so we
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+

− 
10 V

−6 V

+ 4 V

+

3 V

− 

Fig. 1-7 An illustration of how to add up voltages in a circuit.

add +3 V, giving the complete path around the circuit

−10 V − 6 V + 4 V + 3 V

Dependent Voltage Sources
We can also have voltage sources whose values are dependent on some other
element in the circuit. A dependent source is indicated with a diamond shape.
For example, if there is some current i(t) in the circuit, a voltage source that
varies with i(t) as v(t) = ri(t), where r is a constant is illustrated by the diamond
shown in Fig. 1-8.

Current Sources
We can also “excite” a circuit by supplying a current from an external source. In
the same way that a voltage source can be thought of as a black box, the internal
construction of a current source is not of any concern in circuit analysis. In a
real circuit, a current source may be a transistor circuit that supplies current to
some other circuit that is being analyzed. But we don’t care what the internal
construction is—we only care about what current i(t) the current source sup-
plies. Simply put, a current source is a circuit element that always has a specified
current flowing through it. A current source behaves in an inverse manner to a
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+ 

v (t) = ri (t)

−

Fig. 1-8 A dependent voltage source.

voltage source. While a voltage source operates at a fixed voltage and the cur-
rent flowing through it is determined by the other components in the circuit, a
current source always has a specified current flowing through it and the voltage
across it is determined by what elements are connected to it in the circuit.

A current source is shown in a circuit diagram by drawing a circle that
contains a current arrow in it. As usual, the arrow indicates the direction of flow
of positive charge. An example is shown in Fig. 1-9.

It is also possible to have dependent current sources. These are indicated with
a diamond shape containing an arrow indicating the direction of the current. The
current that flows through the element can be dependent on some other quantity
in the circuit. For example, the current can be dependent on some voltage
v(t) using the relation i(t) = gv(t), where g is a constant. This is shown in
Fig. 1-10.

i(t)

Fig. 1-9 A current source.
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i(t) = gv(t)

Fig. 1-10 A dependent current source.

Open and Short Circuits
We are nearly done with our tour of the foundational elements of circuit analysis.
Next we consider two terms that are common in the English language, open
circuits and closed circuits. Your common sense view of an open circuit is
probably accurate. You can think of it as basically an open switch. In fact, as
shown in Fig. 1-11, we indicate an open circuit by a drawing of an open switch
in a circuit diagram.

As you might guess from the fact that an open circuit has a switch that is
open, there is no conducting path through an open circuit. In other words the
current through an open circuit is i = 0. However, an open circuit can have a
voltage across it.

A short circuit has no voltage across it, so v = 0. However, a short circuit
is a perfectly conducting path. We indicate a short circuit by drawing a straight
line in a circuit diagram.

Fig. 1-11 An open circuit
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Power
We conclude this introductory chapter with a look at power. The SI unit used
for power is the watt, where

1 W = 1 J/s (1.16)

We often write W to indicate watts. In electric circuit analysis, power is
the product of voltage and current. Recall that the units of voltage are joules/
coulomb and the units of current are coulombs/second, so if we form the product
coulombs cancel giving joules/second or watts. If we denote power by p(t), then

p(t) = v(t) i(t) (1.17)

The power in a circuit element can be positive or negative, and this tells us
whether or not the circuit element absorbed power or if it is a power supply. If
the power in a circuit element is positive

p = vi > 0

then the element absorbs power. If the power is negative

p = vi < 0

then the element delivers power to the rest of the circuit. In other words it is a
power supply.

When analyzing the power in a circuit, we examine the direction of the current
arrow relative to the signs indicated for the voltage. If the current arrow points
in the direction from the + to − signs along the voltage (i.e., along a voltage
drop), then the power is positive. This is shown in Fig. 1-12.

Remember that, if the current in Fig. 1-12 is negative, the power will be
negative as well. So if v(t) = 5 V and i(t) = 3 A, the power for the element in
Fig. 1-12 is

p = (5 V) (3 A) = 15 W

i(t)

v(t)+ − 

Fig. 1-12 The power is p = (+v)(+i) = vi.
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i(t)

v(t)+ − 

Fig. 1-13 If the current arrow points away from the positive point of a voltage, use −i
when doing power calculations.

Since the power is positive, the element absorbs power. On the other hand,
suppose that i(t) = −3 A. Then

p = (5 V)(−3 A) = −15 watts

In this case, the power is negative and the element delivers power. The element
is a power supply. Note that a given circuit element can be a power supply
or absorb power at different times in the same circuit, since the voltages and
currents may vary with time.

If the current arrow points in the opposite direction to the +/− terminals
of the voltage source, we take the negative of the current when computing the
power. This is shown in Fig. 1-13.

We repeat the calculations we did for the circuit element shown in Fig. 1-12.
This time, looking at Fig. 1-13, we need to reverse the sign of the current. If
v(t) = 5 V and i(t) = 3 A, the power for the element in Fig. 1-13 is

p = (5 V)(−3 A) = −15 W

Since the power is negative, the element delivers power. On the other hand,
suppose that i(t) = −3 A. Then

p = (5 V) (− (−3A)) = +15 W

In other words, the circuit absorbs power.

EXAMPLE 1-8
Determine the power supplied or absorbed for each element in the circuit shown
in Fig. 1-14.

SOLUTION
Starting on the left, we begin our analysis of the 10 V voltage source. A 2
A current is flowing away from the positive terminal of the voltage source.
Therefore, the power is

p1 = (11 V) (−2 A) = −22 W
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+
−

+ −

p2 p4

p3

p5

p1

11 V 

5 V + − +

+

−

−

20 V 

6 V 

2 A
5 A 

2 A 

20 V 

Fig. 1-14 The circuit analyzed in Example 1-8.

The power is negative, so the element delivers power. Moving to element 2,
now the current points from the + to − terminal of the voltage. Therefore, we
do not change the sign of the current. So in this case the power is

p2 = (5 V) (2 A) = 10 W

Since the power is positive, element 2 absorbs power.
Moving on to element 3, the current points from the + to − terminal of the

voltage. The power is

p3 = (6 V) (2 A) = 12 W

Element 3 also absorbs power. The current flowing through element 4 is the
5 A current on the right side of the circuit diagram. This current also flows from
positive to negative as indicated by the voltage, so the power is

p4 = (20 V) (5 A) = 100 W

Finally, we arrive at element 5. In this case, although the magnitudes of the
current and voltage are the same, the current flows from the negative to the
positive terminals of the voltage source, so the power is

p5 = (20 V) (−5 A) = −100 W

The power is negative; therefore, the element 5 is a power supply that delivers
power to the circuit.
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Conservation of Energy
If you add up the power calculated for each of the elements in Example 1-8,
you will find that they sum to zero. This is a general principle that we can use
in circuit analysis. The conservation of energy tells us that if we sum up all the
power in an electric circuit, the total power is zero

∑
pi = 0 (1.18)

This principle can be used to find an unknown power in a circuit.

EXAMPLE 1-9
For the circuit shown in Fig. 1-15, find the power in element 3 using conservation
of energy.

SOLUTION
Conservation of energy tells us that

∑
pi = 0

For the circuit shown ∑
pi = 100 − 20 + p3 = 0

Moving all the relevant terms to the right side we find that

p3 = −100 + 20 = −80 W

+
−

p1 = 100 W

p2 = −20 W

p3 = ?

Fig. 1-15 We can find the power in the third element by applying
conservation of energy.
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Summary
In this chapter we have introduced some basic notions that form the foundation
of circuit analysis. We have learned that current is the amount of charge that
flows per second and that in electrical engineering, by convention, we indicate
the direction of positive charge flow in a circuit by a current arrow. We have
also learned about voltage and current sources and how to calculate power in a
circuit. All of the examples in this chapter have used generic circuit elements.
In the next chapter, we start to examine real electric circuits by considering our
first circuit element, the resistor.

Quiz
1. You establish an observation point in a wire and find that q(t) = 2t C.

Find the current flowing past your observation point.

2. If q(t) = 10e−2t cos 5t mC, what is the corresponding current? Plot the
current as a function of time from 0 to 2 s.

3. If the current is i(t) = 150 sin 77t , where current is given in amps, how
much charge flows by between 0 and 5 s?

4. At a certain point P in a wire, 20 C of positive charge flow to the right
while 8 C of negative charge flow to the left. What is the current
flowing in the wire?

5. A charge q = 7 C passes through a potential difference of 8 V. How
much energy does the charge acquire?

 
+
−

+

p2

p5

p4

p3
p1

15 V 

3 V + − +

+

−

−

−

20 V 

6 V 

2 A
5 A 

1 A 

20 V 

Fig. 1-16 Circuit diagram for Problem 8.
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+
−

+

p1 = ?

p2 = −40 W p4 = −70 W

p3 = 10 W

p5 = 60 W

−

Fig. 1-17 Circuit diagram for Problem 10.

6. If the voltage in a circuit is given by v(t) = 120 cos 200πt , what is are
the amplitude and cycles per second?

7. In some circuit element the power is 20 W and the voltage is 10 V. How
much current flows?

8. Find the power in each element shown in Fig. 1-16.

9. How does conservation of energy manifest itself in a circuit?

10. Find the missing power in Fig. 1-17.



CHAPTER 2

Kirchhoff’s Laws
and Resistance

In this chapter we will encounter two laws that are general enough to apply to any
circuit. The first of these, Kirchhoff’s current law, is a result of the conservation
of charge and tells us that the sum of currents at a connection point in a circuit
must vanish. The second law, which derives from the conservation of energy, is
Kirchhoff’s voltage law. This law tells us that the sum of voltages in a closed
path in a circuit must vanish.

After describing these laws in more detail, we will consider the concept of
resistance and meet our first real element in circuit analysis, the resistor.

Branches, Nodes, and Loops
In this section we lay out some definitions that will be important throughout
the book. A branch is a single element or component in a circuit. If several

Copyright © 2008 by The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. Click here for terms of use. 
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elements in a circuit carry the same current, they can also be referred to as a
branch.

A node is a connection point between two or more branches—which usually
means a connection point between two or more elements in a circuit. We indicate
the presence of a node in a circuit with a large dot. Physically, a connection point
in a circuit is a point where two or more elements have been soldered together.
Kirchhoff’s current law applies to nodes.

A loop is a closed path in a circuit. Kirchhoff’s voltage law applies to loops.

Kirchhoff’s Current Law
As we indicated in the introduction, Kirchhoff’s current law, which we will
refer to from now on as KCL, is a consequence of the conservation of charge.
This fundamental principle of physics tells us that, in a volume of space, charge
cannot be created or destroyed. If charges are flowing through the region of
interest, another way to express this principle is to say that the amount of charge
entering the region is equal to the amount of charge leaving the region.

A node is a single point at which we can apply the conservation of charge.
Charge cannot accumulate or be destroyed at a node in a circuit. Said another
way, the amount of charge entering a node must be equal to the amount of
charge leaving the node. We can express this fact mathematically by saying that
the sum of all currents at a node must vanish. That is,

∑
i(t) = 0 (2.1)

KCL is applied at each node in a circuit and holds in general. To reflect
that the current flowing into a node added to the flow of current out of a node
vanishes, we must assign positive and negative values to these currents. The
choice is entirely arbitrary and is up to you, but whatever choice you make must
be applied to every node in the circuit you are analyzing. In this book, we choose
to apply the following convention:

• + for currents entering a node

• − for currents leaving a node

For example, consider Fig. 2-1, which shows the current i1 entering the node
and the current i2 leaving the node.

The current i1 enters the node; therefore, applying our convention we take it
to be positive. On the other hand, the current i2 is leaving the node, so we take
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i1 i2
Node is here

Fig. 2-1 A node representing the connection point between two circuit elements.

it to be negative. KCL at this node is then written as∑
i = i1 − i2 = 0

Let’s apply KCL to a more substantial example.

EXAMPLE 2-1
Consider the circuit shown in Fig. 2-2. If i1 = 3 A, i3 = 5 A, i4 = 6 A, and
i5 = 1 A, find i2.

SOLUTION
KCL tells us that the sum of the currents at the node shown in Fig. 2-2 must
vanish. That is, ∑

in = 0

Taking + for currents entering the node and − for currents leaving the node,
KCL gives us

i1 − i2 − i3 + i4 − i5 = 0

Solving for i2,

i2 = i1 − i3 + i4 − i5 = 3 − 5 + 6 − 1 = 3 A

EXAMPLE 2-2
Consider the node shown in Fig. 2-3. If i1 = 2 A and i2 = 7 A, find i3.

i2 i3

i4
i5

i1

Fig. 2-2 Currents at a node used in Example 2-1.
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i2

i1 i3

Fig. 2-3 Currents entering and leaving the node studied in Example 2-2.

SOLUTION
Again, KCL tells us that the currents entering the node added to the currents
leaving the node must vanish. Taking + for currents entering the node and −
for currents leaving the node, we have

i1 − i2 − i3 = 0

Solving for the unknown current, we obtain

i3 = i1 − i2 = 2 − 7 = −5 A

In this case we obtain a negative answer. This tells us that the actual flow of
current is in the direction opposite to that we chose for the arrow in Fig. 2-3. That
is, i3 must actually be entering the node given the conditions specified in the
problem. This makes sense from the standpoint of conservation of charge. To
see this, first note that i2 = 7 A is leaving the node, while i1 = 2 A is entering
the node. To conserve charge, 7 A must be entering the node, which tells us that
i2 = 5 A is entering the node.

Kirchhoff’s Voltage Law
The next fundamental tool we meet in circuit analysis is Kirchhoff’s voltage
law, which we abbreviate as KVL. This law tells us that at any instant of time in
a loop in a circuit, the algebraic sum of the voltage drops in the circuit is zero.

∑
v(t) = 0 (for any loop in a circuit) (2.2)

We can consider a loop by moving clockwise or counterclockwise around the
loop. To avoid mistakes, it is best to pick one way and stick to it. Consider the
circuit shown in Fig. 2-4.
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+

−

V2

V1

V3

V4

+ − + −
+

−

Fig. 2-4 A loop in a circuit. We add up voltage drops moving clockwise
around the loop.

The circuit in Fig. 2-4 contains a single loop. Starting at V1 and moving
clockwise around the loop, we take the sign of each voltage to be positive or
negative depending on whether we encounter a voltage drop or a voltage rise,
respectively. Applying KVL to the circuit shown in Fig. 2-4 gives

−V1 + V2 + V3 + V4 = 0

To see how this works in practice, let’s work two simple examples.

EXAMPLE 2-3
Consider the circuit shown in Fig. 2-5. Find the unknown voltage, Vx .

SOLUTION
Starting at the 5 V element, we will consider a clockwise loop around the circuit
as indicated by the arrow drawn in the center. Voltage drops in the clockwise
direction are positive, so

5 + 20 − 12 + Vx − 18 = 0

5 V

−

+
 

20 V+ − 12 V− +

Vx

+

−

18 V+ −

Fig. 2-5 Circuit solved in Example 2-3.
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V1

V2

V3

+

−

 

5 V

+

−

 7 V  + −
+

− 3 V  − +

+

−
10 V

+

−

Fig. 2-6 The three-loop circuit of Example 2-4.

Solving for the unknown voltage

Vx = −5 − 20 + 12 + 18 = 5 V

EXAMPLE 2-4
Consider the circuit shown in Fig. 2-6. Find the unknown voltages.

SOLUTION
To be consistent and therefore reduce our chances for error, we again consider
clockwise loops, taking each voltage drop we encounter to be positive and each
voltage rise we encounter to be negative. There are three loops in the circuit and
we apply KVL to each loop individually. Starting on the left side of the circuit

−V1 + 5 + 10 = 0

⇒ V1 = 5 + 10 = 15 V

Next, moving to the loop on the top-right side of the circuit

−5 + 7 + V2 + 3 = 0

⇒ V2 = 5 − 7 − 3 = −5 V

Since V2 < 0, the actual polarity is the opposite of what is shown in the figure,
i.e., the actual +/− signs are reversed for V2. Continuing by considering the
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loop in the lower-right part of the circuit

−10 − 3 + V3 = 0

⇒ V3 = 10 + 3 = 13 V

Now we’ve found all the voltages in the circuit, but we must note one other
fact. KVL is a general law that applies to the voltages around any loop. KVL
can therefore be applied to the outside loop in Fig. 2-6. Hence

−V1 + 7 + V2 + V3 = 0

Is this true given the results we have found? Let’s insert the numbers

−V1 + 7 + V2 + V3 = −15 + 7 − 5 + 13 = −15 + 2 + 13 = 0

So KVL is indeed satisfied for the outer loop.

The Resistor
In this chapter we study our first circuit element in detail, the resistor. As we will
see, the resistor is actually a very simple device, so our analysis won’t change
too much at this point. We will just have to do a bit of extra algebra.

The operation of a resistor is based on the following fact from physics. As we
know, a current is a flow of charges—in other words, the charges in a material
are moving in a given direction at some speed. As the charges move through the
material, they are going to collide with atoms that are fixed in place in the form
of a crystalline lattice. As the charges move, they follow a process whereby they
gain speed, move some distance, then collide with an atom, and have to start all
over again. To get them going we need to apply some kind of external force.

The external force is applied by impressing an electric field on the material.
For small velocities the current density J, which is coulombs per cubic meter
in SI units, is related to the electric field via a linear relation of the form

J = σE (2.3)

In short, an applied voltage (and hence electric field) gives the charges the
energy they need to maintain their motion and keep the current going. The
constant of proportionality, which we have denoted by σ , is the conductance of
the material. The larger the σ is, the larger the current density J is for a given
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electric field. Metals such as copper or aluminum, which are good conductors,
have very large values of σ , while a material like glass or wood will have a small
value of σ .

The inverse of conductivity is resistivity, which is denoted by the Greek
symbol ρ. Resistivity is the inverse of conductivity

ρ = 1

σ

So we could write (2.3) as

E = ρJ (2.4)

The units of resistivity are ohm-meters. However, in circuit analysis where
we concern ourselves with lumped elements we are more interested in resis-
tance (a lumped element is one that has no spatial variation of v or i over the
dimensions of the element). The dimensions of the element will not be impor-
tant; only the global properties of the element are of concern to us. We mea-
sure resistance in ohms, which are denoted by the upper case Greek character
omega

� (ohms) (2.5)

Resistance is usually denoted by R, which is a constant of proportionality
between voltage and current. This relationship comes straight from (2.4) and
is called Ohm’s law after its discoverer. In terms of voltage and current, it is
written as follows

V = RI (2.6)

It is possible for resistance to vary with time, but in many if not most cases
it is a constant. If the current and voltage vary with time, then Ohm’s law can
be written as

v(t) = Ri(t) (2.7)

One way to think about what resistance does is to rewrite Ohm’s law so that
we have the current in terms of the voltage. That is (2.6) can be written as

I = V

R
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Fig. 2-7 A schematic representation of a resistor.

With the equation in this form, we see that for a given applied voltage, if the
resistance of the material is larger, the resulting current will be smaller.

The inverse of resistance is the conductance, G

G = 1

R
(siemens) (2.8)

As indicated, the SI unit of conductance is the siemens, a name that comes
from a mysterious German scientist who studied electric properties of materials
some time ago. While we will stick to SI units in this book, be aware that
conductivity is also measured in mhos, which are denoted by an upside-down
omega symbol.

We indicate a resistor in a circuit by drawing a jagged line, as shown in
Fig. 2-7.

If a device resists the flow of current, the energy has to go somewhere. This is
usually reflected in the emission of heat or light from the device. Resistance is
found in many practical electric components and appliances. Perhaps the most
familiar example of a resistor is the filament in a light bulb, where the resistance
gives rise to light. Another example is a toaster, where resistive elements give off
heat and some light that is useful to toast bread. In other cases, resistance might
not be as useful; for example, an electric chord might have a bit of resistance
that results in heat.

Power in a Resistor
The power absorbed or delivered by a resistor can be calculated from the expres-
sion P = VI together with Ohm’s law (2.6) V = RI. If we know the resistance
and the voltage, then

P = VI = V 2

R
= GV 2 (2.9)

On the other hand, if we know the current through the resistor then we can write

P = VI = RI 2 (2.10)
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Remember, a resistor is an element that gives off energy, usually in the form
of heat and sometimes in the form of light. Hence, a resistor always absorbs
power.

Circuit Analysis with Resistors
When doing circuit analysis with a network that contains resistors, we apply
KCL and KVL using Ohm’s law to relate the voltage to the current as necessary.
The best way to proceed is to look at some examples.

EXAMPLE 2-5
Find the three unknown currents shown in Fig. 2-8.

SOLUTION
We will denote the voltage across each resistor R by VR . First we apply KVL
to each of the two panes or loops in the circuit. Going in a clockwise direction,
the loop on the left-hand side of Fig. 2-8 gives

−7 + V5 = 0

where V5 is the voltage across the 5 � resistor in the center. We conclude from
KVL that V5 = 7 V. Using Ohm’s law (2.6) we can find the current through the

I1

I2

I3 +

−
+

−

+

−

7 V 20 V

10 Ω

5 Ω

3 Ω

+

− 

+

− 

Fig. 2-8 Circuit analyzed in Example 2-5. Note the voltage polarities that have been
specified for each resistor.
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resistor, which is just I2

I2 = V5

5
= 7

5
= 1.4 A (2.11)

Next we apply KVL to the right-hand loop in Fig. 2-8. Again, we take the
loop in a clockwise direction. This gives

−V5 + V10 + 20 + V3 = 0 (2.12)

Although we know V5 = 7 V, this equation leaves us with two unknowns.
With one equation and two unknowns we need more information to solve the
problem. Some extra information comes in the form of Ohm’s law. The same
current I3 flows through the 10 and 3 � resistors. Hence V10 = 10I3 and V3 =
3I3 and we can write (2.12) as

−7 + 10I3 + 20 + 3I3 = 0

⇒ I3 = −1 A

Knowing two of the currents, we can solve for the other current by considering
KCL at the top-center node. We take + for currents entering the node and −
for currents leaving the node. This gives

I1 − I2 − I3 = 0

Therefore we have

I1 = I2 + I3 = 1.4 − 1 = 0.4 A

Now we apply Ohm’s law again to get the voltages across each of the resistors

V10 = 10I3 = 10 (−1) = −10 V

V3 = 3I3 = 3 (−1) = −3 V

Notice the minus signs. These tell us that the actual voltages have the polarity
opposite to that indicated in Fig. 2-8.

EXAMPLE 2-6
Let’s consider a simple abstract model of a toaster. Our model will consist of the
wall outlet, an electric chord, a switch, and a heating element. The wall outlet
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is modeled as a voltage source given by

vs(t) = 170 sin 377t

The chord, which for our purposes transmits current to the toaster and dis-
sipates heat, will be modeled as a resistor, which we denote as Rc. In this
example

Rc = 20 �

We model the toaster by a resistor Rt = 10 �. Don’t worry about the values
of resistance given. These are just for instructional purposes so that you can get
a feel of doing circuit analysis; they don’t necessarily reflect realistic values.
At time t = 0, the switch is closed and the toaster starts operation. Draw the
circuit model and find the current that flows through the toaster together with
the voltages across each resistor.

SOLUTION
We draw the elements as a series circuit, the wall outlet connected to the chord
that is connected to the switch that is connected to the resistor representing the
toaster. This is shown in Fig. 2-9.

To solve the problem, imagine the switch closing to make a complete circuit.
There is only one loop to worry about in this circuit, so applying KVL in a

Rc

Rt

i (t)

vs (t)

+

−

20 Ω

10 Ω
+

− 

Fig. 2-9 A simple circuit model of a toaster.
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clockwise loop that starts at the voltage source we obtain

−170 sin 377t + vc(t) + vt (t)

where vc(t) is the voltage across the resistor representing the chord and vt (t)
is the voltage across the resistor representing the toaster. With a single loop, it
should be clear that the same current will flow between all components. We can
use Ohm’s law to write the voltages across the chord and toaster in terms of this
current

vc(t) = Rci(t), vt (t) = Rti(t)

Hence KVL becomes

−170 sin 377t + 20i(t) + 10i(t) = 0

⇒ i(t) = 170

20 + 10
sin 377t = 5.7 sin 377t

The voltage across the chord resistor is (using Ohm’s law)

vc(t) = Rci(t) = (20)(5.7) sin 377t = 114 sin 377t

And the voltage across the resistor representing the toaster is

vt (t) = Rti(t) = (10)(5.7) sin 377t = 57 sin 377t

Root Mean Square (RMS) Values
Many electric appliances that you are familiar with, including the standard
household outlet, do not list the actual time varying voltages and currents.
Instead, they list the effective value of the current or voltage which is commonly
called the root mean square or RMS value. This quantity is defined as follows.
What constant or DC source would produce the same average power as the
actual time varying source? This is the RMS voltage or current and it can be
calculated by using the following three steps:

• Square the time varying voltage or current

• Find the average over one period

• Take the positive square root
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When calculating RMS values, the following information can be helpful. The
total energy w over some time interval a ≤ t ≤ b is found by integrating the
power p(t)

w =
∫ b

a
p (t) dt (2.13)

The units of (2.13) are joules, since power is measured in joules/second. The
average power over the interval a ≤ t ≤ b is found by dividing the total energy
by the interval

Average Power = w

b − a
(2.14)

To summarize, the effective or RMS voltage is the constant voltage that would
produce the same average power as the actual voltage. Using the power given
by Ohm’s law (2.9) we have

GVRMS
2 =

∫
v (t) dt

�t
G (2.15)

where G is the conductivity.
When someone says that the household outlet is 120 V, they are quoting

the RMS voltage—the actual voltage is v(t) = 170 sin 377t . Likewise the RMS
current on an electric appliance is the constant current that would produce the
same average power as the actual current.

EXAMPLE 2-7
Show that the RMS voltage for a household outlet is 120 V.

SOLUTION
We start with v(t) = 170 sin 377t . Step one is to square this voltage

v2(t) = (170)2 sin2 377t

To integrate this quantity, we use a trig identity to rewrite it

sin2 ωt = 1 − cos 2ωt

2
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To find the energy, we integrate over one period. The frequency is found for
a sin wave using the relationship ω = 2πν, where ν is the frequency in hertz
(Hz) or cycles per second. In this case

ν = 377

2π
= 60 Hz

The period T is the inverse of this quantity

T = 1

ν
= 1

60
s

Therefore we integrate

∫ T

0
v2(t) dt = (170)2

∫ 1/60

0

(
1 − cos [2 (377t)]

2

)
dt

We don’t have to worry about the cosine term, since

∫ T

0
cos(2ωt) dt = 1

2ω
sin 2ωt

∣∣∣T

0
= 1

2ω
sin 2ωT − 1

2ω
sin(0) = 1

2ω
sin 2ωT

However using the definition of period in terms of frequency this term vanishes

1

2ω
sin 2ωT = 1

2ω
sin

(
2ω

2π

ω

)
= 1

2ω
sin 4π = 0

So the energy over one cycle is

∫ T

0
v2(t) dt = (170)2

∫ 1/60

0

(
1 − cos [2 (377t)]

2

)
dt

= (170)2

2

∫ 1/60

0
dt = (170)2

2

(
1

60

)
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To calculate the average power over a cycle, we set �t in (2.15) equal to the
time of one cycle, which is 1/60 of a second. Therefore the average power is

(170)2

2

(
1

60

)
1/60

G = (170)2

2
G

We can cancel the conductivity in (2.15) to solve for the RMS voltage

Vrms =
√

(170)2

2
= 170√

2
V = 120 V

This example demonstrates a useful trick. It’s not necessary to go through the
integral when the source is a sinusoidal voltage or current. The effective or RMS
voltage or current for a sinusoidal source is found by dividing the amplitude of
the source by the square root of two. That is, if v (t) = Vm sin ωt , then

Vrms = Vm√
2

(2.16)

The average power loss for a resistor R given this source is

Pav = V 2
rms

R
= V 2

m

2R
(2.17)

The RMS current is related to the amplitude of a sinusoidal current via

Irms = Im√
2

(2.18)

And the average power is

Pav = RI 2
rms = RI 2

m

2
(2.19)

Remember that the effective voltage or current means the same thing as the
RMS voltage or current.

EXAMPLE 2-8
Find the effective current and voltage for the toaster used in Example 2-6. What
is the average power?
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SOLUTION
The current through the resistor representing the toaster was found to be

i(t) = 5.7 sin 377t

Therefore the amplitude is

Im = 5.7 A

The current is sinusoidal. Hence we can apply (2.18)

Ieff = Im√
2

= 5.7√
2

= 4 A

The effective voltage can be calculated by using (2.16) with vt (t) = 57 sin 377t

Veff = Vm√
2

= 57√
2

= 40 V

The average power can be calculated by using (2.19). In Example 2-6, we
were told that Rt = 10 �. So we find the average power to be

Pav = RI 2
eff = (10)(4)2 = 160 W

Voltage and Current Dividers
If a set of resistors is connected in a series, the voltage across any resistor can
be calculated without having to know the current. This is because the same
current flows through any set of resistors connected in a series. The equivalent
resistance or total resistance of a set of resistors connected in a series is found
by summing up the resistances of each of the individual components. That is,

Req =
∑

Ri (for resistors in series) (2.20)

If the resistors in a series are connected to a voltage source vs(t), then the current
is

i(t) = vs(t)

Req
(2.21)
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To find the voltage across the j th resistor R j we apply the voltage division
or voltage divider rule

v j (t) = R j

Req
vs(t) (2.22)

If two resistors are connected in a series to a source, then the voltage across
resistor 1 is

v1(t) = R1

R1 + R2
vs(t)

while the voltage across the second resistor is

v2(t) = R2

R1 + R2
vs(t)

EXAMPLE 2-9
Find the voltage across the second resistor in the circuit shown in Fig. 2-10.

SOLUTION
The circuit is shown in Fig. 2-10 with DC voltage source Vs = 8 V.

The equivalent resistance is

Req = 1 + 3 + 4 = 8 �

I

Vs

+

−

1 Ω 3 Ω

4 Ω
+

− 

Fig. 2-10 The voltages in this circuit can be found by using voltage dividers.
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The voltage across the second resistor in the series is

V2 = R2

Req
Vs =

(
3 �

8 �

)
8 V = 3 V

What is the power delivered by the voltage source? The current flowing
through the circuit can be found using Ohm’s law

I = 3 V

3 �
= 1 A

The power is

P = VI = (8 V)(1 A) = 8 W

Many times in a circuit diagram you will see a ground or reference node. All
voltages in a circuit are taken to be positive with respect to this node, which
is usually placed at the bottom of the circuit diagram. The symbol used for a
ground node is shown in Fig. 2-11.

Now consider a set of resistors in parallel, as shown in Fig. 2-12. Using KVL,
it is easy to convince yourself that the same voltage V is found across each
resistor. What is the value of that voltage?

The sum of the currents leaving the first node in Fig. 2-12 must be equal to
the current source

Is = I1 + I2 + I3 = 1

R1
V + 1

R2
V + 1

R3
V =

(
1

R1
+ 1

R2
+ 1

R3

)
V

Fig. 2-11 A ground or reference symbol.
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Is

I1

R1 R2V

I2

R3

I3

+

−

Use KCL at this node

Fig. 2-12 A set of resistors in parallel.

We applied Ohm’s law at the last step and used the fact that the same voltage
is across each resistor, which you can verify using KVL. The inverse of the
resistance is the conductance and so

Is = (G1 + G2 + G3)V

This is an example of total or equivalent conductance, which is just the sum
of conductances connected in parallel

Geq =
∑

Gi (2.23)

EXAMPLE 2-10
What is the total resistance of the circuit shown in Fig. 2-13, and what is the
voltage across each resistor?

SOLUTION
The total resistance is

RT = 1

1/R1 + 1/R2
= 1

1/2 + 1/4
= 4

3
�

A rule of thumb is that the total resistance of two resistors in parallel is

RT = R1 R2

R1 + R2
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Is (t) = 9 cos 177t

2 Ω 4 Ω

Fig. 2-13 The circuit used in Example 2-10.

The voltage across each resistor can be found using the fact that is(t) =
GT v(t), from which we conclude that v(t) = RT is(t), which gives

v(t) =
(

4

3

)
9 cos 177t = 12 cos 177t V

This example brings us to the concept of a current divider. To find the current
flowing through an individual resistor when several resistors are connected in
parallel, we use the current divider rule, which says

I j = G j

Geq
Is (2.24)

where I j is the current through the j th resistor, G j is the resistor’s conductivity,
Geq is the equivalent conductivity of the circuit, and Is is the source current.
For the special case of two resistors

I1 = R2

R1 + R2
, I2 = R1

R1 + R2

EXAMPLE 2-11
For the circuit shown in Fig. 2-14, find the current flowing through each resistor
and the voltage across each resistor.
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Is (t) = 50 cos 200t

10 Ω 20 Ω

Fig. 2-14 Circuit used in Example 2-11, illustrating the use of a current divider.

SOLUTION
Using the formula for the special case of (2.24) the current in the first resistor is

i1(t) = R2

R1 + R2
is (t) =

(
20

10 + 20

)
50 cos 200t = 33.3 cos 200t A

The current flowing in the second resistor is

i2(t) = R1

R1 + R2
is (t) =

(
10

10 + 20

)
50 cos 200t = 16.7 cos 200t A

Notice that i1 + i2 = is , as required by the conservation of charge. The
voltage across both resistors is the same (check it by using KVL) and can be
found by applying Ohm’s law to either resistor. Choosing the 10 � resistor

v(t) = (10 �) (33.3 cos 200t A) = 333 cos 200t V

More Examples
We conclude the chapter with more examples that illustrate the use of KCL,
KVL, and basic resistive circuits.
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EXAMPLE 2-12
A high-voltage transmission line with a resistance of 0.065 �/mi distributes
power to a load 220 miles away. Modeling the load as a resistor, find the load
resistance RL such that the power at the load is 500 MW. What percentage of
power generated by the source is “wasted” as heat dissipated by the transmission
line? The power source is Vs = 300 kV.

SOLUTION
The high-voltage transmission line can be modeled as a resistor RT . The total
resistance of the line is

RT = (0.065 �/mile) (220 miles) = 14 �

The model for the entire system is actually very simple. The system can be
modeled by a circuit consisting of the source, the transmission line, and load all
connected in a series. This is shown in Fig. 2-15.

Voltage dividers can be used to give the voltage across each resistor

VT = RT

RT + RL
Vs, VL = RL

RT + RL
Vs

The power across the load is

PL = V 2
L

RL
(2.25)

I

Vs

RT

RL

+

−
+

− 

Fig. 2-15 A model of high-power transmission line and load.
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Using the voltage divider we can reduce this to a single unknown in terms of
the load resistance

PL = V 2
L

RL
= 1

RL

R2
L

(RT + RL)2
V 2

s = RL

(RT + RL)2
V 2

s

Expanding (RT + RL)2 and rearranging terms we get a quadratic equation in
terms of the load resistance

R2
L +

(
2RT − V 2

s

PL

)
+ R2

T = 0 (2.26)

No doubt the reader recalls we can solve this equation using the quadratic
formula

−b ± √
b2 − 4ac

2a

In (2.26), a = 1, b = 2RT − V 2
s

PL
, and c = R2

T . Putting the numbers in

b = 2RT − V 2
s

PL
= 2 (14) − (300 kV)

500 MW
= −15.2 � (2.27)

c = R2
T = (14)2 = 196 (2.28)

Putting the numbers into the quadratic formula we find that the load resistance
is

RL = 7.6 ±
√

(−15.2)2 − 4 (196)

2
= 7.6 ± 75 �

Resistance is always positive, so we take the + sign and find

RL = 82 �

Using voltage dividers, the voltage across the transmission line is

VT = RT

RT + RL
Vs = 14

14 + 82
300 = 44 kV
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The voltage across the load is

VL = RL

RT + RL
Vs = 82

14 + 82
300 = 256 kV

Notice that conservation of energy is satisfied and that the sum of these terms
is equal to the voltage supplied by the source. The current through the circuit is

I = VL

RL
= 256 kV

82 �
= 3.12 kA

Pay attention to the units! The power of the source can now be calculated
using P = VI

Ps = Vs I = (300 kV) (3.12 kA) = 937 MW

The power at the load is

PL = V 2
L

RL
= (256 kV)2

82 �
= 799 MW

The power dissipated at the transmission line is

PT = V 2
T

RT
= (44 kV)2

14 �
= 138 MW

The amount of power wasted as a percentage as heat emitted by the transmission
line is

% = PT

Ps
× 100 = 138

936
× 100 = 14.7%

EXAMPLE 2-13
Find the power dissipated in the 3 � resistor shown in Fig. 2-16.

SOLUTION
Applying KVL to the left pane using a clockwise loop

−24 + 6I = 0

⇒ I = 24

6
= 4 A
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I1

I2

+

−

6 Ω 4 Ω

3 Ω
+

− 
24 V

Fig. 2-16 What is the effect of a short circuit in parallel with two resistors?

KCL at the top-middle node (directly above ground) taking + for currents
entering and − for currents leaving gives

I − I1 − I2 = 0 ⇒ I1 + I2 = I

KVL around the outside loop gives

−24 + (6) (4) + 4I2 + 3I2 = 0

⇒ I2 = 0

No current flows through the 3 � resistor; hence the power dissipated is zero.
The short circuit draws all of the current. This isn’t surprising since it has zero
resistance.

EXAMPLE 2-14
Recalling Cramer’s rule from linear algebra, find the unknown currents for
the circuit in Fig. 2-17. Suppose that R1 = 10 �, R2 = 4 �, R3 = 1 � and
V1 = 10 V, V2 = 3 V, and V3 = 6 V.
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I1

R1 R3

R2

+

− 

I2

+

−
V3V1

V2

+

− 

Fig. 2-17 In Example 2-14 we solve a mesh problem by using Cramer’s rule.

SOLUTION
We apply KVL to each loop, but we must be careful with the middle resistor.
Notice that the currents through the middle resistor are moving in opposite
directions, as shown here

R2

I2
I1

To apply KVL, we use the loop current as the positive sense, so the current
through R2 in the left pane is I1 − I2, but the current in the right pane is taken
to be I2 − I1, because the current I2 sets the positive direction in the right-hand
pane. With this in mind, applying KVL in the left pane gives

−V1 + R1 I1 + R2(I1 − I2) + V2 = 0

Rearranging a bit gives

(R1 + R2)I1 − R2 I2 = V1 − V2 (2.29)
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Applying KVL to the right side we get

−V2 + R2(I2 − I1) + R3 I2 + V3 = 0

Cleaning up allows us to write this as

−R2 I1 + (R2 + R3)I2 = V2 − V3 (2.30)

Now putting in R1 = 10 �, R2 = 4 �, R3 = 1 � and V1 = 10 V, V2 =
3 V, and V3 = 6 V into (2.29) and (2.30), we obtain the following set of equa-
tions

14I1 − 4I2 = 7

−4I1 + 5I2 = −3

We can arrange the coefficients in a matrix and use Cramer’s rule to solve for
the currents. First we put the coefficients of the terms involving the currents on
the left sides of each equation into a determinant

D =
∣∣∣∣ 14 −4

−4 5

∣∣∣∣ = (14)(5) − (−4)(−4) = 70 + 16 = 86

Next, we substitute the right-hand side, which is the column

(
7

−3

)

into the appropriate column to get the answer for I1 and I2. To get the answer
for I1, we replace the first column in D with the right side to obtain

D1 =
∣∣∣∣ 7 −4
−3 5

∣∣∣∣ = (7)(5) − (−3)(−4) = 35 − 12 = 23

Then the current is

I1 = D1

D
= 23

86
= 0.27 A
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Following the same procedure for the second current, we replace the second
column of D to define

D2 =
∣∣∣∣14 7
−4 −3

∣∣∣∣ = (14)(−3) − (−4)(7) = −42 + 28 = −14

And so the second current is

I2 = D2

D
= −14

86
= −0.16 A

Summary
In this chapter we learned how to use Kirchhoff’s current law (KCL) and
Kirchhoff’s voltage law (KVL) to solve for unknown quantities in circuits. These
laws are basic principles that are based on the conservation of charge and en-
ergy, respectively, and they apply no matter what elements are used to construct
the circuit. We then learned that a resistor is an element with the linear rela-
tion V = RI between voltage and current that dissipates power as heat and/or
light. We concluded the chapter by considering power in resistors and how to
apply KVL and KCL to solve basic resistive circuits.

To review, Kirchhoff’s current law (KCL) tells us that the sum of the currents
at a node is zero: ∑

i(t) = 0

Kirchhoff’s voltage law (KVL) tells us that the sum of the voltages around
any loop in the circuit is zero:∑

v(t) = 0 (for any loop in a circuit)

Using Ohm’s law, the power in a circuit element can be determined in terms
of voltage

P = VI = V 2

R
= GV 2

Or current:

P = VI = RI 2
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For a sinusoidal voltage source v(t) = Vm sin ωt , the root mean square, RMS
or effective voltage is given by:

Vrms = Vm√
2

While the average power delivered to a resistor R is:

Pav = V 2
rms

R
= V 2

m

2R

The RMS current is:

Irms = Im√
2

And the power in terms of RMS current is:

Pav = RI 2
rms = RI 2

m

2

Next we considered resistors in a series, which can be added to obtain an equiv-
alent resistance:

Req =
∑

Ri (for resistors in series)

Finally, for resistors in parallel, we consider the conductance G = 1/R. Then
we can obtain an equivalent conductance for a circuit by summing these up, for
example:

Is = (G1 + G2 + G3)V

Where:

Req = 1

G1 + G2 + G3

Quiz
1. Consider the node shown in Fig. 2-18. Find the unknown current if

i2 = −7 A and i3 = 4 A.
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i2

i1 i3

Fig. 2-18 Circuit for Problem 1.

Vx

+

−

2 V+ − − +

− +

25 V

3 V

+

−

6 V

Fig. 2-19 Circuit for Problem 2.

2. Consider the circuit in Fig. 2-19, and find the unknown voltage.

3. Consider the circuit in Fig. 2-20. Find the unknown voltages.

4. It is known that the voltage across a resistor is 20 V, while 4 A of
current flows through the resistor. What is the resistance?

V1

V2

V3

+

−

+

−

 7 V  + −
+

− 3 V  

 6 V

− +

+

−
10 V

+

−

Fig. 2-20 Circuit for Problem 3.
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+

−

7 Ω
+

− 

+ − 

30 V

12 V

Fig. 2-21 Circuit for Problem 6.

5. In a circuit, 20 A of current flows through a 5 � resistor. What is the
voltage? What is the conductance of the resistor?

6. In the circuit shown in Fig. 2-21, find the power dissipated or absorbed
in the 7 � resistor.

7. Find the power dissipated in the 6 � resistor shown in Fig. 2-22.

I

I1

+

−

6 Ω 4 Ω

3 Ω1 Ω
+

− 
24 V

6 A

Fig. 2-22 The circuit for Problem 7.
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10 Ω

4 Ω

2 Ω

6 Ω6 Ω

+

− 
20 V +

− 
6 V

2 V8 V

+

− 
2 V

+ − + − 

2 Ω
6 V

+ − 

I2

I3

I1

Fig. 2-23 Circuit for Problem 10.

8. A voltage source v(t) = 30 sin 10t is connected in series with a 5 �

resistor, a 10 � resistor, and a voltage source v(t) = 45 sin 10t . What is
the current through the circuit?

9. Two resistors are connected in a series to a voltage source. The voltage
across the first resistor is?

10. Using Cramer’s rule, find the currents in the circuit shown in Fig. 2-23.



CHAPTER 3

Thevenin’s and
Norton’s Theorems

Thevenin’s and Norton’s theorems are two techniques that allow us to simplify
electric circuits. Consider a circuit that can be connected to the outside world
(i.e., to other circuits) via two terminals that we label A and B that consist
of voltage sources and resistors. Thevenin’s theorem allows us to convert a
complicated network into a simple circuit consisting of a single voltage source
and a single resistor connected in series. The circuit is equivalent in the sense
that it looks the same from the outside, that is, it behaves the same electrically
as seen by an outside observer connected to terminals A and B. We will begin
the chapter by introducing the traditional method used to apply Thevenin’s
theorem. After a few examples we will demonstrate a more recently derived
way to apply Thevenin’s theorem that relies on the introduction of a current
source.

Norton’s theorem is similar in that it allows us to replace a complicated
electric circuit consisting of voltage sources and resistors with an equivalent

Copyright © 2008 by The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. Click here for terms of use. 
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circuit consisting of a single current source and a resistor in parallel. Again, the
circuit is connected to the outside world via two terminals A and B, and as far as
the outside world is concerned the Norton equivalent circuit behaves in exactly
the same way as the original circuit.

In summary, Thevenin’s theorem and Norton’s theorem are two techniques
that we can call upon to simplify electric networks, as long as the network in
question involves only resistors and voltage sources.

Thevenin’s Theorem
Imagine that a certain electric circuit can be divided into two separate networks
connected at terminals we label A and B as shown in Fig. 3-1.

On the left side of Fig. 3-1, we have a circuit consisting of resistors and
voltage sources. It may be some complicated network of elements connected
in various parallel and series combinations. On the right side of Fig. 3-1 is an
outside network that is completely arbitrary. It is connected to the complicated
network via two terminals labeled A and B, and our only concern is how the
outside network “sees” the complicated network electrically. In other words,
what are the voltage, current, and resistance at terminals A and B?

Thevenin’s theorem tells us that, as far as the outside network is concerned,
the circuit on the left can be replaced with a single resistor and a single current
source. The resistor is denoted RTH for Thevenin equivalent resistance and the
voltage source is denoted by VTH for Thevenin equivalent voltage. It does not
matter if the voltage is constant, time varying, or sinusoidal, we can apply the
theorem in each case.

The task at hand when applying Thevenin’s theorem is to determine the value
of the Thevenin equivalent voltage and the value of the Thevenin equivalent

Complicated circuit
consisting of resistors
and voltage sources.  

Outside Network 

A

B

Fig. 3-1 A complicated circuit connected to an outside network at terminals A and B.
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VTH

RTH A

Outside Network

B

Fig. 3-2 Thevenin’s theorem allows us to replace a network consisting of voltage
sources and resistors in arbitrary connections by a single voltage source and resistor

connected in series.

resistance. This can be done by applying the steps outlined in the following
sections.

Step One: Disconnect the Outside Network
The first step in the application of Thevenin’s theorem is to completely detach
the outside network from terminals A and B. We then calculate the voltage across
the open circuit at the two terminals A and B; this is the Thevenin equivalent
voltage VTH. It is illustrated in Fig. 3-3.

Complicated circuit
consisting of resistors
and voltage sources.  

A

B

VTH

Fig. 3-3 The Thevenin equivalent voltage is calculated by finding the voltage across
the open circuit at terminals A and B.
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Step Two: Set Independent Sources to Zero
Next, we set all independent sources in the circuit to zero. Voltage sources and
current sources are handled in the following way.

• For a voltage source v , set v = 0 and replace the voltage source by a
short circuit.

• For a current source i set i = 0 and replace the current source by an
open circuit.

If the original circuit contains any dependent sources, leave them unchanged
in the circuit.

Step Three: Measure the Resistance
at Terminals A and B

The final step in the application of Thevenin’s theorem is to analyze the circuit
with all independent sources set to zero and determine the resistance across
terminals A and B. This is the Thevenin equivalent resistance RTH. Finally, with
the Thevenin equivalent voltage and resistance in hand, we draw the circuit with
the voltage source and resistor in series as we did in Fig. 3-2.

At this point you may be confused, so we will illustrate the method by applying
it to a few examples. First, however, we need to review the concept of resistors
connected in series and in parallel.

Series and Parallel Circuits
Consider a set of n resistors all connected in a row, which is said formally by
saying they are connected in series as shown in Fig. 3-4.

Since the resistors are connected in series, the same current I flows
through each resistor. Applying Ohm’s law, this means that the voltage through

I

R2 R3 RnR1

Fig. 3-4 A set of resistors connected in series.
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each resistor is

V1 = R1 I, V2 = R2 I, V3 = R3 I, . . . , Vn = Rn I

The total voltage across the entire set is found by adding up the voltage across
each resistor

V = V1 + V2 + V3 + · · · + Vn

Or, using Ohm’s law

V = R1 I + R2 I + R3 I + · · · + Rn I = (R1 + R2 + R3 + · · · + Rn)I

Hence the entire system satisfies Ohm’s law in the following way

V = RT I

Where the total or equivalent resistance is

RT = R1 + R2 + R3 + · · · + Rn (for resistors in series) (3.1)

This result allows us to replace a set of resistors connected in series by a
single resistor whose resistance is given by (3.1).

EXAMPLE 3-1
Find the equivalent resistance seen at the two end terminals for the series circuit
shown in Fig. 3-5.

V

2 Ω 3 Ω 8 Ω

Fig. 3-5 A set of resistors connected in series solved in Example 3-1.
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Vs

13 Ω

Fig. 3-6 The circuit shown here is equivalent to the circuit shown in Fig. 3-5.

SOLUTION
The total or equivalent resistance is found by adding up the values of resistance
for each individual resistor. For the circuit shown in Fig. 3-5, we find

RT = 2 + 3 + 8 = 13 �

Therefore, the circuit can be replaced by the equivalent circuit shown in
Fig. 3-6.

The application of Ohm’s law also allows us to simplify a set of resistors
connected in parallel. Consider a set of resistors connected in parallel where the
first resistor is connected across a voltage source, as shown in Fig. 3-7.

The current I that flows will be divided into currents I1, I2, etc., but the same
voltage Vs is across each resistor ( just apply KVL to each loop in the circuit to
see this). With Ohm’s law, the current that flows through the j th resistor is

I j = Vs

R j

This relation holds for each resistor in the circuit shown in Fig. 3-7. Applying
KCL at the node where the first resistor is connected to the voltage source,

Vs

I1

I

R2 R3 Rn

InI2 I3

Fig. 3-7 A set of resistors connected in parallel.
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we have

I = I1 + I2 + I3 + · · · + In

Using Ohm’s law, we obtain an equivalent or total conductance GT

I = I1 + I2 + I3 + · · · + In

= Vs

R1
+ Vs

R2
+ Vs

R3
+ · · · + Vs

Rn

= Vs

(
1

R1
+ 1

R2
+ 1

R3
+ · · · + 1

Rn

)
= VsGT

Therefore, the equivalent or total resistance for a set of resistors connected
in parallel is given by

1

RT
= 1

R1
+ 1

R2
+ 1

R3
+ · · · + 1

Rn
(3.2)

For the special case of two resistors connected in parallel

RT = R1 R2

R1 + R2
(3.3)

EXAMPLE 3-2
Find the equivalent resistance for the circuit shown in Fig. 3-8, as seen by the
voltage source.

SOLUTION
Using (3.2) we have

1

RT
= 1

R1
+ 1

R2
= 1

3
+ 1

2
= 2

6
+ 3

6
= 5

6

Vs

3 Ω 2 Ω

Fig. 3-8 The circuit used in Example 3-2.
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Vs
6/5 Ω

Fig. 3-9 Since the resistors in Fig. 3-8 are connected in parallel, the circuit can be
replaced by this equivalent circuit.

Inverting gives us the equivalent or total resistance seen from the point of
view of the voltage source

RT = 6

5
�

Hence the circuit can be replaced by the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 3-9.

EXAMPLE 3-3
Simplify the circuit shown in Fig. 3-10.

SOLUTION
First we see immediately that the same current flows throw the 3 and 2 � resistors
in the center of the network. They are in series and so

RT = 3 + 2 = 5 �

The circuit can then be replaced by the one shown in Fig. 3-11.
It may not be immediately obvious, but the two 5 � resistors are in parallel.

To see this recall that resistors that are in parallel have the same voltage across

7 Ω5 Ω

3 Ω

2 Ω

Fig. 3-10 The circuit used in Example 3-3 has resistors in series and in parallel.
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7 Ω5 Ω

5 Ω

Fig. 3-11 The two resistors that were in series in Fig. 3-10 are replaced by the
5 � resistor.

them. Then apply KVL in a loop about the left-hand pane in Fig. 3-11. The
equivalent resistance in this case is

1

Req
= 1

5
+ 1

5
= 2

5

⇒ Req = 5

2
�

This means that we can replace the two 5 � resistors in Fig. 3-11 by a
single 5/2 � resistor, which is in series with the 7 � resistor. This is shown in
Fig. 3-12.

Now we are at a point where we can calculate the total resistance in the
circuit. Since the remaining resistors are in series, we can replace them by a
single resistor with resistance given by

RT = 5/2 + 7 = 19

2
�

The final circuit is shown in Fig. 3-13.

7 Ω5/2 Ω

Fig. 3-12 We have reduced the circuit to two resistors in series.
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19/2 Ω

Fig. 3-13 This circuit is equivalent to the one shown in Fig. 3-10, as far as the two end
terminals are concerned.

Back to Thevenin’s Theorem
Now that we have seen how to combine resistors that are in series and in parallel,
we can return to some examples that can be solved using Thevenin’s theorem.

EXAMPLE 3-4
Find the Thevenin equivalent circuit connected to the left of the load resistor
RL as shown in Fig. 3-14.

SOLUTION
In this problem we want to replace the circuit to the left of the load resistor
by a simpler Thevenin equivalent circuit. This circuit will consist of a single
voltage source and a single resistor but will appear the same electrically to the
load resistor as the circuit shown in Fig. 3-14. The first step is to disconnect the
load and calculate the Thevenin equivalent voltage across the end terminals, as
shown in Fig. 3-15.

R1 = 4 Ω R3 = 2 Ω

R2 = 4 Ω RL12 V

Fig. 3-14 In Example 3-4, we find the Thevenin equivalent circuit as seen by the
load resistor RL .
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R1 = 4 Ω R3 = 2 Ω

R2 = 4 Ω RTH12 V

A

+

−

Fig. 3-15 The Thevenin equivalent voltage for Example 3-4.

We can find VTH by noting first that the resistor R3 does not affect the calcu-
lation. This is because one end of the resistor defines an open circuit; hence, no
current is flowing through the resistor. By Ohm’s law there is no voltage across
it. This leaves the resistors R1 and R2, which define a voltage divider (they are
in series). The voltage across R1 is

V1 = R1

R1 + R2
Vs = 4

4 + 4
12 = 6 V

Now we can apply KVL to a loop around the outside of the circuit

−Vs + V1 + VTH = 0

⇒ VTH = VS − V1 = 12 − 6 = 6 V

Then we proceed to the next step in the Thevenin’s theorem algorithm. We
zero out all independent sources. In this case there is one independent voltage
source, the 12 V battery on the left. We set Vs = 0 and replace it by a short
circuit. This is shown in Fig. 3-16.

R1 = 4 Ω R3 = 2 Ω

R2 = 4 Ω

Fig. 3-16 Circuit with sources set to zero for Example 3-4.
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RTH = 4 Ω

VTH = 6 V

A

B

Fig. 3-17 The Thevenin equivalent circuit for Example 3-4.

Resistors R1 and R2 are in parallel, so we replace them by the resistor with
equivalent resistance given by

1

Req
= 1

R1
+ 1

R2
= R1 + R2

R1 R2

⇒ Req = R1 R2

R1 + R2
= (4) (4)

4 + 4
= 2 �

This set of parallel resistors is in series with the 2 � resistor. So the total or
Thevenin equivalent resistance is

RTH = 2 + 2 = 4 �

The Thevenin equivalent circuit is built by putting the Thevenin equivalent
voltage in series with the Thevenin equivalent resistance. This is shown in
Fig. 3-17.

EXAMPLE 3-5
In the circuit shown in Fig. 3-18, find the voltage across the load resistor if
R1 = 2 �, R2 = 3 �, R3 = R4 = 6 �, the voltage source is Vs = 15 V, and
the current is IL = 3 A.

SOLUTION
The first step is to remove the load resistor and calculate the Thevenin equivalent
voltage across the resulting open circuit. This is shown in Fig. 3-19.

We take the positive reference for the voltage across each resistor to be at the
top of the resistor. This looks complicated, but it really isn’t. If we ignore the
two inside resistors R1 and R3 for the moment, it should be easy to deduce that
resistors R2 and R4 are in series. Then we can apply KVL around the external
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Vs

RL

IL

R3 R4

R1
R2I

Fig. 3-18 The circuit studied in Example 3-5.

loop. The circuit for which we apply KVL looks like the simple network shown
in Fig. 3-20.

So we have two voltage dividers. The voltage across each resistor is (using
the values given in the problem statement)

V2 = R2

R2 + R4
Vs = 3

3 + 6
15 = 5 V

V4 = R4

R2 + R4
Vs = 6

3 + 6
15 = 10 V

A similar procedure can be applied to the resistors R1 and R3, giving voltage
dividers

V1 = R1

R1 + R3
Vs = 2

2 + 6
15 = 3.75 V

V3 = R3

R1 + R3
Vs = 6

2 + 6
15 = 11.25 V

Vs

R3 R4

R1

A B

R2I

VTH+ −

Fig. 3-19 The first step in Example 3-5 is to calculate the Thevenin equivalent voltage.
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Vs

R4

R2

Fig. 3-20 The two resistors on the right-hand edge of Fig. 3-19 are in series.

Notice that in each case the conservation of energy is satisfied; that is, the
sum of the voltages across R2 and R4 and the sum of the voltages across R1 and
R3 are equal to the value of the voltage source

V2 + V4 = 5 + 10 = 15 V

V1 + V3 = 3.75 + 11.25 = 15 V

Now we know the voltage across every resistor in Fig. 3-19 and can find
the Thevenin equivalent voltage by taking any loop we like and applying KVL.
Taking the top loop around VTH, R1, and R2 we have

−VTH − V1 + V2 = 0

⇒ VTH = V2 − V1 = 5 − 3.75 = 1.25 V

Let’s find the Thevenin equivalent resistance. First we set the voltage source
equal to zero and replace it by a short circuit. Then we have the circuit shown
in Fig. 3-21.

The combinations R1 − R3 and R2 − R4 are in parallel. So the circuit shown
in Fig. 3-21 is equivalent to the circuit shown in Fig. 3-22.

R3 R4

R1
R2

Fig. 3-21 The circuit used to find the equivalent resistance for Example 3-5.
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R4

R2

R3

R1

Fig. 3-22 A clear way to view the circuit in Fig. 3-21.

The equivalent resistance is

1

RTH
= 1

R1 + R3
+ 1

R2 + R4
⇒ RTH = (R1 + R3) (R2 + R4)

R1 + R3 + R2 + R4

= (2 + 6) (3 + 6)

2 + 6 + 3 + 6
= 4.2 �

Remember, since each combination shown in Fig. 3-22 is in series, we add
them together to get the equivalent resistance.

We can then replace the complex circuit with the resistors connected in a
diamond shape (Fig. 3-19) by the Thevenin equivalent circuit shown in Fig.
3-23, which is much simpler.

Now we can find the voltage in the load resistor. Reconnecting it, we need to
solve the circuit shown in Fig. 3-24.

Applying KVL to the loop, we have

−VTH + RTH I + VL = 0

⇒ VL = VTH − RTH I = 1.25 − (3)(4.2) = −11.4 V

VTH

VTH = 4.2 Ω

Fig. 3-23 The Thevenin equivalent circuit for Example 3-5.
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VTH = 1.25 V

I = 3 A

RTH = 4.2 Ω

+

−

+

−

RL

Fig. 3-24 The load resistor connected to the Thevenin equivalent circuit.

All the minus sign means is that the polarity of the load voltage is opposite
to that we chose in Fig. 3-24.

EXAMPLE 3-6
Find the power in the load resistor for the circuit shown in Fig. 3-25 by using
Thevenin’s theorem. The load resistor is 5 �.

SOLUTION
The first step is to detach the load resistor and calculate the Thevenin equivalent
voltage across the resulting open circuit. Note that the 1 and 2 � resistors are
in parallel. They can be replaced with the equivalent resistance

1

Req
= 1

2
+ 1 = 3

2

⇒ Req = 2

3
�

Hence we can proceed with the circuit shown in Fig. 3-26.

Vs = 20 V R = 6 Ω

R = 3 Ω

R = 2 Ω R = 1 Ω

4 Ω

R = 3 Ω

+

−

RL

Fig. 3-25 The circuit studied in Example 3-6.
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Vs = 20 V R = 6 Ω

R = 3 Ω

R = 2/3 Ω

4 Ω

R = 3 Ω

+

−

RL

Fig. 3-26 The equivalent resistance found by combining the 2 and 1 � resistors that
were in parallel in Fig. 3-25.

Notice we can take a KVL loop around the voltage source, the 3 � resistor,
and the 2/3 � resistor. Hence the voltages across each can be found by using
voltage dividers

V3 = 3

3 + 2/3
20 = 16.4 V

VTH

V2/3 = 2/3

3 + 2/3
20 = 3.6 V

Removing the load resistor, the Thevenin equivalent voltage will be the volt-
age across the open circuit terminals at the 3 and 4 � resistors on the right-hand
side of Fig. 3-27.

Vs = 20 V R = 6 Ω

R = 3 Ω

R = 2/3 Ω

4 Ω

R = 3 Ω

+

−
VTH

+

−

Fig. 3-27 We can find the Thevenin equivalent voltage by applying KVL to this circuit.
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R = 6 Ω

R = 3 Ω

R = 2/3 Ω

4 Ω

R = 3 Ω

Fig. 3-28 We start to find the Thevenin equivalent resistance with this circuit.

In fact, we can just take KVL around the right-hand loop

−V2/3 + VTH = 0

⇒ VTH = V2/3 = 3.6 V

Now let’s zero out the voltage source and replace it by a short circuit. This is
shown in Fig. 3-28.

Now the 6 � resistor and the short circuit are in parallel, and there is no
voltage across a short circuit. Hence the voltage across the 6 � resistor is also
zero. It’s the same as saying that the resistor isn’t there at all, so we can replace
it with the circuit shown in Fig. 3-29.

The 2/3 and 3 � resistors in Fig. 3-29 are in parallel. The equivalent resi-
stance is

1

Req
= 1

3
+ 3

2
= 11

6
, ⇒ Req = 6

11
�

R = 3 Ω

R = 2/3 Ω

4 Ω

R = 3 Ω

Fig. 3-29 Removing the resistor which becomes irrelevant because of the short in
Fig. 3-28 leaves this circuit.
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R = 6/11 Ω

4 Ω

R = 3 Ω

Fig. 3-30 A simplification of the circuit shown in Fig. 3-29. The Thevenin equivalent
resistance can then be found by adding up these resistances in series.

We can use this to simplify the circuit in Fig. 3-29 and replace it with the
circuit shown in Fig. 3-30.

The remaining resistors are in series, so we just add them up to get the
Thevenin equivalent resistance

RTH = 6

11
+ 3 + 4 = 83

11
�

The Thevenin equivalent circuit is shown, with the load resistor attached, in
Fig. 3-31.

The current flowing through the resistor is

I = VTH

RTH + RL
= 3.6

83/11 + 5
= 0.3 A

The power is

P = VI = RI 2 = (5)(0.3)2 = 0.41 A

VTH = 3.6 V

RTH = 83/11 Ω

RL

+

−

Fig. 3-31 The Thevenin equivalent circuit attached to the load resistor in Example 3-6.
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Thevenin’s Theorem Using the Karni Method
When I took circuit analysis at the University of New Mexico in Albuquerque,
I was fortunate to have Shlomo Karni as my professor. Dr. Karni encouraged
the students to work hard in his courses, assigning homework every day, giving
him a bad reputation among the students. Of course later we saw the benefits of
having been worked so hard.

In his circuits course Dr. Karni introduced a clever and simple way to calculate
the Thevenin resistance and voltage. In the course I took from him, he told us we
were the first class to ever learn the method. To my knowledge Dr. Karni is the
originator of this technique, so we will refer to this way of applying Thevenin’s
theorem as the Karni method.

The basic idea behind the Karni method is the following. We again consider
an outside observer or network connected to some circuit at terminals A and B
as shown in Fig. 3-1. Instead of analyzing the network by considering an open
circuit at A–B, we do the following:

• Add a current source Io to terminals A–B.

• Calculate the voltage vo across this current source.

The voltage across the applied current source will be expressed in the form

vo = RTH Io + VTH (3.4)

This will allow us to just read off the Thevenin equivalent resistance and voltage.
Note that the actual value of the current source and voltage are irrelevant,

so we leave them as symbolic currents and voltages. The Karni method is best
illustrated with examples. Let’s look at two scenarios.

EXAMPLE 3-7
Find the Thevenin equivalent of the circuit shown in Fig. 3-32.

SOLUTION
The first step is to add a current source to the open-circuit terminals A-B. This
is shown in Fig. 3-33.

Now we apply KCL and KVL to the circuit. Applying KVL to the outside
loop as shown in Fig. 3-33, we have

−100 + 5I1 + 6Io + vo = 0

⇒ vo = 100 − 5I1 − 6Io
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100 V

5

A

B

20

I1

6

I3

I2

Fig. 3-32 We solve this circuit by using the Karni method in Example 3-7.

We can apply KCL (+ for currents leaving) to obtain an expression for the
unknown current I1. Clearly at the top node we have

I1 = Io + I2 (3.5)

Now let’s apply KVL to the left pane in Fig. 3-33. Using Ohm’s law, we
obtain

5I1 + 20I2 = 100

Or, solving for I2

I2 = 5 − (1/4) I1 (3.6)

100 V

5

20

I1

6

I3

I2 IOVO

+

−

Fig. 3-33 The first step in applying the Karni method is to add a current source.
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Now we can eliminate I2 in (3.5). This gives

I1 = Io + I2 = Io + 5 − 1

4
I1

⇒ I1 = 4 + 4

5
Io

Let’s use this in our expression for vo. Remember we found that vo = 100 −
5I1 − 6Io. Hence we find that

vo = 100 − 20 − 4Io − 6Io = 80 − 10Io

Comparison with (3.4) allows us to read off the Thevenin equivalent resistance
and voltage, where we find that

RTH = 10 �

VTH = 80 V

EXAMPLE 3-8
Find the Thevenin equivalent circuit to the network shown in Fig. 3-34 as
seen at the sinusoidal voltage source. Then calculate the current in the voltage
source.

6

8 A

4 Sin 100 t 0.2 i2

2

i2

i6

i(t)
+

−

Fig. 3-34 The circuit solved with the Karni method in Example 3-8.
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6

3

2
1

8 A

0.2 i2

2

i2

voIo

i6

+

−

Fig. 3-35 The circuit obtained from Fig. 3-34 by using the Karni method.

SOLUTION
If we want to find the Thevenin equivalent network as seen by a given component
using the Karni method, then we remove that component and replace it with a
current source that we label Io. This is shown in Fig. 3-35.

Now we can solve the circuit by using ordinary techniques, i.e., we apply
KCL and KVL. First let’s apply KCL at node 1 (as seen in Fig. 3-35), taking +
for currents leaving the node. We have

−Io + i2 + 8 = 0

⇒ i2 = Io − 8
(3.7)

The goal is to write all unknown quantities in terms of the current source Io,
which is why we solved for i2 in this case. Now let’s apply KCL again, this time
at node 2 as shown in Fig. 3-35. This time we have

−8 − i2 + 0.2 i2 + i6 = 0

⇒ i6 = 8 + 0.8 i2
(3.8)

Using (3.7), we can rewrite this as

i6 = 8 + 0.8 (Io − 8) = 8 + 0.8Io − 6.4 (3.9)
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v3 = 4sin 100 t

2

−6.4 V

6.8 Ω

i(t)

KVL

Fig. 3-36 The Thevenin equivalent ciruit to the one shown in Fig. 3-34, as seen by the
voltage source.

giving us the second unknown current in terms of the current source Io. Now
let’s apply KVL. For our loop, we take the outside loop around the circuit,
giving

−vo + 2 i2 + 6 i6 = 0

Using (3.7) and (3.9) we can rewrite this as

vo = 6.8Io − 6.4 (3.10)

Take a look back at (3.4). This equation allows us to read off the Thevenin
equivalent resistance and voltage

RTH = 6.8 �, VTH = −6.4 V (3.11)

The Thevenin equivalent circuit is shown below in Fig. 3-36. Remember, the
circuit we were seeking was the circuit as seen by the voltage source.

With this much simpler network in hand, we can easily find the current that
passes through the voltage source. We label the current i(t) and apply KVL to
the circuit. We find

4 sin 100t − 6.8 i(t) − 6.4 = 0

Hence

i(t) = −6.4 + 4 sin 100t

6.8
= −0.94 + 0.6 sin 100t [A]
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The Karni method is easier to use in many cases than the standard application
of Thevenin’s theorem. The few times you use it, apply both methods and
compare your answers to ensure you understand how to apply it correctly, or
check it against problems solved with Thevenin’s theorem in your textbook.

Norton’s Theorem and Norton
Equivalent Circuits

Another method that can be used to analyze circuits is known as Norton’s
Theorem. In this case, we wish to find the Norton current IN and the Norton
resistance RN for a given circuit consisting of sources and resistors that may be
arranged in some complicated fashion. This really isn’t all that different from
Thevenin’s theorem. In this case, we will replace the given network with one
that has a current source and resistor arranged in parallel.

The Norton resistance is nothing other than the Thevenin equivalent resistance

RN = RTH (3.12)

The Norton current is found using Ohm’s law as applied to the Thevenin
voltage and resistance. That is

IN = VTH

RTH
(3.13)

So you can see that there really isn’t much new here. We first find the Thevenin
equivalent circuit and then determine the Norton current to obtain the value of
the current source. Then we have the Norton equivalent circuit as shown in
Fig. 3-37.

This theorem comes in handy if for some reason you need a circuit with the
components in parallel and would prefer a current source instead of a voltage
source. Since there really isn’t anything new here, we will take a quick look at
the method in a single example.

EXAMPLE 3-9
Find the Norton equivalent circuit as seen by the load resistor in Fig. 3-38.

SOLUTION
The first step is to disconnect the load resistor RL and find the open-circuit vol-
tage across terminals A–B. For the circuit shown in Fig. 3-38, with the load
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A

B

IN RN

Fig. 3-37 The Norton equivalent circuit as seen at terminals A and B.

resistor replaced by an open circuit, the voltage across A-B is given by a voltage
divider

VTH = VS R2

R1 + R2

Now, resistors R1 and R2 are in parallel, so can be replaced by

R1 R2

R1 + R2

This resistance is in series with R3, so the total resistance is

RTH = R1 R2

R1 + R2
+ R3

A

B

R2

R3R1

Vs RL

+

−

Fig. 3-38 In Example 3-9, we want to find the Norton equivalent circuit as seen at
terminals A and B by the load resistor.
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This is the same as the Norton resistance RN, so the only piece of work
remaining is to find the Norton current by using Ohm’s law. We obtain

IN = VTH

RTH
=

VS R2

R1 + R2

R1 R2

R1 + R2
+ R3

= VS R2

R1 R2 + R1 R3 + R2 R3

The Norton equivalent circuit is then obtained by arranging the current source
and resistance in parallel as shown in Fig. 3-37.

Summary
Thevenin’s theorem is a powerful technique that can be used to simplify a
complicated circuit consisting of sources and resistors that can be arranged in
arbitrary parallel and series connections. A Thenvenin equivalent circuit is built
consisting of a single voltage source in series with a single resistor. To apply
Thevenin’s theorem using the Karni method, attach an arbitrary current source
at the location where you have the open circuit in the standard application of
Thevenin’s theorem. The Karni method greatly simplifies calculations. Finally,
to replace a circuit with a single current source and resistor arranged in parallel,
apply Norton’s theorem.

Quiz
1. What is the equivalent resistance for the two resistors in the network

shown in Fig. 3-39?

Vs (t)

6 Ω 5 Ω

Fig. 3-39 Circuit for Problem 1.
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5 Ω

7 Ω

5 Ω

7 Ω

Fig. 3-40 Network for Problem 3.

2. What is the equivalent resistance if a 6 � resistor is in parallel with a 4 �

resistor?

3. Find the equivalent resistance for the circuit in Fig. 3-40.

4. Find the Thevenin equivalent voltage and resistance for the circuit shown
in Fig. 3-41. Do this using Thevenin’s theorem, and then show that you
get the same answer using the Karni method.

5. Find the current i (t) in Fig. 3-41.

4

6 A

2e−t 0.1i3

3

i3

i4

i(t)
+

−

Fig. 3-41 Circuit for Problems 4 and 5. Borrowed from a circuit analysis exam given
by Shlomo Karni in 1990.



CHAPTER 4

Network Theorems

We have already seen two important network theorems—Thevenin’s and Nor-
ton’s theorems. In this chapter we will introduce other theorems that can be used
to simplify network analysis.

Superposition
Consider a circuit that contains multiple voltage and current sources. If all of
the elements in the circuit are linear, we can simplify analysis by considering the
effect of each source individually and then adding up the results. How does this
work? A given component will have a voltage across it and a current through
it due to each source. We calculate those voltages and currents considering
each source individually. Then we add up all the currents and all the volta-
ges to get the total current and voltage for the component. This is the essence
of the superposition theorem. Let’s quantify this. Let a circuit contain a set of
n sources where the i th source is denoted si . Now suppose that the response
of the circuit to si alone is ai si , where ai is a constant. Then the total response

Copyright © 2008 by The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. Click here for terms of use. 
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I1
I2

5
5

3

2

4

+

− 

+ − 

Fig. 4-1 We can apply the superposition theorem to this linear circuit, because it
contains two sources.

of the circuit to all of the sources is found by adding up the individual res-
ponses

r = a1s1 + a2s2 + · · · + ansn (4.1)

Let’s see how to apply the superposition theorem to the circuit shown in
Fig. 4-1.

EXAMPLE 4-1
Use the superposition theorem to find the current through the 4 � resistor in
Fig. 4-1.

SOLUTION
First let’s solve the circuit by using ordinary techniques. We begin by applying
KVL to the left pane in Fig. 4-1. We find

−5 + 4I1 + 5(I1 − I2) = 0

Collecting and rearranging terms gives

9I1 − 5I2 = 5

Now we apply KVL to the right pane in Fig. 4-1. We have

3 + 2I2 + 5(I2 − I1) = 0

Collecting terms we obtain

−5I1 + 7I2 = −3
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To find the two unknown currents we arrange the terms as the following
system of equations [

9 −5

−5 7

∣∣∣∣ 5
−3

]

The matrix on the left contains the coefficients of each current (resistances)
while the column vector on the right is due to the sources. We use Cramer’s rule
to determine the value of the two unknown currents. For the first current we have

I1 =

∣∣∣∣ 5 −5
−3 7

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ 9 −5
−5 7

∣∣∣∣
= 35 − 15

63 − 25
= 20

38
A

This is the unknown current through the 4 � resistor that we will find using
superposition in a moment. The other current is found to be

I2 =

∣∣∣∣ 9 5
−5 −3

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ 9 −5
−5 7

∣∣∣∣
= −27 + 25

63 − 25
= − 8

38
A

Now let’s solve for the first current using superposition. We will do this by
replacing each voltage source by a short circuit in turn. We begin by leaving the
5 V source intact and setting the 3 V source to zero. This results in the circuit
shown in Fig. 4-2.

We will illustrate the method by going through the same process of applying
KVL. In the first pane, the equation is

−5 + 4I1 + 5(I1 − I2) = 0

I1
I2

5
5 2

4

+

− 

Fig. 4-2 Step one in superposition is to zero out the 3 V source.
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which is the same result we had before—not surprising since the source in this
pane is intact

9I1 − 5I2 = 5

For the right pane, the equation is

2I2 + 5(I2 − I1) = 0

Collecting terms we have

−5I1 + 7I2 = 0

Now we can use Cramer’s rule to find the current. But let’s add a prime to the
symbol used to label the current, because this is an intermediate value in our
calculations

I ′
1 =

∣∣∣∣5 −5
0 7

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ 9 −5
−5 7

∣∣∣∣
= 35

63 − 25
= 35

38
A

Now we do the procedure again, this time setting the 5 V source to zero and
leaving the 3 V source intact. The result is the circuit shown in Fig. 4-3.

Applying KVL to the left pane gives

4I1 + 5(I1 − I2) = 0

Hence

9I1 − 5I2 = 0

I1
I25

3

2

4

+ − 

Fig. 4-3 We zero out the 5 V source and consider the effect of the 3 V source alone.
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KVL applied to the right pane results in the same equation we originally
obtained, namely

−5I1 + 7I2 = −3

Now we apply Cramer’s rule again to get the second intermediate current
due to the 3 V source alone. We denote this intermediate current with a double
prime

I ′′
1 =

∣∣∣∣ 0 −5
−3 7

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ 9 −5
−5 7

∣∣∣∣
= −15

38
A

The superposition theorem tells us that the total current is due to the sums of
the currents due to each individual source alone. That is

I1 = I ′
1 + I ′′

1 = 35

38
− 15

38
= 20

38
A

Some notes about superposition:

• Dependent sources cannot be set to zero when analyzing a circuit by
using superposition.

• While superposition can simplify analysis, it doesn’t always do so, as
the previous example showed.

• Superposition cannot be used to perform power calculations, because
power is either the product of voltage and current or the square of either
one, so it’s nonlinear. Superposition only works in the linear case.

Let’s think about the previous example. Given the current the power for a
resistor is

P = VI = RI 2

The power due to the individual currents is

P1 = R(I ′
1)2, P2 = R(I ′′

1 )2
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21

3

8 4

+

− 

Fig. 4-4 When applying superposition to a circuit containing a current source, we will
replace it by an open circuit.

If we combine them we get

P1 + P2 = R(I ′
1)2 + R(I ′′

1 )2 = R[(I ′
1)2 + (I ′′

1 )2]

The actual power in the resistor is

P = RI 2
1 = R(I ′

1 + I ′′
1 )2 = (I ′

1)2 + 2I ′
1 I ′′

1 + (I ′′
1 )2

This shows that

P1 + P2 �= P

So superposition can be used to find the correct current, but it cannot be used
to find the power.

When using superposition in a circuit that contains current sources, we replace
each current source by an open circuit. We will apply superposition to the circuit
shown in Fig. 4-4 to see how this works.

EXAMPLE 4-2
Find the power absorbed by the 3 � resistor in Fig. 4-4. Use superposition to
find the current flowing through the resistor.

SOLUTION
The first step is to set one of the sources to zero. We will set the current source
to zero first and denote the current flowing through the 3 � resistor due to the
voltage source alone by IV . To set the current source to zero, we replace it by
an open circuit. This is illustrated in Fig. 4-5.
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3

421

+

− 

Fig. 4-5 Step one in solving the circuit in Fig. 4-4 using superposition is to replace the
current source by an open circuit.

With two resistors in series, it is easy to find the current using a voltage
divider. We find

IV = 21

3 + 4
= 3 A

where we have taken the current to be flowing in the clockwise direction. The
next step is to set the voltage source to zero, replacing it by a short circuit while
leaving the current source intact. This results in the circuit shown in Fig. 4-6.

This time we apply KCL at the top node where the wire from the current
source meets the two resistors. We denote the current through the 3 � resistor
due to the current source alone by IC . This time a current divider gives

IC = 4

4 + 3
= 4

7
A

The total current flowing through the resistor is the sum

IV + IC = 3 + 4

7
= 25

7
A

3

8 4

Fig. 4-6 The circuit in Fig. 4-4, with the voltage source set to zero.
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Therefore, the power absorbed by the resistor is

P = RI 2 = (3)

(
25

7

)2

≈ 38 W

Millman’s Theorem
Consider a circuit containing a set of elements in parallel, where each element
consists of a voltage source and resistor in series. We can replace such a circuit
with a single voltage source and resistor in series by using Millman’s theorem.
This theorem is actually simple to apply. We just use the following steps:

1. Replace each voltage source Vi by an equivalent current source given
by Ii = Gi Vi , where Gi = 1/Ri is the conductance of the resistor in
series with the voltage source Vi .

2. Compute the sum
∑

i
Gi Vi = GV = I to obtain a single current source.

Sum up the conductances to obtain a single resistor in parallel with this
current source.

3. Invert to obtain a single voltage source and resistor that are in series.

The Millman voltage is

VM = G1V1 + G2V2 + · · · + GnVn

G1 + G2 + · · · + Gn
(4.2)

The Millman resistance is

RM = 1

G1 + G2 + · · · + Gn
(4.3)

EXAMPLE 4-3
Consider the circuit shown in Fig. 4-7 and replace it by its Millman equivalent.

SOLUTION
First we replace the two voltage sources by equivalent current sources. In the
first case consider the 5 V source. The conductance is found by inverting the
resistance in series with the 5 V source, that is

G1 = 1

3
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3
4

35

+

− 

+

− 

Fig. 4-7 In Example 4-3, we replace this circuit by a single voltage source and resistor
in series.

The current source is found to be

I1 = G1V1 = 1

3
(5) = 5

3

Next, we apply the same procedure to the second resistor–voltage source pair.
The second conductance is

G2 = 1

4

The second current source is

I2 = G2V2 = 1

4
(3) = 3

4

Now we have the circuit shown in Fig. 4-8, with current sources in parallel
with the resistors.

5/3 3/43 4

Fig. 4-8 The first intermediate step using Millman’s theorem results in this circuit.
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29/12 12/7

Fig. 4-9 Near the end of Millman’s theorem, we have a single current
source and resistor.

Now we add up the current sources to obtain a single current source given by

I = G1V1 + G2V2 = 5

3
+ 3

4
= 29

12

The total conductance is

G = G1 + G2 = 1

3
+ 1

4
= 7

12

We use these results to obtain the circuit shown in Fig. 4-9.
Now we can calculate the Millman voltage and Millman resistance. The

Millman voltage is

VM = G1V1 + G2V2

G1 + G2
= 29/12

7/12
= 29

7
V

RM = 1

G1 + G2
= 12

7
�

The Millman equivalent circuit, consisting of this voltage and resistance in
series, is shown in Fig. 4-10.

29/7

12/7

+

− 

Fig. 4-10 The Millman equivalent circuit to the circuit shown in Fig. 4-7.
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+

− 
10

20050

50
1

Fig. 4-11 Circuit for Problem 1.

Quiz
1. Find the voltage across the 1 A current source using superposition.

2. Can the power absorbed by the 50 � resistor in Fig. 4-11 be found by
using superposition? If not, why not?

3. Write down the Millman equivalent voltage.

4. A circuit contains n voltage sources in parallel; each voltage source is in
series with a resistor. What is the Millman equivalent resistance?

5. A circuit consists of components E1, E2, and E3 in parallel. The first
element E1 is a 4 V voltage source and 2 � resistor in series. The second
element E2 is a 1 V voltage source and 1 � resistor in series, and the
final element E3 is a 2 V voltage source and 3 � resistor in series. Find
the Millman voltage and the Millman resistance for this circuit.



CHAPTER 5

Delta–Wye
Transformations and

Bridge Circuits

In this chapter we cover three common circuit configurations.

Delta–Wye Transformations
A Y or wye resistor circuit is a set of three resistors connected in a Y formation,
as shown in Fig. 5-1.

A delta or �circuit is a set of three resistors connected in a � or triangular
formation. This is shown in Fig. 5-2.

These two circuits can be transformed into each other, providing the notion
of � − Y equivalence. This equivalence works in a manner similar to Thevenin

Copyright © 2008 by The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. Click here for terms of use. 
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RA RB

RC

Fig. 5-1 Three resistors arranged in the Wye configuration.

equivalence, in that the two circuits look the same if seen by an external observer.
However, they may be very different internally, so don’t expect to find the same
voltages or currents associated with any given pair of resistors. You can think
of the equivalence as a black box that responds with the same voltage and
current, but you don’t know what components are inside or how they are effected
individually.

First let’s consider the transformation from a Y circuit (Fig. 5-1) to a � circuit
(Fig. 5-2). Some tedious algebra can be used to derive the equivalent circuits,
but we won’t go through that and will just state the results. The first resistor in
the �configuration can be shown to be related to the Y circuit via

R1 = RA RB + RA RC + RB RC

RB
(5.1)

The second resistance in Fig. 5-2 can be calculated from the resistances in
Fig. 5-1 to be

R2 = RA RB + RA RC + RB RC

RC
(5.2)

R1 R3

R2

Fig. 5-2 Three resistors in the � configuration.
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And finally, the third resistance is given by

R3 = RA RB + RA RC + RB RC

RA
(5.3)

Now let’s consider the inverse or opposite transformation. Given the �circuit
shown in Fig. 5-2, how can we derive the Y circuit shown in Fig. 5-1? There are
three simple formulas that can once again be derived using tedious algebra. We
will just list them. The first resistance is

RA = R1 R2

R1 + R2 + R3
(5.4)

Next we have

RB = R2 R3

R1 + R2 + R3
(5.5)

And finally, the third resistance in the Y configuration can be derived from the
� configuration as

RC = R1 R3

R1 + R2 + R3
(5.6)

EXAMPLE 5-1
Convert the circuit shown in Fig. 5-3 into the Y configuration.

First we compute the sum of the individual resistances

RT = R1 + R2 + R3 = 2 + 4 + 7 = 13 �

2 7

4

Fig. 5-3 The initial circuit for Example 5-1.
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We denote the resistances in the Y configuration as they are shown in Fig. 5-1.
Using (5.4) we find the first resistance to be

RA = R1 R2

RT
= (2) (4)

13
= 8

13
�

The second resistance is found using (5.5)

RB = R2 R3

RT
= (4) (7)

13
= 28

13
�

Finally, we use (5.6) to calculate the third resistance

RC = R1 R3

RT
= (2) (7)

13
= 14

13
�

The transformed Y equivalent circuit to Fig. 5-3 is shown in Fig. 5-4.

EXAMPLE 5-2
Consider the circuits shown in Fig. 5-5. Can they be related by a �–Y transfor-
mation?

SOLUTION
First note that the resistor RA = 2 in the Y configuration. Now using (5.4) and
the �circuit shown in Fig. 5-5 consider that

RA = R1 R2

R1 + R2 + R3
= (3) (4)

3 + 4 + 2
= 12

9
�= 2

Hence, these two circuits are not related by a �–Y transformation.

8/13 28/13

14/13

Fig. 5-4 This circuit was obtained from the circuit shown in Fig. 5-3 by using
delta–wye equivalence.
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3 2

4
2 2

1

Fig. 5-5 A Y and � circuit for Example 5-2.

Hence, these two circuits are not related by a �–Y transformation.

Bridge Circuits
A bridge is a resistive circuit with two deltas or two Y’s connected. This is
shown in Fig. 5-6 where two � circuits share the same base resistor.

A Wheatstone bridge is a variation of this circuit which can be used to measure
an unknown resistance. Looking at Fig. 5-6, we can construct a Wheatstone
bridge in the following way. A voltage source V is connected to terminals A-B.
Next, we replace R5 with a Galvanometer (a device that can measure current)
which is connected to the rest of the circuit by a switch which is initially open.
The resistance R2 is an adjustable resistance. An unknown resistance is placed
in the position of R4, the device is designed to determine what R4 is.

The variable resistance R2 is adjusted until the galvanometer switch can be
closed without causing any movement in the galvanometer needle. This means
that there is zero voltage across the galvanometer. At that time the voltages
across the four resistors R1, R2, R3, R4 satisfy

V1 = V2, V3 = V4

R1
A

B

R2

R5

R3 R4

Fig. 5-6 A bridge circuit.
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12 12

12

Fig. 5-7 A � configuration.

When this condition is met, the Wheatstone bridge is said to be balanced.
Using voltage dividers we see that this condition translates into

R1V

R1 + R3
= R2V

R2 + R4
(5.7)

And

R3V

R1 + R3
= R4V

R2 + R4
(5.8)

Dividing (5.8) by (5.7) gives the bridge balance equation

R4 = R2 R3

R1
(5.9)

Quiz
1. Consider the circuit shown in Fig. 5-7 and convert it into an equivalent Y

circuit.

2. Three resistors R = 12 are connected in a Y configuration. What is R for
the equivalent � circuit?

3. In a Wheatstone bridge with R1 = 2, R3 = 4 it is found that balance is
achieved when R2 = 6. What is the value of the unknown resistance?



CHAPTER 6

Capacitance and
Inductance

So far we have looked at resistive circuit elements. In this chapter we extend
our analysis to include two important electric devices: the capacitor and the
inductor. The operation of these devices is more involved than what we have
seen so far. In fact, as we will see shortly, the relationships between voltage and
current involve calculus. This means that when we include these devices in our
analysis, we mark the end of a purely algebraic approach and are faced with
having to solve differential equations. We begin with the capacitor.

The Capacitor
A capacitor is a device that is capable of storing electric charge. It is not our
purpose to discuss the specific physical nature or the construction of a capacitor.
This information can be found in any basic physics book. Rather we will focus

Copyright © 2008 by The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. Click here for terms of use. 
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Fig. 6-1 The representation of a capacitor as a circuit element.

on the behavior of capacitors in electric circuits. This means finding a voltage–
current relation analogous to Ohm’s law and determining how to calculate the
power emitted or absorbed by a capacitor. We can then use this information to
analyze electric networks that contain capacitors. The symbol used to denote a
capacitor is shown below in Fig. 6-1.

The ability or capacity of a capacitor to store electric charge is measured
in terms of charge per applied voltage. In SI units, capacitance is measured
in Coulombs per volt, which are denoted by a special unit called the Farad.
Specifically

C = Q

V
[F] (6.1)

In most realistic situations, the capacitance is a very small value. Therefore,
you will see capacitance on the order of microfarads or even picofarads. In
some examples in this book, however, we use large values for instructional
purposes.

Capacitors in Parallel or Series
Like resistance, we can form an equivalent capacitance when faced with a set
of capacitors connected in parallel or in series. When a set of capacitors are
connected in parallel, the total equivalent capacitance is found by adding up the
individual capacitances. That is

CT = C1 + C2 + C3 + · · · (6.2)

If the capacitors are arranged in series, then

CT = 1

1/C1 + 1/C2 + 1/C3 + · · · (6.3)

The alert reader will notice that capacitors and resistors connected in parallel
and in series are added up in the opposite manner. Let’s consider an example.
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5 2

1

Vs

Fig. 6-2 Circuit analyzed in Example 5-1.

EXAMPLE 6-1
What is the total capacitance as seen by the voltage source in Fig. 6-2? All
capacitances are given in microfarads.

SOLUTION
The 5 and 2 µF capacitors are in parallel. Hence they can be replaced by a single
capacitor with

C ′ = 5 + 2 = 7 µF

The circuit can be replaced by the circuit shown in Fig. 6-3.
The 7 and 1 µF capacitors are connected in series. Using (6.3) these two

capacitors can be replaced by an equivalent capacitor with

C ′′ = 1

1/7 + 1
= 8/7 µF

This is the total equivalent capacitance as seen by the voltage source.

7

1

Vs

Fig. 6-3 Circuit obtained from that shown in Fig. 6-2 using the rule for capacitors
connected in parallel.
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Voltage–Current Relations in a Capacitor
The quantities that are of most interest in circuit analysis are the voltage and
current in a circuit element. To see how these are related, we begin with the
fundamental relation used to define capacitance, equation (6.1). Let’s rearrange
the terms a bit

CV = Q

Now we take the time derivative of this expression

C
dV

dt
= d Q

dt

Capacitance C is a constant. Now recall that current is the time rate of change
of charge

i = d Q

dt

Therefore, we have found that the current flowing through a capacitor is
related to the voltage across that capacitor in the following way

i(t) = C
dv

dt
(6.4)

EXAMPLE 6-2
Find the voltage across each capacitor in the circuit shown in Fig. 6-4.

SOLUTION
We can attack this problem by first finding the equivalent capacitance seen
by the voltage source. The 2 and the 3 µF capacitors are in parallel, so they

+

+

−

−

V1

V2
50 V

8 µF

2 µF 3 µF

Fig. 6-4 Circuit analyzed in Example 6-2.
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can be replaced by

C ′ = 2 + 3 = 5 µF

Now we have the 8 µF capacitor in series with C ′. Hence the total or equivalent
capacitance seen by the voltage source is

CT = 1

1/8 + 1/5
= 40

13
= 3.1 µF

This capacitance will be in parallel with the voltage source, so the voltage
across the equivalent capacitance is 50 V. This allows us to determine the total
charge in Coulombs as

Q = CV = (3.1 µF) (50 V) = 155 µC

This is the charge on the 8 µF capacitor in the original circuit. So the voltage
V1 in Fig. 6-4 is

V1 = 155 × 10−6 C

8 × 10−6 F
= 19.4 V

Now we can use KVL to find the voltage across the 2 and 3 µF capacitors.
We have

−50 + 19.4 + V2 = 0

⇒ V2 = 30.6 V

Voltage in Terms of Current
Equation (6.4) tells us how to find the current in terms of the applied voltage
for a capacitor. This relation can be inverted to give the voltage in terms of the
current as a function of time by integrating. Specifically, if the initial voltage is
denoted by v(0) we have

v(t) = v(0) + 1

C

∫ t

0
i(s) ds (6.5)

In (6.5), s is just a dummy variable of integration. Let’s see how this equation
works with some examples.
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EXAMPLE 6-3
It is known that when t ≥ 0 the current flowing through a 5 F capacitor is
described by i(t) = 3e−2t [A]. If the initial voltage is zero, find and plot the
voltage across the capacitor as a function of time. What is the charge on the
capacitor as a function of time?

SOLUTION
Using (6.5) with v(0) = 0 we have

v(t) = 1

5

∫ t

0
3e−2sds = − 3

10
e−2s

∣∣t

0
= − 3

10
e−2t + 3

10
= 3

10
(1 − e−2t ) [V]

A plot of the voltage is shown in Fig. 6-5. What should you notice about
the plot? The important characteristic of the plot is that the voltage rises up
to a constant value, when it attains v(t) = 0.3 V. When the voltage becomes
constant, notice, by looking at (6.4), that no more current flows through the
capacitor.

To find the charge on the capacitor as a function of time, we apply equation
(6.1)

q(t) = Cv(t) = 5

{
3

10
(1 − e−2t )

}
= 3

2
(1 − e−2t ) C

0.3

0.25

0.2

0.15

0.1

0.05

0.5 1 1.5 2
t

v

Fig. 6-5 The voltage in Example 5-3 reaches a constant value in about 2 s.
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Power and Energy in the Capacitor
The instantaneous power in any circuit element can be found using first princi-
ples. Recall that

p(t) = v(t)i(t)

To find the power in a capacitor, we simply apply (6.4). This tells us that

p(t) = Cv(t)
dv

dt
(6.6)

The energy is found by integrating

w =
∫ t2

t1

p(t) dt = C

∫ v2

v1

v dv (6.7)

where v1 is the voltage at time t1, and do on. So

w = 1

2
Cv2 (6.8)

EXAMPLE 6-4
Suppose that the current flowing through a 2 F capacitor is i(t) = 2e−3t . Find the
energy in the capacitor for 0 ≤ t ≤ 2 s. The initial voltage across the capacitor
is 1 V.

SOLUTION
First we find the voltage as a function of time

v(t) = 1 + 1

2

∫ t

0
2e−3sds = 1 − 1

3
e−3t + 1

3
= 4

3
− 1

3
e−3t V

The instantaneous power is

p(t) = v(t)i(t) =
(

4

3
− 1

3
e−3t

)
2e−3t = 8

3
e−3t − 2

3
e−6t W
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The energy for 0 ≤ t ≤ 2 is found by integration

w =
∫ 2

0
p(t) dt =

∫ 2

0

8

3
e−3t − 2

3
e−6t dt = 1

9
(7 + e−12 − 8e−6) = 0.78 J

Time Constants, Zero-Input Response,
and First-Order RC Circuits

We call a circuit consisting of a resistor and capacitor an RC circuit. Initially,
the capacitor is connected to a voltage source by a switch. This allows the ca-
pacitor to charge up and attain an initial voltage. When the switch is thrown,
the connection between the capacitor and the voltage source is broken and the
capacitor is connected to the resistor. When this happens, the elements in the
RC circuit start off with initial voltages and currents that decay rapidly to zero
as the capacitor discharges through the resistor. In fact, the voltages and cur-
rents decay exponentially. We call such rapidly decaying voltages and currents
transients.

The initial circuit is shown in Fig. 6-6, where we see the capacitor connected
to a voltage source. There is an open circuit between the capacitor and the
resistor so nothing is happening to the resistor.

Initially, it is trivial to see that applying KVL to the closed loop containing the
voltage source and the capacitor puts a voltage V across the capacitor. This will
be the initial condition when the switch is thrown to the right, disconnecting the
voltage source and connecting the capacitor to the resistor. When this is done,
we are left with the circuit shown in Fig. 6-7.

To solve this circuit, we can apply KCL. Take a node at the top of the resistor
and suppose that the current is flowing in the clockwise direction. If we take +

+

− 
V C

R

Fig. 6-6 First we charge up the capacitor by connecting it via a switch to a voltage
source V .
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C
R

Fig. 6-7 The switch in Fig. 6-6 is thrown to the right, giving us a simple RC circuit.

for currents entering the node and use (6.4) for the current flowing through the
capacitor, we have

i(t) = C
dv

dt
= −iR(t) (6.9)

The current flowing through the resistor can be written in terms of the voltage
as iR(t) = vR(t)/R. Looking at Fig. 6-7 one can see immediately that the same
voltage must be across the capacitor and the resistor (KVL), so (6.9) can be
written as

C
dv

dt
= − v

R
(6.10)

This is an easy differential equation to solve, but we will go through it in a
bit of detail for readers who are new to the material or who are simply rusty.
First we move all terms involving v to the left side of the equation and all other
terms to the right side of the equation. This gives

dv

v
= − 1

RC
dt

If you look in an integral table you will find that∫
dx

x
= ln x + C

Hence, ignoring the constant of integration and initial conditions (which will
be put on the right side), if we integrate the left-hand side we obtain∫

dv

v
= ln v(t)
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Now let’s integrate the right-hand side. This is elementary

− 1

RC

∫
dt = − t

RC
+ K

So we have the following relationship

ln v(t) = − t

RC
+ K

Now we use the fact that eln x = x and exponentiate both sides giving

v(t) = K e−t/RC

Notice that

v(0) = K

Hence, the constant of integration is the initial voltage, which we had labeled
V in Fig. 6-6. Let’s call it v(0), however, to emphasize that this is the initial
condition for the time-dependent voltage function. So we have found that the
voltage in an RC circuit is given by

v(t) = v(0)e−t/RC (6.11)

Looking at this decaying exponential it’s easy to see that the voltage quickly
dissipates, dying away to zero in short time. This reflects the fact that this voltage
is a transient. Later, when we consider sinusoidal sources, we will focus on the
long-term solutions that are called steady-state solutions.

Returning to our example, notice that when t = RC the voltage has decayed
to a fraction 1/e = e−1 of its initial value. The time τ = RC is called the time
constant of the circuit. When t = τ , the voltages and currents in the circuit are
just 36.8% of their initial value. At t = 5τ , or at five time constants, the voltages
and currents are a mere 0.6% of their initial values. So a good rule of thumb
to remember is that at five time constants the voltages and currents in an RC
circuit are essentially zero.

EXAMPLE 6-5
A capacitor C = 1/10 Fis in an RC circuit with a resistor R = 5 � as shown
in Fig. 6-7. What is the time constant for this circuit?
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SOLUTION
The time constant is found by multiplying the resistance and capacitance to-
gether. In this case

τ = (5 �)(1/10 F) = 0.5 s

This tells us that the voltage across each element will be 36.8% of the initial
value in half a second. In 2.5 s, the voltage will be almost zero.

EXAMPLE 6-6
The voltage in an RC circuit is given by (6.11). Suppose that v(0) = 10 V,
R = 50 �, and C = 0.3 F. How long will it take for the voltage across the
capacitor to decay to 3 V? What current initially flows through the circuit?

SOLUTION
The solution for the voltage in an RC circuit is given by (6.11). In this case,

v(t) = 10e−t/15

The time constant is

τ = RC = (50 �)(0.3 F) = 15 s

To determine how long it will take for the voltage to decay to 3 V, we need
to solve the equation

3 = 10e−t/15

Rearranging

3

10
= e−t/15

Taking the natural logarithm of both sides we find

ln

(
3

10

)
= −t/15,

⇒ t = −15 ln

(
3

10

)
= −18.06 s
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So it takes about 18 s for the voltage to decay from the initial 10 V down to
3 V. Note that since the time constant is 15 s, it will take about 5τ = 75 s or 1
min 15 s for the voltages and currents in this circuit to dissipate to zero.

The current is found by using (6.4)

i(t) = C
dv

dt
= (0.3)

d

dt
(10e−t/15) = 3

(
− 1

15

)
e−t/15 = −1

5
e−t/15

Hence, at t = 0, a current of 1/5 = 0.2 A flows in a counterclockwise direction
in the circuit shown in Fig. 6-7.

When we do circuit analysis, we can draw a circuit without voltage and current
sources as in Fig. 6-7 and just allow the voltages and currents to have initial
conditions. When we analyze a circuit in this way, we call this the zero-input
response of the circuit.

The Inductor
Now we meet our second dynamic circuit element, the inductor. An inductor is
a wire wound into a coil. The symbol used to represent an inductor in a circuit
is shown in Fig. 6-8.

From elementary physics, we know that a current flowing through a straight
wire produces a magnetic field, with circular lines of magnetic force about the
wire. We measure the density of these field lines and call them magnetic flux.
Winding a wire into a coil increases the magnetic flux.

For our purposes, an inductor can be thought of as a dynamic circuit element
that stores electric energy. The key equation when working with inductors relates
the voltage across it to the current flowing through it via

v = L
di

dt
(6.12)

The constant L is a property of the inductor itself called the inductance. We
measure inductance in henries (H).

Fig. 6-8 An inductor.
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Inductors in Series and in Parallel
If n inductors are connected in series, the total inductance is given by

L = L1 + L2 + · · · + Ln (6.13)

If a set of n inductors is connected in parallel, the total inductance is

LT = 1
1

L1
+ 1

L2
+ · · · + 1

Ln

(6.14)

Energy in an Inductor
The energy in an inductor can be found by integrating the power. Going back
to basics, the power p = vi . Using (6.12), we have

w =
∫

vi dt =
∫

L
di

dt
i dt = L

∫
i di

Integrating we find that the energy stored in an inductor is

w = 1

2
Li2 (6.15)

The energy is given in joules. At this point, it’s a good idea to go back and
compare the basic voltage–current relation (6.12) and energy (6.15) for the
inductor with the equations we found for the capacitor, (6.4) and (6.8). Notice
that these equations have similar form, we just interchange L and C and v and i.

Current in an Inductor
If we know the voltage in an inductor, we can find the current by integrating.
The result is

i(t) = i(0) + 1

L

∫ t

0
v(τ ) dτ (6.16)
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Zero-Input Analysis of First-Order RL Circuits
First-order RL circuits can be analyzed in a similar manner that we used to
analyze first-order RC circuits in the previous sections. We won’t worry about
sources but will provide initial conditions; hence, we will perform zero-input
analysis.

EXAMPLE 6-7
A current i(t) = 2e−t flows through a 2 H inductor. What is the voltage across
the inductor? Plot the voltage and current on the same graph. Calculate and plot
the energy stored in the inductor as a function of time.

SOLUTION
We find the voltage across the inductor by using (6.12). This gives

v(t) = L
di

dt
= (2)

d

dt
2e−t = −4e−t

The voltage and current are shown together in Fig. 6-9.
The energy stored in the inductor is found readily from (6.15)

w = 1

2
Li2 = 1

2
(2)(2e−t )2 = 4e−2t J

A plot of the energy is shown in Fig. 6-10.

0.5 1 1.5 2
t

−4

−3

−2

−1

1

2

f

Fig. 6-9 A plot of the current (dashed line) and voltage (solid line) for the inductor in
Example 6-7.
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0.5 1 1.5 2
t

1

2

3

4

w

Fig. 6-10 The energy stored in the inductor in Example 6-7. Initially, 4 J are stored in
the inductor. This dissipates in about 2 s.

Mutual Inductance
When two inductors are in proximity, the fact that the magnetic field lines extend
out into space around the wires means that some flux from each wire will “link”
the other wire. That is, a current flowing in one inductor will generate magnetic
flux that links the other inductor and induce a current to flow through it. One
way to bring two inductors into proximity is to wind two wires around the same
iron core.

Let two inductors be identified by inductances L1 and L2 and be brought into
proximity as shown in Fig. 6-11.

Each inductor has two types of flux, leakage flux and mutual flux. For inductor
1, we denote these by φl1 and φm1, respectively, and similarly for the second
inductor. We can measure how tightly the inductors are coupled by using the

L2
L1

Fig. 6-11 Two inductors brought close to each other will have mutual inductance.
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coefficient of coupling, which is defined by

k =
√(

φm1

φl1 + φm1

) (
φm2

φl2 + φm2

)
(6.17)

The more tightly coupled they are, the higher k with 0 ≤ k ≤ 1. The self-
inductance L for a winding with N turns is given by

L = N (φm + φl)

i(t)
(6.18)

Now, magnetic flux is related to the current in an inductor via

φ(t) = Li(t) (6.19)

where φ is measured in webers (Wb). When the two inductors are brought into
proximity, some flux will be induced in each inductor due to the flux of the other
inductor. That is, some flux will be induced due to the current flowing in the
other inductor. The induced flux is given by

φi (t) = Mi j (t)

Here we are saying that this is the induced flux in inductor i due to the
current flowing in inductor j . We call the constant of proportionality M the
mutual inductance. The number of windings in one inductor multiplied by the
mutual flux in the second inductor, divided by the current in the second inductor,
define the mutual inductance. That is,

M = N1φm2

i2(t)
= N2φm1

i1(t)
(6.20)

When mutual inductance is present, we have to modify the equation relating
voltage and current (6.12). Let inductor 1 have inductance L1, voltage v1(t)
with a current i1(t) flowing through it, and similarly for inductor 2. Then

v1(t) = L1
di1

dt
+ M

di2

dt
(6.21)

v2(t) = L2
di2

dt
+ M

di1

dt
(6.22)
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In terms of mutual inductance, we can write the coefficient of coupling (6.17)
as

k = M√
L1L2

(6.23)

EXAMPLE 6-8
Two inductors are brought into proximity as shown in Fig. 6-11, with L1 = 0.5 H
and L2 = 0.7 H. If a current flowing through inductor 2 is i2(t) = 20 sin 100t ,
and the induced voltage across inductor 1 is v1(t) = 700 cos 100t , what is the
mutual inductance? Assume that initially no current is flowing through induc-
tor 1.

SOLUTION
Using (6.21) with i1(t) = 0 we have

v1(t) = M
di2

dt
, ⇒

M = 700 cos 100t

2000 cos 100t
= 0.35

Since

di2

dt
= d

dt
20 sin 100t = 2000 cos 100t

EXAMPLE 6-9
For the two inductors shown in Fig. 6-11, let L1 = 2 H, L2 = 5 H, and M =
0.25. Suppose that a current i2(t) = 100e−5t flows through the second inductor.
What is the voltage induced across L1 if i1(t) = 0? What is the coefficient of
coupling between these two inductors?

SOLUTION
Using (6.21) we find

v1(t) = M
di2

dt
= (0.25)

d

dt
100e−5t = −125e−5t V

The coefficient of coupling can be found from (6.23). We have

k = M√
L1L2

= 0.25√
(2)(5)

= 0.08

The inductors are not strongly coupled.
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Zero-Input Response in an RL Circuit
Finding the zero-input response of an RL circuit proceeds in an fashion analo-
gous to method used to find the zero-input response for an RC circuit. However,
this time we take the initial condition to be the initial current rather than the
initial voltage. The circuit we wish to solve is shown in Fig. 6-12.

Using

v = L
di

dt

for the inductor and

v = Ri

For the resistor, we apply KVL to a loop about the circuit shown in Fig. 6-12.
This gives the differential equation

L
di

dt
+ Ri = 0

Hence

di

i
= − R

L
dt

Integrating gives us the transient current in the RL circuit. We find it to be

i(t) = i(0)e−(R/L)t (6.24)

Fig. 6-12 Zero-input response of an RL circuit.
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+

− 

12 V

6

1.5

Fig. 6-13 A series RL circuit with a voltage source.

where i(0) is the initial current. For an RL circuit, the time constant is given by

τ = L/R (6.25)

EXAMPLE 6-10
For the circuit shown in Fig. 6-13, find the total response of the current and the
time constant. Plot the current as a function of time. Suppose that the initial
current is 1 A.

SOLUTION
We apply KVL in a clockwise fashion starting at the voltage source. We have

−12 + 6i + 1.5
di

dt
= 0

Cleaning up a bit gives

di

dt
+ 4i = 8

This is an inhomogeneous differential equation—the presence of the extra
term is due to the voltage source. When we solve for the total solution, we
have a solution that includes the zero-input response + zero-state response. We
have already seen that the zero-input response is the solution of a circuit when
initial conditions are supplied but no sources are included in the circuit. The
zero-state response is the response of the circuit due to the presence of sources.
Mathematically, the zero-input response is the homogeneous solution to the
differential equation describing the circuit, and the zero-state response is the
inhomogeneous solution. In our case, we find the zero-input response by solving

di

dt
+ 4i = 0
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We already have quite a bit of practice solving this equation. The solution is

iH (t) = K e−4t

where H indicates this is the homogeneous part of the solution. We found 4
from the time constant, which is

τ = L/R = 1.5

6
= 0.25 s

We leave the initial condition undetermined, because we need the total so-
lution to find it. The solution for the zero-state response is found from the
particular solution of the differential equation. In our case this is relatively easy,
since the voltage source is dc. So we try

i p(t) = A

where A is a constant. The derivative is clearly zero, so we find A by plugging
into

di

dt
+ 4i = 8

And solving

4A = 8

Hence

i p(t) = 2

The total solution is

i(t) = i p(t) + iH (t) = 3 + K e−4t

With i(0) = 1 A, we have

1 = 2 + K , ⇒ K = −1

So the total solution with initial condition is

i(t) = i p(t) + iH (t) = 3 − e−4t
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Fig. 6-14 A plot of the current found in Example 6-10.

The plot, shown in Fig. 6-14, shows the current approaching the final value
of 2 A in about 1.25 s, as would be expected from the time constant.

EXAMPLE 6-11
A resistor R = 12 � and inductor L = 4 H are connected in series with a
sinusoidal voltage source vs(t) = 20 sin 30t . Find the total response of the circuit
for i(t). The initial current is zero.

SOLUTION
The differential equation describing the circuit is

4
di

dt
+ 12i(t) = 20 sin 30t

The zero-input response is found by setting the value due to the source (the
input on the right-hand side of the equation) to zero. This gives

diH

dt
+ 3iH (t) = 0

We find the solution to be

iH (t) = K e−3t

where K is a constant to be determined from the initial condition. Now we need
to solve for the zero-state response, or the particular solution for the current.
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The inhomogeneous term is

20 sin 30t

Suggesting a solution of the form

i p(t) = A sin(30t + φ)

The derivative of this expression is

di p

dt
= 30A cos(30t + φ)

Now use the following trig identities

sin(x + y) = sin x cos y + cos x sin y

cos(x + y) = cos x cos y − sin x sin y

To write

i p(t) = A sin(30t + φ) = A sin 30t cos φ + A cos 30t sin φ

di p

dt
= 30A cos(30t + φ) = 30A cos 30t cos φ − 30A sin 30t sin φ

Then we have

di p

dt
+ 3i p(t) = 30A cos 30t cos φ − 30A sin 30t sin φ

+ 3A sin 30t cos φ + 3A cos 30t sin φ

Grouping terms and setting equal to the inhomogeneous term due to the
voltage source we have

A cos 30t(30 cos φ + 3 sin φ) + A sin 30t(3 cos φ − 30 sin φ) = 5 sin 30t

Since there is no term involving cos 30t on the right-hand side, it must be
true that

30 cos φ + 3 sin φ = 0
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This leads to the relation

tan φ = −10

⇒ φ = −84◦

Now, 3 cos(−84◦) − 30 sin (−84◦) = 3(0.105) − 30(−0.995) = 30.155. So
we can solve for A. Given that 30 cos φ + 3 sin φ = 0, we are left with

A sin 30t(3 cos φ − 30 sin φ) = 5 sin 30t
⇒
A = 5

3 cos φ − 30 sin φ
= 0.166

So the particular solution, which represents the zero-state solution, is

i p(t) = 0.166 sin(30t − 84◦)

The total solution is

i(t) = i p(t) + iH (t) = 0.166 sin(30t − 84◦) + K e−3t

Setting this equal to zero gives

K = −0.166 sin(−84◦) = +0.166

The total solution is therefore

i(t) = 0.166(sin(30t − 84◦) + e−3t )

Second-Order Circuits
A second-order circuit is one that includes capacitors and inductors in a single
circuit. Such a circuit is called second order because of the nature of the current-
voltage relations for inductors and capacitors. When the analysis is done, a
second-order differential equation for the current or the voltage will result.

Second-order circuits are subject to a phenomenon known as damping. Be-
fore looking specifically at electric circuits, consider an arbitrary second-order
differential equation of the form:

s2 + 2ζωns + ω2
n = 0
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where ωn is the undamped natural frequency and ζ is the damping ratio. The
dynamic behavior of the system is then described in terms of these two param-
eters ζ and ωn . To determine the behavior of a system, we look at the damping
ratio. There are three possibilities:

If 0 < ζ < 1, the roots are complex conjugates and the system is underdamped
and oscillatory.

If ζ = 1, the roots of the system are equal and the response is critically damped.
If ζ > 1, the roots are negative, real, and unequal. The system response is over-

damped.

With this in mind, consider the RLC circuit second-order equation (6.28) that
is specific for a resistor, inductor, and capacitor in series:

s2 + R

L
s + 1

LC
= 0

We see that ω2
n = 1

LC

And 2ζωn = R

L
⇒ ζ = R

√
LC

2L
This provides us with the damped case relationships for an RLC second-order

equation:

If 0 < R
√

LC
2L < 1, then the roots are complex conjugates and the system is under-

damped and oscillatory.

If R
√

LC
2L = 1, then the roots of the system are equal and the response is critically

damped.

If R
√

LC
2L > 1, then the roots are negative, real, and unequal. The system response

is overdamped.

As an example, we consider a series RLC circuit shown in Fig. 6-15.
If we apply KVL around the circuit, we obtain

Ri + L
di

dt
+ vc = V

The same current flows through each circuit element. In the capacitor, the
relation

i(t) = C
dvc

dt
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Fig. 6-15 A series RLC circuit.

is satisfied. Therefore, since the same current flows through the inductor, the
voltage across the inductor is

L
di

dt
= LC

d2vc

dt2

Also, the same current flows through the resistor, meaning that the voltage
across the resistor is

Ri = RC
dvc

dt

Hence, in a series an RLC circuit with voltage source V is described by the
differential equation

LC
d2vc

dt2
+ RC

dvc

dt
+ vc = V (6.26)

The homogeneous solution or the zero-input solution is found by setting the
source equal to zero

d2vc

dt2
+ R

L

dvc

dt
+ 1

LC
vc = 0 (6.27)

To solve this system, we write down the characteristic equation

s2 + R

L
s + 1

LC
= 0 (6.28)
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Fig. 6-16 A plot of an overdamped system, a decaying exponential.

If the roots of the characteristic equation are distinct and real, s1 �= s2, then
the solution is of the form

i(t) = Aes1t + Bes2t (6.29)

When these roots are both less than zero, we say that the system is over-
damped. An example of an overdamped system is shown in Fig. 6-16; the
current quickly decays to zero.

If the roots are real but s1 = s2 = s, the solution is of the form

i(t) = Aest + Btest (6.30)

When s < 0, this is a critically damped system. In this case, the voltage or
current rises smoothly to a peak value, then smoothly decays to zero. An example
is shown in Fig. 6-17. Finally, if the roots are complex with s1 = a + ib, s2 =
a− ib the solution is of the form

i(t) = Aeat cos bt + Beat sin bt (6.31)

When a < 0 we call this an underdamped system, which is a sinusoid with
a decaying amplitude. An example is shown in Fig. 6-18. In all three cases, the
constants A and B are determined from the initial conditions.

EXAMPLE 6-12
Find the zero-input voltage as a function of time across the capacitor in a
series RLC circuit with L = 2, C = 1/10, and R = 12 and a voltage source
v(t) = 4 cos 10t . The initial conditions are v(t) = 1, v̇(t) = 0.
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0.5 1 1.5 2

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

Fig. 6-17 A plot of a critically damped function, f (t) = 8 t e−3t .

SOLUTION
The differential equation to solve is

d2vc

dt2
+ 6

dvc

dt
+ 5vc = 20 cos 10t

To find the zero-input solution, we solve the homogeneous equation

d2vc

dt2
+ 6

dvc

dt
+ 5vc = 0

The characteristic equation is

s2 + 6s + 5 = 0

1 2 4 5 6

−0.2

−0.1

0.1

0.2

Fig. 6-18 An example of an underdamped function, f (t) = 0.3e−0.5t sin 3t .
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The roots are

s1,2 = −6 ±
√

62 − 4(1)(5)

2(1)
= −1, −5

So the zero-input solution is

vc(t) = Ae−t + Be−5t

If we were only interested in the zero-input solution, we could apply the initial
conditions. Setting the voltage v(0) = 1 gives

A + B = 1

Setting the derivative to zero gives

0 = −A − 5B

We find A = 5/4, B = −1/4 so the zero-input solution is

vc(t) = 5

4
e−t − 1

4
e−5t

Summary
In this chapter we considered dynamic circuit elements, the capacitor and the
inductor. Capacitors in parallel add:

CT = C1 + C2 + C3 + · · ·

The total capacitance for capacitors in series is:

CT = 1

1/C1 + 1/C2 + 1/C3 + · · ·
We measure capacitance C in Farads. Given a capacitor, we can relate the

current and voltage using

i(t) = C
dv

dt
or v(t) = v(0) + 1

C

∫ t

0
i(s) ds
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In an inductor, this relation becomes

v = L
di

dt

Where L is the inductance measured in Henries.

Quiz
1. A capacitor with C = 1 µF is in an RC circuit with a 100 � resistor.

What is the time constant?

2. How long does it take for the voltage in the circuit described in Problem
1 to decay to zero?

3. A current increases uniformly from 10 to 100 mA in 20 ms in a coil.
This induces a voltage of 2 V. What is the inductance of the coil?

4. Consider an RL circuit with R = 10 �, L = 2 H in series with a voltage
source with v(t) = 24e−t . Find the total solution. Assume the initial
current is zero.

5. Consider an RL circuit with R = 8 �, L = 4 H in series with a voltage
source with v(t) = 4 cos 10t . Find the total solution. Assume the initial
current is zero.

6. Consider an RL circuit with R = 8 �, L = 4 H in series with a voltage
source with v(t) = 4t . Find the total solution. Assume the initial current
is i(t) = 2 A.

7. The equation obeyed by the current in a parallel RLC circuit with zero
input is

LC
d2i

dt2
+ L

R

di

dt
+ i = 0

Suppose that L = 2 H, R = 4 �, and C = 1/2 F. If i(0) = 1, v(0) = 0,
find i(t).



CHAPTER 7

The Phasor Transform

In this chapter we consider sinusoidal sources and use the fact that they are
closely related to complex numbers to develop a simplified method of calculation
known as the phasor transform. Fortunately, sinusoidal sources are widely used.
The household voltage in the United States is v(t) = 170 sin 377t , so the topics
covered in this chapter have wide applicability. Let’s begin by reviewing some
basic properties of complex numbers. If you are not familiar with complex
numbers, don’t despair, we include everything you need to know in this chapter.

Basics on Complex Numbers
In the sixteenth century mathematicians widened the scope of equations they
could solve by introducing the notion of the square root of−1. Within the context
of mathematics and physics, the square root of −1 is denoted by i = √−1.
The symbol i is used because numbers of this type are sometimes known as
imaginary. However, in electrical engineering it is traditional to denote the
square root of −1 by

j = √−1 (7.1)

Copyright © 2008 by The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. Click here for terms of use. 
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This is done, in part, because of tradition but mostly because we don’t want
to confuse

√−1 with the current, which is denoted by the reserved symbol i .
This way 4 j has clear meaning, whereas if 4i was used in a set of equations
describing a circuit its meaning would be ambiguous.

The square roots of a number −a is given by
√−a = j

√
a. For example

√−4 =
√

(−1)(4) = √−1
√

4 = j2

A complex number z is a number of the form

z = x + j y (7.2)

We call x the real part of z and sometimes denote it by x = Re(z). The
imaginary part of z is y = Im(z). Note that the real and imaginary parts of a
complex number are real numbers. For example

z = 2 − 3 j

In this case, Re(z) = 2 and Im(z) = −3.
Addition and subtraction of complex numbers proceeds as follows. If z =

x + j y and w = u + jv we form their sum(difference) by adding(subtracting)
their real and imaginary parts. That is

z ± w = (x ± u) + j(y ± v) (7.3)

To multiply two complex numbers, we write

zw = (x + j y)(u + jv) = xu + j xv + j yu + j2 yv

= (xu − yv) + j(xv + yu) (7.4)

The complex conjugate of a complex number z is denoted by z and is calcu-
lated by letting j → − j . Hence, if z = x + j y, then

z = x − j y (7.5)

The complex conjugate is important because it can be used to denote the
“length” of a complex number. We call this length the magnitude. You can think
of a complex number as a vector in the x − y plane pointing from the origin to
the point (x, y), with the x component of the vector being the real part of z and
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the y component of the vector being the imaginary part of z. The magnitude is
the product of the complex number and its conjugate

|z| =
√

zz =
√

(x + j y)(x − j y) =
√

x2 + y2 (7.6)

Notice that this is the same number we would obtain for the magnitude of a
vector 
A = xî + y ĵ .

To divide complex numbers, we use the conjugate in the following way.
Again, let z = x + j y and w = u + jv . Then

z

w
= zw

zw
= (x + j y)(u − jv)

(u + jv)(u − jv)
= xu + yv + j(yu − xv)

u2 + v2
(7.7)

Polar Representation
So far we have been writing complex numbers using Cartesian representation.
We can also write them in polar form, which is

z = re jθ (7.8)

Here r is the magnitude of the complex number, again the length of a vector
directed from the origin to the point (x, y). Therefore

r =
√

zz (7.9)

The phase or angle θ is the angle from the x axis to the vector representing the
complex number. It is given by

θ = tan−1(y/x) (7.10)

In electrical engineering, it is common to denote the polar form (7.8) using a
shorthand notation given by

z = r � θ (7.11)

Sinusoids and Complex Numbers
In many applications of circuit analysis, voltage and current sources are sinu-
soidal. For example, we can have v(t) = V0 sin ωt or i(t) = I0 sin ωt . A useful
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formula that you will become intimately familiar with if you study electrical
engineering is Euler’s identity. This allows us to relate the sine and cosine func-
tions to complex exponentials. The cosine function is related to the exponential
in the following way

cos θ = e jθ + e− jθ

2
(7.12)

And sine is related to the exponential via

sin θ = e jθ − e− jθ

2 j
(7.13)

In addition, using (7.12) and (7.13) it is easy to show that

e± jθ = cos θ ± j sin θ (7.14)

These relations are easy to derive by writing down the Taylor series expan-
sions of each term, but we won’t worry about that and just accept them as
given.

For particular angles, there are a few useful relationships that should be
memorized. Using (7.14) notice that

e± jπ = −1 (7.15)

This is sometimes written as the famous formula e jπ + 1 = 0. In addition note
that

e± jπ/2 = ± j (7.16)

It is also useful to note that

1

j
= − j (7.17)

EXAMPLE 7-1
Find the polar representation of z = 4

√
3 + 4 j = 4(

√
3 + j).
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SOLUTION
First, looking in a table of trig functions, we note that

cos
π

6
=

√
3

2
, sin

π

6
= 1

2

We have

z = 4(
√

3 + j) = 8

(√
3

2
+ j

1

2

)
= 8

(
cos

π

6
+ j sin

π

6

)

Using Euler’s identity (7.14) we see that the polar form of z is

z = 8 e jπ/6

Hence, r = 8 and θ = π/6, allowing us to write

z = 8 � π/6

Multiplication and division of complex numbers in polar form is particularly
easy. Let z = re jθ and w = ρe jφ . Then

zw = (re jθ )(ρe jφ) = rρe j(θ+φ) (7.18)

Hence, magnitudes multiply and angles add. We can write this in shorthand
notation as

zw = rρ � (θ + φ) (7.19)

To divide two numbers in polar form, we divide the magnitudes and subtract
the angles

z

w
= re jθ

ρe jφ
= r

ρ
e j(θ−φ) (7.20)

Or

z

w
= r

ρ
� (θ − φ) (7.21)
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Sinusoidal Sources
Now we consider in detail circuits with sinusoidal sources. A sinusoidal voltage
source is one with the form

v(t) = V0 sin(ωt + φ) (7.22)

Here V0 is the amplitude (in volts) that gives the largest value that (7.22) can
attain. We call ω the radial frequency with units rad/s and φ is the phase angle.

We can also have sinusoidally varying currents such as

i(t) = I0 sin(ωt + φ) (7.23)

In this case the amplitude I0 is measured in amps. The radial frequency is related
to frequency by

ω = 2π f (7.24)

The units of f are hertz (Hz). The period T tells us the duration of a single
cycle in the wave. It is related to frequency using

f = 1

T
(7.25)

A sine wave f (t) = 2 sin t is shown in Fig. 7-1. Note that the amplitude gives
the maximum value.

1 2 3 4 5 6
t

−2

−1

1

2

sint

Fig. 7-1 A plot of f (t) = 2 sin t .
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Radians can be related to degrees by using

θ (radians) = π

180◦ × θ (degrees)

θ (degrees) = 180◦

π
× θ (radians)

(7.26)

Leading and Lagging
In electrical engineering you often hear the terms leading and lagging. Let
v1(t) = V0 sin(ωt + φ) and v2(t) = V0 sin(ωt). Both voltages have the same
radial frequency, but we say that v1(t) leads v2(t) by φ radians or degrees
(depending on the units used). This means that the features in the waveform
v1(t) appear earlier in time than the features in v2(t). Otherwise they are the
same waveforms. Consider

v1(t) = 170 sin(377t + 20◦), v2(t) = 170 sin(377t)

In this case v1(t) leads v2(t) by 20◦. Alternatively, we can say that v2(t) lags
v1(t) by 20◦.

In Fig. 7-2, we show a plot of f (t) = 2 sin t together with g(t) =
2 sin(t + π/6). The dashed line is f (t) = 2 sin t , which lags g(t) = 2 sin(t +
π/6) because the features of g(t) appear earlier.

Now suppose that g(t) = 2 sin(t − π/6). This wave lags f (t) = 2 sin t , mean-
ing that its features appear later in time. This is illustrated in Fig. 7-3.

1 2 3 4 5 6
t

−2

−1

1

2

sint

Fig. 7-2 The wave g(t) = 2 sin(t + π/6) leads f (t) = 2 sin t , its features appear
earlier in time.
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1 2 3 4 5 6
t

−2

−1

1

2

sint

Fig. 7-3 The wave g(t) = 2 sin(t − π/6) (dashed line) lags f (t) = 2 sin t (solid line),
now f (t) = 2 sin t appears earlier in time.

If two sinusoidal waveforms have a 0◦ phase difference, we say that they are
in phase. If the phase difference is 90◦, we say that the waves are 90◦ out of
phase.

Effective or RMS Values
The effective or RMS value of a periodic signal is the positive dc voltage or
current that results in the same power loss in a resistor over one period. If the
current or voltage is sinusoidal, we divide the amplitude by

√
2 to get the RMS

value. That is

Veff = V0√
2
, Ieff = I0√

2
(7.27)

Dynamic Elements and Sinusoidal Sources
Suppose that a voltage v(t) = V sin(ωt + φ) is across a capacitor C . The current
in the capacitor is

i(t) = C
dv

dt
= ωCV cos(ωt + φ) (7.28)
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The amplitude and hence the maximum value attained by the current is I =
ωCV . Rewriting this in terms of the voltage we have

V = 1

ωC
I

Notice that this resembles Ohm’s law. So we can denote a resistance by

XC = − 1

ωC
(7.29)

We call this quantity the capacitive reactance. The negative sign results from
the phase shift that occurs relating voltage to current.

Now consider an inductor carrying a current i(t) = I sin(ωt + φ). The volt-
age across the inductor is given by

v(t) = L
di

dt
= ωL I cos(ωt + φ)

Following the same logic used when considering a capacitor, we note that the
maximum voltage in the inductor is V = ωL I . Once again this is an Ohm’s law
type relation with resistance R = ωL . We call this the inductive reactance

X L = ωL (7.30)

Notice that the inductive reactance and capacitive reactance have the same
units as resistance. Unlike a resistor, however, the resistance in an inductor or
capacitor is frequency dependent. As the frequency increases

• The resistance of a capacitor decreases.

• The resistance of an inductor increases.

The Phasor Transform
A phasor is a complex representation of a phase-shifted sine wave. If

f (t) = A cos(ωt + φ) (7.31)

Then the phasor is given by

F = A � φ (7.32)
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To see how this works, we begin by considering Euler’s identity (7.14). Since
e j(ωt+φ) = cos(ωt + φ) + j sin(ωt + φ), we can take (7.31) to be the real part
of this expression, that is

f (t) = Re[Ae j(ωt+φ)] (7.33)

If a source is given as a sine wave, we can always rewrite it as a cosine wave
because

cos(x − 90◦) = sin x (7.34)

In a given circuit with a source f (t) = A cos(ωt + φ), the frequency part will
be the same for all components in the circuit. Hence, we can do our analysis
by focusing on the phase lead or lag for each voltage and current in the circuit.
This is done by writing each voltage and current by using what is called a
phasor transform. We denote phasor transforms with boldface letters. For f (t) =
A cos(ωt + φ), the phasor transform is just

F = Ae jφ (7.35)

The functions f (t) = A cos(ωt + φ) and F = Ae jφ constitute a phasor trans-
form pair. We write this relationship as

f (t) ⇔ F (7.36)

EXAMPLE 7-2
If i(t) = 20 cos(12t + 30◦), what is the phasor transform?

SOLUTION
First note that the current i(t) is the real part of

i(t) = Re[20e j(12t+30◦)] = Re[20 cos(12t + 30◦) + j20 sin(12t + 30◦)]

The phasor transform is

I = 20e j30◦

Or we can write it in shorthand as

I = 20 � 30◦
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Properties of the Phasor Transform
Phasor transforms are very useful in electrical engineering because they allow
us to convert differential equations into algebra. In particular, the differentiation
operation is converted into simple multiplication. Again, let’s start with f (t) =
A cos(ωt + φ), which allows us to write

f (t) = Re [Ae j(ωt+φ)]

Then

d f

dt
= −ωA sin(ωt + φ)

But notice that

d

dt
Ae j(ωt+φ) = jωAe j(ωt+φ)

Since f (t) = Re [Ae j(ωt+φ)], it follows that

d f

dt
= jωRe [Ae j(ωt+φ)] (7.37)

For the phasor transform, we have the relation

d f

dt
⇔ jωAe jφ (7.38)

Now let’s consider integration. We integrate from the time 0 just before the
circuit is excited to some time t , so define

g(t) =
∫ t

0−
Ae j(ωτ+φ)dτ

Noting that at t = 0−, we take the function to be zero. Letting u = j(ωτ + φ)
we have

du = jωdτ, ⇒ dτ = 1

jω
du
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And we obtain

g(t) = 1

jω

∫
Ae judu = 1

jω
Ae j(ωτ+φ)

∣∣∣t

0−
= 1

jω
Ae j(ωt+φ)

Hence, integration, which is the inverse operation to differentiation, results
in division by jω in the phasor domain. Given a sinusoidal function f (t) with
phasor transform F we have the phasor transform pair

∫ t

0−
f (τ ) dτ ⇔ 1

jω
F (7.39)

Circuit Analysis Using Phasors
With differentiation and integration turned into simple arithmetic we can do
steady-state analysis of sinusoidally excited circuits quite easily. The current
flowing through a capacitor is given by

i(t) = C
dv

dt

When we work with phasors, this relation becomes

I = jωCV (7.40)

The voltage across a capacitor is related to the current via

v(t) = 1

C

∫ t

0−
i(τ ) dτ

The phasor transform of this relation is

V = 1

jωC
I (7.41)

Now let’s turn to the inductor. The voltage across an inductor is related to the
current through the time derivative

v(t) = L
di

dt
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Hence, the phasor relationship is

V = jωLI (7.42)

Finally, the current flowing through an inductor is related to the voltage using
the integral

i(t) = 1

L

∫ t

0−
v(τ ) dτ

Therefore, the phasor transform gives the following relationship

I = 1

jωL
V (7.43)

We refer to these quantities as admittances. Given these relations, our ap-
proach to doing steady-state analysis of sinusoidal circuits will be as follows

• Compute the phasor transform of each quantity in the circuit.

• Solve for the unknown phasor currents and voltages algebraically.

• Transform back to write down the unknowns as functions of time.

We proceed with some examples.

EXAMPLE 7-3
Find the steady-state current flowing through the capacitor in the circuit shown
in Fig. 7-4. Take the voltage source to be v(t) = 20 cos 100t , R = 1/4 and
C = 1/10.

+

− 
C

R

Fig. 7-4 Circuit for Example 7-3. The voltage source is v(t) = 20 cos 100t , and
R = 1/4 and C = 1/10.
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SOLUTION
We can solve the circuit by using KVL. We obtain

−20 cos 100t + Ri(t) + 1

C

∫ t

0
i(τ ) dτ = 0

Rather than try to solve this integral equation, we can transform to the phasor
domain. First, the voltage source has zero phase and so transforms as

v(t) = 20 cos 100t ⇔ 20 � 0◦

The integral becomes

1

C

∫ t

0
i(τ ) dτ ⇔ 1

jωC
I = 1

j(100)(1/10)
I = 1

j10
I = − j

1

10
I

where we used (7.17). With these transforms in hand we can rewrite the KVL
equation as

− j
1

10
I + 1

4
I − 20� 0◦ = 0, ⇒

I

(
1

4
− j

1

10

)
= 20 � 0◦

To solve for the current, we need to convert the complex number on the left into
polar notation. First, we calculate the magnitude

r =
√(

1

4

)2

+
(

1

10

)2

= 0.27

The phase angle is

θ = tan−1

(−1/10

1/4

)
= −0.4◦

Hence, we have

I(0.27 � −0.4◦) = 20� 0◦, ⇒
I = 20� 0◦

0.27� −0.4◦ = 74 � 0◦ − (−0.4◦) = 74 � 0.4◦
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i ( t )

1

0.10.25

0.33

0.02

Fig. 7-5 Circuit for Example 7-4.

Inverting, we find that the current through the capacitor is

i(t) = 74 cos (100t + 0.4◦)

In our next example, consider the circuit in Fig. 7-5.

EXAMPLE 7-4
If i(t) = 30 cos(100t − 60◦), find the steady-state voltage across the C = 0.1
capacitor.

SOLUTION
The phasor transform of the input current is

i(t) = 30 cos(100t − 60◦) ⇔ 30� −60◦

For the C = 0.2 capacitor, with ω = 100 the admittance is j2. The admittance
for the inductor is j0.33, the admittance for the resistor is 1/R = 4, and the
admittance for the final capacitor on the right is j1. Let us denote the voltage
drop at node 1 in Fig. 7-5 by v1(t) and the voltage drop across the C = 0.1
capacitor as v2(t).

Using the admittances, we can solve the circuit. Applying KCL at node 1 as
labeled in Fig. 7-5, using + for currents leaving the node, we have

30 � −60◦ + j2V1 + (− j0.33)(V1 − V2)

⇒
j(1.67)V1 + j0.33V2 = −30 � −60◦ = 30 � 120◦

Now let’s apply KCL to the node just above the C = 0.1 capacitor. We have

jV2 + 4V2 − j0.33(V2 − V1) = 0
⇒
j0.33V1 + (4 + j0.67)V2 = 0
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We now have two equations and two unknowns for this circuit

j(1.67)V1 + j0.33V2 = 30 � 120◦

j0.33V1 + (4 + j0.67)V2 = 0

Eliminating V1 we arrive at the solution in phasor space for V2

V2 = 0.53 − j1.36

The magnitude of this complex number is

r =
√

(0.53)2 + (−1.36)2 = 1.46

The phase angle is

φ = tan−1

(−1.36

0.53

)
= −68.71◦

Hence

V2 = 1.46 � −68.71◦

To find the voltage as a function of time, we recall that the frequency stays
the same as the frequency given for the input. Therefore, we have the voltage
across the capacitor as a function of time as

v2(t) = 1.46 cos(100t − 68.71◦)

Impedance
We define the impedance as the ratio of voltage to current for a given circuit
element. This is simply a generalization of Ohm’s law where

Z = V

I
(7.44)

EXAMPLE 7-5
Find the Thevinin equivalent of the circuit illustrated in Fig. 7-6 where
v(t) = 120 sin 377t . The impedance of the circuit element Z is Z = 4 − j2.
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Z

+

− 

Fig. 7-6 In Example 7-5, we find the Thevenin equivalent circuit by using phasor
transforms.

The dependent current source is i = 0.8is(t), where is is the current flowing
through the voltage source.

SOLUTION
We attach a current source across the open terminals as shown in Fig. 7-7.

We denote the current flowing through the voltage source as is(t), the current
source added to the terminals on the right in Fig. 7-7 by i0(t), and the voltage
across this current source by v0(t).

The phasor transform of the source voltage v(t) = 120 sin 377t is Vs =
120� 0◦. Applying KVL to the outside loop in Figure 7-7 leads to

−V0 + (4 − j2)(0.8Is + I0 + 120� 0◦)

Solving for V0 we have

V0 = (4 − j2)(0.8Is + I0 + 120 � 0◦)

Z

+

− 

Fig. 7-7 To find the Thevenin equivalent circuit, we attach a current source to the open
terminals of the circuit shown in Fig. 7-6.
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But KCL (+ for currents entering) at the node above the dependent current
source gives

−Is + 0.8Is + I0 = 0

⇒ Is = 5I0

So we have

V0 = (4 − j2)(0.8(5)I0 + I0 + 120 � 0◦)

Therefore we have the following equation

V0 = (20 − j10)I0 + 120� 0◦

The Thevenin equivalent impedance is therefore

ZTH = 20 − j10

While the Thevenin equivalent voltage is then

VTH = 120 � 0◦

The Thevenin equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 7-8.

VTH

ZTH

+

− 

Fig. 7-8 The Thevenin equivalent circuit for Example 7-5.
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Summary
In this chapter we considered the use of the phasor transform, which simplifies
steady-state sinusoidal analysis. Using the fact that e jθ = cos θ + j sin θ we
can simplify analysis by using the polar representation of a complex number

z = re jθ

which is often written using a shorthand notation z = r � θ in electrical engineer-
ing. For a voltage source given by v(t) = V0 sin(ωt + φ), V0 is the amplitude
(in volts) which gives the largest value that the voltage can attain. We call ω

the radial frequency with units rad/s and φ is the phase angle. To compute the
phasor transform of a time varying function f (t) = A cos(ωt + φ), we write

f (t) = Re[Ae j(ωt+φ)]

We then solve the circuit by working with the simpler quantity F = Ae jφ ,
which allows us to turn differentiation into multiplication and integration into
division using

d f

dt
⇔ jωAe jφ and

∫ t

0−
f (τ ) dτ ⇔ 1

jω
F

When analyzing sinusoidal circuits with inductors and capacitors, two quantities
that are useful when characterizing the circuit are the capacitive reactance

XC = − 1

ωC

and the inductive reactance

X L = ωL

+

−

Fig. 7-9 Circuit for Problem 5.
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ZTH

V0 I0
VTH

+ +

−
− 

Fig. 7-10 This circuit gives the relation used to deduce the Thevenin equivalent
impedance and voltage as used in Example 7-5.

Quiz
1. Write z = 3

2 − j 3
√

3
2 in polar form.

2. Let i1(t) = 12 sin 20t, i2(t) = 12 sin(20t + 10◦). What is the amplitude
of each wave? Are the waves in phase?

3. The voltage across a resistor is v(t) = V sin ωt . What is the average
power?

4. Define impedance.

5. Find the current flowing through the circuit shown in Fig. 7-9 by using
phasor transform analysis. The source voltage is
v(t) = 40

√
2 sin(4t + 20◦), R = 6, L = 2, C = 1/16.

6. Derive the relation for the Thevenin equivalent circuit and applied
current source by applying KVL to the circuit shown in Fig. 7-10.
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Frequency Response

By using capacitors and inductors in combination, we can construct circuits that
will respond to a specific frequency of our choosing. To see how such a circuit
works, we consider a simple series LC circuit, shown in Fig. 8-1.

Natural Frequencies
We consider the series circuit shown in Fig. 8-1. Let’s suppose that the voltage
source is sinusoidal such that

vs(t) = V0 cos ωt (8.1)

Although we have seen circuits like this before, let’s go through the solution
process to reinforce what we’ve learned about circuits. The first item to notice
about Fig. 8-1 is that the same current flows through each circuit element. Using
the fact that

iC = C
dvC

dt
, vL = L

diL

dt

Copyright © 2008 by The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. Click here for terms of use. 
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C

L

−

+

Fig. 8-1 A circuit with a voltage source vs(t), inductor L , and capacitor C in series.

and taking i = iC = iL , we have

vL = L
di

dt
= LC

d2vC

dt2

Therefore KVL going in a clockwise loop around the circuit in Fig. 8-1 gives

LC
d2vC

dt2
+ vC = V0 cos ωt (8.2)

Following the procedure used in Chapter 6, let’s consider the zero-input re-
sponse first. The equation for the zero-input response is found by setting vs = 0
giving

LC
d2vC

dt2
+ vC = 0

Using standard techniques of differential equations, we find the characteristic
equation to be

s2 + 1

LC
= 0

The complex roots are

s = ± j
1√
LC
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With complex roots, we will have a purely sinusoidal solution. Therefore, we
identify the complex roots with the natural frequency of the circuit

ω0 = 1√
LC

We call this the natural frequency because this is the frequency without any
sources—the zero-input response. So the zero-input or homogeneous solution
of (8.2) is given by

v H
C (t) = c1 cos(ω0t + φ) (8.3)

where c1 is a constant to be determined by initial conditions.
To determine the particular solution, we assume a solution of the form

v P
C (t) = c2 cos(ωt + θ )

Hence

d2v P
C

dt2
= −ω2c2 cos(ωt + θ )

Therefore, inserting the particular solution into the complete differential
equation (8.2) gives

−ω2LCc2 cos(ωt + θ) + c2 cos(ωt + θ) = V0 cos ωt

Cleaning up a bit we have

c2 cos(ωt + θ)(1 − ω2LC) = V0 cos ωt

Using the trig identity for the cosine of a sum of two arguments we find that

cos(ωt + θ ) = cos ωt cos θ − sin ωt sin θ

So we can write

c2(cos ωt cos θ − sin ωt sin θ ) = V0

1 − ω2LC
cos ωt

There are no sine terms on the right-hand side, so we have sin ωt sin θ = 0.
This will be true if we fix θ = 0 and so cos θ = 1 and we are left with the
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matching condition

c2 cos ωt = V0

1 − ω2LC
cos ωt

This tells us to take the coefficient as

c2 = V0

1 − ω2LC

And we obtain

v P
C (t) = V0

1 − ω2LC
cos ωt

for the particular solution. The total solution is the sum of the homogeneous
and particular solutions giving

vC (t) = v H
C (t) + v P

C (t) = c1 cos(ω0t + φ) + V0

1 − ω2LC
cos ωt

At this point, the zero-input response really isn’t of much interest to us. We
want to see how the circuit responds to inputs of different frequency. Note that
the coefficient of the particular solution actually contains the natural frequency
in the denominator

V0

1 − ω2LC
= V0

LC

(
1

LC
− ω2

) = V0

LC
(
ω2

0 − ω2
)

The particular solution will go to infinity or blow up if

ω2
0 − ω2 = 0

That is, if the frequency of the source voltage or input exactly matches the
natural frequency of the circuit

ω = ω0 (8.4)

This frequency-matching condition tells us that the voltage across the capac-
itor (and hence the current in the circuit) will blow up if the input frequency
matches the natural frequency. For this reason, we call this the resonant fre-
quency of the circuit.
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W

V2

Fig. 8-2 A plot of the ratio of the output voltage to the input voltage for the series LC
circuit shown in Fig. 8-1.

Considering only the zero-input response of the circuit, the ratio of the output
voltage, which we denote vr (t) for response to the source or input voltage vs(t),
gives us the coefficient

1

1 − ω2LC

A plot of this function against frequency is shown in Fig. 8-2. The point at
which the function blows up is given by (8.4).

In our case, we are considering ideal inductors and capacitors, so the ratio
blows up to infinity. In real life, inductors and capacitors are not ideal, meaning
that they have losses. As a result the ratio of output to input voltage does not
blow up to infinity, but instead just gets very large. In a real circuit, a plot of
the ratio of output to input voltage might look something like that shown in
Fig. 8-3. The voltage attains a peak value at the natural or resonant frequency,
which is much larger than the response at other frequencies. However, the re-
sponse does not blow up or go to infinity. In many cases, it is desired to design a
circuit in this way so that it only responds for a specific frequency. For example,
we may want to tune into a particular radio frequency. We could do this by
having a variable capacitor and set C so that the natural frequency of the circuit
matched the frequency of the input signal from the radio transmitter.

The Frequency Response of a Circuit
In this section we investigate the frequency response of a circuit in more detail
by using phasor analysis. We are interested in characterizing the behavior of the
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W
ω0

V0

V2

Fig. 8-3 In a real circuit, the response at the natural frequency will be much larger, but
not infinite.

circuit for different frequencies by examining its impedance. For example, we
may want to know not only the peak or resonant frequency of the circuit, but
also over what range of frequencies the circuit is inductive or capacitive. First,
let’s review some basic concepts of AC circuit analysis we began to discuss in
Chapter 6. The impedance of a circuit is

Z = R + j X (8.5)

where R is the resistance of the circuit and X is the reactance of the circuit. For
an inductor, the reactance is positive and takes the form

X L = ωL (8.6)

Notice that the reactance for an inductive circuit depends linearly on fre-
quency and is increasing with frequency. The reactance of a capacitor is

XC = − 1

ωC
(8.7)

Notice, as the frequency increases, capacitive reactance decreases. In polar
form the impedance is

Z =
√

R2 + X2 � tan−1

(
X

R

)
(8.8)

For impedances, Ohm’s law takes the form

V = ZI (8.9)
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The inverse of impedance is admittance

Y = 1

Z
(8.10)

Admittance can be written in terms of real and imaginary parts as

Y = G + j B (8.11)

We call G the conductance of the circuit and B the susceptance. In polar form

Y =
√

G2 + B2 � tan−1

(
B

G

)
(8.12)

By examining the response of a circuit that may be a current or a voltage, we
can determine whether the circuit is inductive or capacitive.

EXAMPLE 8-1
A load has a voltage V = 120 � 25◦ and current I = 60� 60◦. Find the impedance
and determine a series circuit that will model the load. Is the circuit inductive
or capacitive? Assume that ω = 377 rad/s.

SOLUTION
Using Ohm’s law (8.9) we find

Z = V

I
= 120� 25◦

60 � 60◦ = 2 � −35◦

We can write the impedance in the form Z = R + j X by using the relations

R = |Z | cos φ, X = |Z | sin φ (8.13)

For the impedance with the given parameters in this problem, we find

Z = 1.64 − j1.15

Now, notice from (8.7) that the capacitive reactance is negative. This tells us
that, if we calculate the impedance for a given circuit and find the reactance is
negative, the circuit is capacitive. Hence, we determined that the load can be
modeled by a resistor and a capacitor in series. The resistor is just

R = 1.64 �
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To find the capacitance, we use

X = − 1

ωC
, ⇒ C = 1

(377)(1.15)
= 2.3 mF

We can characterize the response of a circuit in the following way. Let E be
a phasor that represents a source or excitation of the circuit. It may be a voltage
or a current. Now let R be the response of the circuit. Then

R = HE (8.14)

where H is the phasor network or transfer function. If the relationship is of the
form

V = ZI

then we say that H is a transfer impedance. If the relationship is of the form

I = YV

then we say that H is a transfer admittance. We can determine the resonant
frequencies of a given circuit by considering the transfer function. Specifically
we write it in polar form

H = |H | � θ (8.15)

The condition for resonance is met when the phase angle of the transfer
function vanishes, that is,

θ = 0 (8.16)

for (8.15). To see why this is the case, we note that resonance occurs when the
response is in phase with the excitation. Remember that when we multiply two
phasors together, as we do in (8.14), we multiply the magnitudes and add up the
phase angles. Looking at (8.14)

� θR = � θH + � θE (8.17)

To have the condition where the phase angle of R is the same as the phase
angle of E, the phase angle of H must be zero. Another way to look at this is to
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Fig. 8-4 A plot of the arctangent function.

simply examine a plot of the arctangent function shown in Fig. 8-4. It goes to
zero when the argument is zero, hence if

H = f (ω) + jg(ω)

Then θH = 0 when the imaginary part of the transfer function is zero because

θH = tan−1

(
g

f

)
= 0, ⇒ g = 0

In the next example, we see how the method can determine the resonant
frequency with a series RLC circuit, as shown in Fig. 8-5.

+

− 

C

L

R

V

Fig. 8-5 We find the resonant frequency for a series RLC circuit connected to a
sinusoidal voltage source.
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EXAMPLE 8-2
Find the resonant frequencies for a series RLC circuit as shown in Fig. 8-5,
when vs(t) = V0 cos ωt . The response of the circuit is the current flowing
through the capacitor.

SOLUTION
With one loop its easy to apply KVL

V0 cos ωt = Ri(t) + L
di

dt
+ vc

Now we recall that ic = Cdvc/dt and this becomes

V0 cos ωt = RC
dvc

dt
+ LC

d2vc

dt2
+ vc

Taking the phasor transform of this equation where d/dt → jω gives

V0 � 0◦ = jωRCVC − ω2LCVC + VC

= VC(1 − ω2LC + jωRC)

So we find that

VC = V0 � 0◦

(1 − ω2LC + jωRC)
(8.18)

Now we use the fact that ic = Cdvc/dt again. This means that

I = jωCVC

Or using (8.18) in terms of the input voltage we have

I = jωC

(1 − ω2LC + jωRC)
V0 � 0◦

Now we have a relation of the form R = HE, specifically where H is an ad-
mittance transfer function relating the excitation voltage to the response current
I. So the transfer function is given by

H(ω) = jωC

(1 − ω2LC + jωRC)
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Now we do a little manipulation (multiply top and bottom by the complex
conjugate of the denominator) to write this in terms of real and imaginary parts

H(ω) = jωC

(1 − ω2LC + jωRC)
= jωC

(1− ω2LC + jωRC)

(1− ω2LC− jωRC)

(1− ω2LC− jωRC)

= ω2C2 R + jωC(1 − ω2LC)

(1 − ω2LC)2 + ω2 R2C2

Setting the imaginary part of this expression equal to zero, we find

ωC(1 − ω2LC)

(1 − ω2LC)2 + ω2 R2C2
= 0

⇒
1 − ω2LC = 0

And we find that the resonant frequency is

ω = 1√
LC

EXAMPLE 8-3
Find the condition for resonance for the circuit shown in Fig. 8-6. The response
of the circuit is the current flowing through the inductor L . The voltage source
is V0 cos ωt .

SOLUTION
We apply KVL to both panes in the circuit. On the left pane we have

V0 cos ωt = RAi1 + RB(i1 − i2) + vc

+

− 

L

C

RB

RA
I2I2

Fig. 8-6 Circuit for Example 8-3.
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The current i1(t) is related to the voltage across the capacitor as

i1(t) = C
dvc

dt

Or using phasors

I1 = jωCVc

Hence

V0 � 0◦ = I1

(
RA + RB + 1

jωC

)
− RBI2

Applying KVL to the pane on the right-hand side we obtain

RB(i2 − i1) + vL = 0

Using vL = Ldi2/dt, ⇒ VL = jωLI2 we obtain a second phasor equation

I2 = RB

RB + jωL
I1

Putting the two equations together and solving for I2 in terms of the source
voltage we obtain

I2 = ωCR2
B

RB

1

ωCRB(RA +RB) + ωL − 1 + J (ω2LC(RA + RB) − RB)
V0 � 0◦

The transfer function (an admittance) is

H(ω) = ωCR2
B

RB

1

ωCRB(RA + RB) + ωL − 1 + J (ω2LC(RA + RB) − RB)

This can be written in the form x + j y by multiplying by z/z, where z is
the complex number in the denominator. That isn’t necessary; we see that the
phase angle of the transfer function will be zero if the coefficient of J vanishes,
that is

(ω2LC(RA + RB) − RB) = 0
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Solving for the frequency and taking the positive square root (frequencies
are positive) we find

ω =
√

RB

LC(RA + RB)

This is the condition for resonance.

Filters
A filter is a circuit designed to allow certain frequencies to pass through to the
output while blocking other frequencies. A filter is characterized by its transfer
function H(ω). There are four basic filter types, and we explore each of these
in turn.

Suppose that you want a filter that only allows a response to an excitation
if the frequency is greater than a critical frequency denoted ωc. Since the filter
allows high frequencies ω > ωc to pass through, we call this type of filter a
high-pass filter. To illustrate the operation of the filter, we plot the magnitude
of the transfer function |H(ω)| against frequency. An example of an ideal high-
pass filter is shown in Fig. 8-7. This is an ideal filter because the cutoff is
sharp at the critical frequency; here we represent the transfer function by a
unit step function. In a real filter, the cutoff is not sharp but is a rapidly (but
smoothly) increasing curve that settles out at unity. Since the transfer function is
zero if

ω < ωc

Then the circuit does not respond to input for those frequencies at all.

H

WωC

Fig. 8-7 A plot of the magnitude of the transfer function for an ideal high-pass filter.
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H

WωC

Fig. 8-8 An ideal low-pass filter.

A low-pass filter works in a manner opposite to a high-pass filter. This time,
we only allow frequencies below the cutoff frequency to pass through. A plot
of an ideal low-pass filter is shown in Fig. 8-8. If ω > ωc, since the transfer
function is zero there is no response to high-frequency input.

Next, we consider a band-pass filter. This type of filter will allow frequencies
that fall within a certain frequency range or band to pass through, while blocking
all others. The transfer function for a band-pass filter is shown in Fig. 8-9.

Finally, a band-stop filter allows most frequencies to pass through but blocks
frequencies within a certain range. This is illustrated in Fig. 8-10.

EXAMPLE 8-4
Consider the circuit shown in Fig. 8-11 with the voltage source given by vs(t) =
V0 cos ωt . The output of the circuit is the voltage across the resistor R. Show
that this circuit functions as a high-pass filter and plot the magnitude of the
transfer function.

SOLUTION
KVL in a clockwise direction around the loop in Fig. 8-11 gives

V0 cos ωt = vc + Ri

W

H

Fig. 8-9 The magnitude of the transfer function for an ideal band-pass filter.
Frequencies that fall within a certain range are allowed to pass, while others are blocked.
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W

H

Fig. 8-10 A band-stop filter.

where vc is the voltage across the capacitor and i is the current that flows through
all the elements in the circuit since they are in series. By now we have memorized
that

ic = C
dvc

dt

So the current is described by the differential equation

V0 cos ωt = vc + RC
dvc

dt

Let’s take the phasor transform of this equation to describe the problem in
frequency space. We find

V0 � 0◦ = Vc + jωRC Vc

+

− 

R

C

Fig. 8-11 A high-pass filter.
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This immediately gives a solution for the voltage across the capacitor

Vc = 1

1 + jωRC
V0 � 0◦

Now the phasor current is related to the voltage across the capacitor in the
following way

I = jωCVc = jωC

1 + jωRC
V0 � 0◦

This is the same current flowing through the resistor since they are in series.
So the output voltage across the resistor is, using Ohm’s law

VR = jωRC

1 + jωRC
V0 � 0◦

Hence, the transfer function for the circuit is

H(ω) = jωRC

1 + jωRC

Multiplying and dividing by 1 − jωRC we obtain

H(ω) = ω2 R2C2 + jωRC

1 + ω2 R2C2

The magnitude of this expression is

|H(ω)| =
√

ω4 R4C4 + ω2 R2C2

(1 + ω2 R2C2)2

=
√

ω2 R2C2(1 + ω2 R2C2)

(1 + ω2 R2C2)2
= ωRC√

1 + ω2 R2C2

At this point we take a digression to learn how to estimate the cutoff frequency.
This occurs when |H| is at half of its peak value, that is,

1√
2

= 1√
1 + ω2 R2C2
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H

W

Fig. 8-12 The transfer function for the high-pass filter in Example 8-4.

This condition is known as full-width at half power. So the condition we need
to solve is

2 = 1 + ω2
c R2C2

From which we find that

ωc = 1

RC

So by tuning the values of the resistor and capacitor, we can construct a high-
pass filter with the desired cutoff frequency. A plot of the transfer function is
shown in Fig. 8-12.

Band-pass or band-stop filters can be constructed using RLC circuits. In a
series RL circuit, the damping parameter is

ς = R

2L
(8.19)

A filter is underdamped if

ς < ω0 (8.20)

It is critically damped if

ς = ω0 (8.21)
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And it is overdamped if

ς > ω0 (8.22)

The bandwidth of the filter is

�ω = 2ς = R

L
(8.23)

This gives the total frequency range about the critical frequency that is allowed
to pass. That is, the filter will pass frequencies that lie within the range

ω = ωc ± �ω

2
(8.24)

The quality or Q-factor for the circuit is given by

Q = ω0

�ω
= L

R
ω0 (8.25)

EXAMPLE 8-5
An RL filter has R = 200 � and L = 10H. What is the bandwidth? If the reso-
nant frequency is 100 Hz, what is the quality factor?

SOLUTION
Using (8.23) the bandwidth is

�ω = R

L
= 20 rad/s

The Q-factor is

Q = L

R
ω0 =

(
10

200

)
(2π )(100) = 31.42

Summary
For a series LC circuit, the differential equation describing the voltage across
the capacitor is

LC
d2vC

dt2
+ vC = 0
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The natural frequency of the circuit is given by

ω0 = 1√
LC

A resonant frequency for an input is one where ω = ω0. Resonant frequencies
can cause the system to “blow up.” The impedance of a circuit is given by

Z =
√

R2 + X2 � tan−1

(
X

R

)

We can use this to write “Ohm’s law” as V = ZI. The susceptance is

Y = 1

Z

Given an excitation E we can describe the behavior of a circuit in terms of
the transfer function H

R = HE

where R is the response of the circuit.

Quiz
1. A load has a voltage V = 20 � 0◦ and current I = 2� 20◦. Find the

impedance and determine a series circuit that will model the load. Is the
circuit inductive or capacitive? Assume that ω = 100 rad/s.

+

− 

8

4

6

1/10

I

Fig. 8-13 Circuit diagram for Problem 2.
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2. Consider the circuit shown in Fig. 8-13. The response of the circuit is the
current flowing through the 6 � resistor. Determine the resonant
frequency if vs(t) = 10 cos ωt .

3. Consider the circuit in Fig. 8-6. Suppose that the voltage source is
replaced by a current source is(t) = I0 cos ωt and the positions of the
inductor and capacitor are switched. What is the resonant frequency?

4. Reverse the positions of the capacitor and resistor in Fig. 8-11. Does the
circuit still function as a filter?

5. An RLC filter has R = 100 � and L = 4 H. What is the bandwidth? If
the resonant frequency is 100 Hz, what is the quality factor?



CHAPTER 9

Operational Amplifiers

An operational amplifier or op amp is a circuit that takes an input voltage and
amplifies it. The symbol used to represent an op amp in a circuit diagram is
shown in Fig. 9-1.

An op amp is defined by two simple equations. The first thing to note is that
the voltage across the input terminals is zero. Hence

Va = Vb (9.1)

The second relation that is essential for analyzing op amp circuits is that the
currents drawn at a and b in Fig. 9-1 are zero

Ia = Ib = 0 (9.2)

Despite this, we will see that the op amp will result in voltage gains at the
output terminal c. How does this work? Two voltages are input to terminals a
and b. Their difference is then amplified and output at c, which is taken with
referenc to ground. Although we won’t worry about the internal construction
of an op amp, note that it consists of a set of resistors and dependent voltage

Copyright © 2008 by The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. Click here for terms of use. 
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A

C

B

−

+

Fig. 9-1 An operational amplifier.

source. The internal voltage source is related to the input voltages by

A(V+ − V−) (9.3)

The constant A is known as the open-loop voltage gain. To see how op
amp circuits work, it’s best to examine some popular example circuits. When
analyzing op amp circuits, remember to take the input voltage across the op
amp terminals to be zero and that the op amp draws zero current. The analysis
is then reduced to applying KVL and KCL to the circuit elements connected to
the op amp.

The Noninverting Amplifier
In Fig. 9-2, we show a circuit that is called a noninverting amplifier. This circuit
will take the input voltage Vin and amplify it at the output Vout. This is illustrated
in Fig. 9-2.

The output voltage of this circuit is the voltage across the load resistor RL .
To calculate it we note that

• The voltage across the input terminals of the op amp is essentially zero.

• The voltage across the input resistor Ri is the input voltage Vin.

Applying KVL about the resistors gives

V f = Vin − Vout

Now apply KCL to the node where R f and Ri meet. We have

Ii + I f = 0
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Ri

Vin

Rf

RL Vout

+

+

−

−

Fig. 9-2 A noninverting amplifier.

Using Ohm’s law

I f = V f

R f
= Vin − Vout

R f

And

Iin = Vin

Ri

Therefore Ii + I f = 0 gives us

Vin

Ri
= Vout − Vin

R f

Hence

Vout = Vin

(
1 + R f

Ri

)
(9.4)

We call the factor

1 + R f

Ri
(9.5)

the closed-loop gain of the amplifier.
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EXAMPLE 9-1
Consider a noninverting amplifier with an input voltage of 10 V, R f = 400 �,
Ri = 20 �, and RL = 10 �. Determine the closed-loop gain and the output
voltage.

SOLUTION
Using (9.5) we find that the closed-loop gain is

1 + R f

Ri
= 1 + 400

20
= 21

This is a dimensionless quantity. The output voltage can be found by using
(9.4). In this case we have

Vout = Vin

(
1 + R f

Ri

)
= (10 V)(21) = 210 V

Inverting Amplifier
An inverting amplifier reverses the sign of the input voltage. A circuit that will
implement an inverting amplifier is shown in Fig. 9-3.

Again, the voltage across the input terminals of the op amp is zero. Therefore,
the voltage across the resistor Ri is by KVL Vi . The output voltage Vout actually
is across the resistor R f . Applying KCL at the node connecting Ri and R f

gives

Vi

Ri
+ V0

R f
= 0

Therefore the output voltage for an inverting amplifier as shown in Fig. 9-3
is

Vout = − R f

Ri
Vin (9.6)

EXAMPLE 9-2
Consider an inverting amplifier with R f = 200 � and Ri = 10 �. If the input
voltage supplied to the amplifier is 10 V, what is the output voltage?
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Ri

RL Vout

Vin

Rf

−

+

−

+

Fig. 9-3 An inverting amplifier.

SOLUTION
Using (9.6) we find the output voltage is

Vout = − R f

Ri
Vin = −200

10
(20 V) = −400 V

The Summing Amplifier
The final example of an op amp circuit we consider is called a summing amplifier
or summer. This type of amplifier sums up multiple voltages to produce an output
voltage. Specifically, it can be shown that the circuit shown in Fig. 9-4 produces
the output voltage

Vout = −R f

(
Va

Ra
+ Vb

Rb
+ Vc

Rc

)
(9.7)

Hence, a summer amplifies each voltage, adds them up, and inverts the output.
In the special case where Ra = Rb = Rc = R f , then we get a circuit that directly
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Ra

Va

Vb

Vc

Rb

Rc

Rf

RL Vout

+

+

+

−

−

−

−

+

Fig. 9-4 A summing amplifier scales, adds up, and then inverts the sum of the input
voltages.

adds up the voltages

Vout = −(Va + Vb + Vc) (9.8)

EXAMPLE 9-3
A summing amplifier has Ra = 200 �. Find the remaining resistances such that
Vout = −(12Va + Vb + 4Vc).

SOLUTION
We can solve this problem by using (9.7). First we find R f

12 = R f

Ra
, ⇒ R f = (12)(200 �) = 2400 �

Since the coefficient of Vb is 1, then Rb = R f = 2400 �. For the remaining
term, we find

4 = R f

Rc
, ⇒ Rc = 2400 �

4
= 600 �
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Summary
An operational amplifier has two input terminals, and the voltage at each termi-
nal is the same. In addition, both terminals draw zero current. A noninverting
amplifier takes the voltage at the input terminals and steps it up to an amplified
voltage at the output terminal. An inverting amplifier increases the magnitude
of the voltage but changes the sign.

Quiz
1. Consider an inverting amplifier with R f = 1000 � and Ri = 50 �. If the

input voltage supplied to the amplifier is 10 V, what is the output voltage?

2. Consider an noninverting amplifier with R f = 1000 � and Ri = 50 �.
If the input voltage supplied to the amplifier is 10 V. What is the
closed-loop gain?

3. For the noninverting amplifier in Problem 2, what is the output voltage?

4. Three voltages are input to a summer as Va = 2 V, Vb = −3 V, and
Vc = 8 V. What is the output voltage?



CHAPTER 10

Sinusoidal Steady-State
Power Calculations

In this chapter we study power in circuits in more detail. In particular, our focus
will be power in circuits with sinusoidal sources. We begin by considering
maximum power transfer.

Maximum Power Transfer
Let’s look at an arbitrary circuit consisting of sources and resistors that is set up
to deliver power to some load. This is illustrated schematically in Fig. 10-1.

We consider the special case where the load network is a single resistor called
the load resistor. To determine the power delivered by the source network, we can
always use Thevenin’s theorem to replace it by a simple Thevenin equivalent
circuit at the terminals A–B, using the techniques we learned in Chapter 3.
Therefore, with a single load resistor and using Thevenin’s theorem, we can

Copyright © 2008 by The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. Click here for terms of use. 
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Complicated circuit 
consisting of resistors 
and voltage sources.

Load

A

B

Fig. 10-1 An arbitrary circuit consisting of sources and resistors used to deliver power
to a load.

replace the arbitrary network shown in Fig. 10-1 with the simple network shown
in Fig. 10-2.

Now let’s determine the power absorbed by the load. It’s easy to show that,
given the circuit shown in Fig. 10-2, the power delivered to the load is

PL = I 2 RL =
(

VTH

RTH + RL

)2

RL (10.1)

Now we want to find out what the value of the load resistance RL is that will
maximize the power delivered to the load. We can use (10.1) and some basic
calculus to find out. The maximum power transfer occurs for the value of RL

that satisfies

d P

d RL
= 0 (10.2)

Let’s generate a rough plot of (10.1). In Fig. 10-3, we see that the power will
vary with load resistance in a way that looks roughly like a skewed Bell curve.

RTH

I

VTH

RL

+

+

−
−

Fig. 10-2 The network in Fig. 10-1 replaced by its Thevenin equivalent with
a load resistor.
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RL

P

Fig. 10-3 A plot of power delivered with load resistance.

To calculate (10.2), recall that

(
f

g

)′
= f ′g − g′ f

g2

We take

f = RL, g = (RTH + RL)2

Then

f ′ = 1, g′ = 2(RTH + RL)

So we have

dP

dRL
= V 2

TH

[
(RTH + RL)2 − 2RL(RTH + RL)

(RTH + RL)4

]
= 0

We cancel the term

V 2
TH

(RTH + RL)4

Giving

(RTH + RL)2 − 2RL(RTH + RL) = 0
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Solving, we find that the load resistance that results in maximum power transfer
is

RL = RTH (10.3)

Therefore to maximize power transfer we set the load resistance equal to the
Thevenin resistance. Using (10.1), we see that the power transferred is

PL = V 2
TH

4RTH
(10.4)

EXAMPLE 10-1
A load resistor is connected to the circuit shown in Fig. 10-4. What value of
load resistance should be used to maximize the power transfer if R1 = 2 �,

R2 = 3 �, R3 = R4 = 6 �, the voltage source is Vs = 15 V, and the current is
IL = 3 A? What power is transferred?

SOLUTION
We already calculated the Thevenin equivalent circuit in Example 3-5. This is
shown in Fig. 10-5, where we see that VTH = 1.25 V and RTH = 4.2 �.

The load resistance that maximizes the power is RTH

RL = 4.2 �

The power delivered is

PL = V 2
TH

4RTH
= (1.25)2

4(4.2)
= 0.09 W

Perhaps this isn’t a very useful circuit!

R1

RL

IL

I

R3

VS

R4

R2

Fig. 10-4 In Example 10-1 we find the value of RL that will maximize the power
transfer in this circuit.
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RTH = 4.2 Ω

L=3A

VTH = 1.25 V
RL

+

+

−
−

Fig. 10-5 The Thevenin equivalent circuit for the network shown in Fig. 10-4, derived
in Example 3-5.

Instantaneous Power
In most cases the load is more complicated than a simple resistor. The load will
not contain sources, but it will consist of resistors, capacitors, and inductors.
A current will flow from the power source to the load through a two-terminal
connection. This is illustrated in Fig. 10-6.

We can characterize the load by its impedance, which can be written in terms
of a resistance R and reactance X as

Z = R + j X (10.5)

In polar form, Z = |Z | e jφ = |Z | � φ. We can write the voltage in terms of its
root mean square or effective value across the terminals A-B due to the power
source as

v(t) = V0 cos(ωt + ψ) (10.6)

Power-generating 
circuit. Load consisting of 

resistors, capacitors, 
and inductors.  

A

B

( )i t

Fig. 10-6 A schematic representation of a general power load consisting of passive
circuit elements.
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The phasor transform of the input voltage is

V = V0 � ψ (10.7)

We can calculate the current i(t) delivered to the load by using Ohm’s law. If
we denote the phasor transform of the current as I then we have

V = ZI, ⇒ I = V0 � ψ

|Z | � φ
= V0

|Z | � (ψ − φ) (10.8)

The amplitude of the current is

I0 = V0

|Z |

Given (10.6) and (10.8), we deduce that the current in the time domain has the
form

i(t) = I0 cos(ωt + (ψ − φ)) (10.9)

If φ is positive, then we see that the current delivered to the load lags the
voltage. The instantaneous power delivered to the load is

P(t) = v(t)i(t) (10.10)

Using (10.6) and (10.9) this becomes

P(t) = V0 cos(ωt + ψ)I0 cos(ωt + (ψ − φ)) (10.11)

To simplify this expression, we can use the trig identities

cos A cos B = 1

2
[cos(A − B) + cos(A + B)]

Letting A = ωt + ψ, B = ωt + ψ − φ in (10.11), we have

A − B = φ,

A + B = 2ωt + 2ψ − φ
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Hence, the instantaneous power delivered to the load can be written as

P(t) = V0 I0

2
cos(φ) + V0 I0

2
cos(2ωt − φ) (10.12)

Average and Reactive Power
If we calculate the average of (10.12), the second term will wash out. Therefore
it’s easy to see that the average power delivered to the load is given by the first
term, that is

Pav = V0 I0

2
cos(φ) (10.13)

The power factor is given by

p.f. = cos φ (10.14)

Notice that 0 ≤ cos φ ≤ 1. This tells us that the power factor is a measure of
the efficiency at which power is delivered to the load. In addition, note that it
includes the phase angle φ, which is the phase difference between the voltage
and current. The extreme values of the power factor tell us

• If the power factor is 1, then the voltage and current are in phase.

• If the power factor is 0, then the voltage leads or lags the current by 90◦.
In that case, no average power is delivered to the load.

EXAMPLE 10-2
A power source with v(t) = 100 cos 50t is connected to a load consisting of a
resistor R = 20 and inductor L = 4 connected in series, as shown in Fig. 10-7.
Find the current flowing through the load, the instantaneous power, the average
power, and the power factor for this circuit.

SOLUTION
The impedance of the load is

Z = R + jX

where X = ωL is the reactance of the inductor. Using the values provided in
the problem statement we have

Z = 20 + j(50)(4) = 20 + j200
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+

− 

i ( t )

R

Fig. 10-7 A load consisting of a resistor and inductor connected in series is connected
to a sinusoidal power source.

The phase angle of the load impedance is

φ = tan−1

(
ωL

R

)
= tan−1

(
200

20

)
= 84◦

The magnitude of the impedance is

|Z | =
√

R2 + (ωL)2 =
√

(20)2 + (200)2 = 201

Hence, the polar representation of the load impedance is

Z = 201 � 84◦

In frequency space, the current flowing through the load is

I = V

Z
= 400 � 0◦

201� 84◦ = 2 � −84◦

As a function of time the current flowing through the load is

i(t) = 2 cos(50t − 84◦)

The instantaneous power using (10.12) is

P(t) = v(t)i(t) = (400)(2)

2
cos(84◦) + (400)(2)

2
cos(100t + 84◦)

= 42 + 400 cos(100t + 84◦) W
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The average power using (10.13) is

Pav = (V0)(I0)

2
cos φ = (400)(2)

2
cos(84◦) = 42 W

Finally, the power factor for this circuit is

p.f. = cos φ = cos(84◦) ≈ 0.10

The RMS Value and Power Calculations
The power delivered to the load is often characterized in terms of the RMS
or effective values. To quickly review, if v(t) = V0 cos(ωt + φ) and i(t) =
I0 cos(ωt + θ), then the effective voltage and current are

Veff = V0√
2
, Ieff = I0√

2
(10.15)

In terms of the effective values, the average power is

Pav = V0 I0

2
cos φ = (

√
2Veff)(

√
2Ieff)

2
cos φ = Veff Ieff cos φ (10.16)

where cos φ is the power factor. Let’s quickly review how to find the effective
value for the voltage of a household outlet and then see how to use average
power in practice.

EXAMPLE 10-3
The voltage of an ordinary outlet is v(t) = 120 sin 377t . What is the effective
voltage?

SOLUTION
The effective voltage is

Veff = V0√
2

= 170√
2

= 120 V

EXAMPLE 10-4
An electrical device is rated at 120 V, 220 W, with a power factor of 0.7 lagging.
Describe the makeup of the device in terms of passive circuit elements.
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SOLUTION
Assuming the device is connected to an ordinary outlet, we have the phasor
representation of the voltage given by

V = 170 � 0◦

Rewriting this in terms of the effective voltage, this is

V = 120(
√

2)� 0◦

The power given is the average power. We can use this to find the effective
value of the current using (10.16). That is,

Pav = Veff Ieff cos φ

Therefore

Ieff = Pav

Veff cos φ
= 220

(120)(0.7)
= 2.6 A

The amplitude of the current is I0 = √
2 Ieff = √

2(2.6) = 3.7 A. Next, we
need to find the phase angle of the current. This is done by inverting the power
factor. We add a negative sign because we are told that the device is lagging

φ = −cos−1(0.7) = −46◦

Hence, the polar representation of the current is

I = I0 � −46◦ = 3.7 � −46◦

The impedance of the circuit representing the device is

Z = V

I
= 170� 0◦

3.7� −46◦ = 46 � 46◦ = 46e j46◦

Now we need to convert this into a Cartesian representation to determine the
resistance and admittance. We can use Euler’s identity

e jθ = cos θ + j sin θ
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Since the angle is so close to 45◦, we can use this value without adding much
error and so take

cos θ = sin θ = 1√
2

Hence

Z = 46

(
1√
2

+ j
1√
2

)
= 32.5 + j32.5 = R + j X

We see immediately that R = 32.5. For the admittance, we can model the
circuit with an inductor so take

X = ωL = 377L

⇒ L = X

377
= 32.5

377
= 86 mH

Our model, then, of the device is a 32.5 � resistor connected in series with a
86 mH inductor.

EXAMPLE 10-5
A load is connected in parallel across a Veff = 300 V power source. The load is
rated at 200 W with a power factor given as p.f. = 0.8 lagging. Find the effective
current flowing through the load and describe a circuit that can model the load.
Assume that ω = 100.

SOLUTION
The circuit is shown in Fig. 10-8.

Z
+

− 

Fig. 10-8 The circuit studied in Example 10-4.
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We can find the current by using the relation for average power (10.16). This
time we have

Ieff = Pav

Veff cos φ
= 200

(300)(0.8)
= 0.83 A

Again the load is lagging so the angle is

φ = − cos−1(0.8) = −37◦

The impedance is

Z = V

I
= 300� 0◦

0.83(
√

2) � −37◦ = 255 � 37◦ = 255e j37◦

Hence

Z = 203.65 + j153.46

We can model the load as a resistor with R = 203.65 in series with an inductor.
Taking ω = 100 we have

ωL = 153, ⇒
L = 153

100
= 1.53 H

Next we consider an example with a capacitive load.

EXAMPLE 10-6
A current i(t) = 40 cos(100t + 20◦) is delivered to a capacitor C = 1/10. Find
the instantaneous and average power.

SOLUTION
The phasor representation of the current is

I = I0 � φi = 40 � 20◦

For a capacitor we have the relation in frequency space

V = 1

jωC
I
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With a purely capacitive load, the voltage and current are 90◦ out of phase.
The relationship is

φi = φv + 90◦

In this case

20◦ = φv + 90◦, ⇒ φv = −70◦

Hence

V = 1

j(100)(1/10)
40 � −70◦ = − j4 � −70◦

Now, notice that

− j4e j70◦ = − j4(cos(−70◦) + j sin(−70◦)) = − j4 cos(−70◦) + 4 sin(−70◦)

To write down the voltage in the time domain, we take the real part of this
expression. Therefore, in the time domain the voltage is

v(t) = 4 sin(100t − 70◦)

The voltage and current are 90◦ out of phase. This is shown in Fig. 10-9.

1 2 3 4 5
t

−20

−10

10

20

f

Fig. 10-9 The voltage (the curve with the smaller amplitude) and current in Example
10-5 are 90◦ out of phase. The current is not drawn to scale.
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The instantaneous power is

P(t) = v(t)i(t) = (4)(40)

2
cos(φv − φi ) + (4)(40)

2
cos(200t + φv + φi )

= 80 cos(200t − 50◦)

The average power is

Pav = (4)(40)

2
cos(90◦) = 0

Here we see an important result—a purely capacitive load is lossless when
the power delivered is sinusoidal. This means that there is zero average power.
Looking at the instantaneous power, we see that it’s a pure sinusoid, meaning
that power goes positive and negative. In other words, power flows back and
forth from the source to the capacitor. This is why we refer to a capacitor as a
reactive component.

A rule of thumb to remember is that capacitors create or generate reactive
power. In contrast, inductors absorb reactive power. Loads tend to be inductive,
so a corrective capacitor is often included in parallel with the power source
to maximize the power delivered to the load. To see this, consider the circuit
shown in Fig. 10-7 and studied in Example 10-1, in which we found the power
factor to be a measly 0.1. This time we will insert a capacitor in parallel with
the voltage source before delivering power to the load. A capacitor used in this
way is called a power corrective or shunt capacitor. What value should be used
for the capacitance to maximize the power factor?

First, we need to compute the impedance of the circuit including the capacitor.
Remember, for a capacitor we have

X = 1

jωC

Impedances work just like resistances when considering elements in series
and parallel. The original impedance due to the series resistor-inductor combi-
nation is

Z1 = R + jωL
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The impedance due to the capacitor is

Z2 = 1

jωC

If these two impedances are in parallel, then the total impedance is

1

Z
= 1

Z1
+ 1

Z2
= 1

R + jωL
+ jωC = 1

R + jωL
+ jωC(R + jωL)

R + jωL

= 1 − ω2LC + jωRC

R + jωL

Hence

Z = R + jωL

1 − ω2LC + jωRC

The ideal case would be to have φ = 0 leading to a p.f. = 1. This will be true
when the phase angle for the expression in the numerator matches the phase
angle for the expression in the denominator, that is,

tan−1

(
ωL

R

)
= tan−1

(
ωRC

1 − ω2LC

)

So we must have

ωL

R
= ωRC

1 − ω2LC

Solving for C we find

C = L

ω2L2 + R2

For the values used in Example 10-1, R = 20, L = 4, ω = 50, the capaci-
tance should be 99 µF.
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Complex Power
When examining the power delivered to a load we can break the power down
into three distinct quantities. We have already seen one of these, the average
power delivered to the load

P = V0 I0

2
cos φ = Veff Ieff cos φ (10.17)

We have denoted it by P in this context. Sometimes this is known as the real
power. It is related to two other measures of power known as the reactive power
and the complex power. This is done using a device known as an impedance
triangle that relates the various components of the impedance to its magnitude.
Let’s start by writing down the expression for impedance

Z = R + j X (10.18)

We can think of this as a “vector” in the complex plane. The x component
of the vector is just R and the y component of this vector is X . If we draw R
as a vector lying entirely along the x axis from the origin and jX as a vector
lying parallel to the y axis with its tail at the head of R, we can connect the two
“vectors” by Z , which is found by vector addition. This forms a triangle called
an impedance triangle, which we show in Fig. 10-10.

Now we consider this triangle by letting each term go to a power expression,
which can be done by multiplying each term by I 2. This results in a power
triangle, which is shown in Fig. 10-11.

R

jX
Z

θ

Fig. 10-10 An impedance triangle.
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jQ S 

p

θ

Fig. 10-11 A power triangle.

Each of the terms is defined as follows

S = I 2 Z , P = I 2 R, Q = I 2 X (10.19)

Hence

S = P + j Q (10.20)

As noted above, P is just the average power that we have used so far. The
reactive power is given by Q. Using the angle φ by which the input voltage
leads the input current the reactive power is defined as

Q = Veff Ieff sin φ (10.21)

The last component of the power triangle is given by S, which is called the
apparent power. It is given this name because it is simply the product of the
effective voltage and current, |S| = Veff Ieff. This is easy to derive by applying
the Pythagorean theorem to the triangle in Fig. 10-11. The magnitude of the
apparent power is

|S| =
√

P2 + Q2 =
√

(Veff Ieff cos φ)2 + (Veff Ieff sin φ)2 = Veff Ieff

Summary
To maximize power transfer we set the load resistance equal to the Thevenin
equivalent resistance. If a circuit consists of more complicated elements, such as
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Z1 Z2
+

− 

Fig. 10-12 A power source with two loads connected in parallel.

capacitors and resistors, we need to calculate the instantaneous or average power.
The instantaneous power delivered to a load is P(t) = v(t)i(t). Average
power can be calculated by using Pav = V0 I0

2 cos(φ), where p.f. = cos φ is the
power factor for the circuit.

Quiz
1. Redo Example 10-5 with a single capacitor connected in parallel to a

voltage source with v(t) = V0 cos(ωt), assuming that the current lags the
voltage by 90◦. What is the average power?

2. Referring to Problem 1, what is the instantaneous power?

3. Consider the circuit shown in Fig. 10-7. Insert a corrective capacitor in
series with the resistor and inductor. What value should C have so that
the power factor is a maximum?

4. Using the values from Example 10-1, what should the capacitance be to
maximize the power factor if the capacitor is connected in series?

5. Consider the circuit shown in Fig. 10-12. The effective voltage of the
power source is 220 V. The two loads are rated at 200 W, 0.8 p.f. lagging
and 200 W, 0.8 p.f. leading, respectively. Determine the effective
currents delivered to each load.
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Transformers

A transformer is a circuit consisting of two or more inductors that are mag-
netically coupled. They can be used to step currents and voltages up or down.
Suppose that one inductor is in parallel with a current source used to create a
voltage across it by driving a current through it, as shown in Fig. 11-1.

A voltage will result in the inductor L1 due to the current source since

v1 = L1
di1

dt
(11.1)

By recalling that for two inductors in proximity the mutual inductance will
cause or induce a voltage across the second inductor L2 via

v2 = L2
di2

dt2
± M

di1

dt
(11.2)

we are reminded that the first inductor can be used to induce a voltage across
the second inductor.

Copyright © 2008 by The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. Click here for terms of use. 
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L2
L1

Fig. 11-1 Two inductors make up a transformer circuit.

The Dot Convention
Circuit diagrams with transformers often have dots indicated near the inductors.
The dot indicates that a current flowing into the dot location will result in an
added flux. We will illustrate how this is used in an example.

Consider two inductors L1 and L2 in a transformer with number of windings
N1 and N2, respectively. The ratio of the winding numbers is

a = N1

N2
(11.3)

Then the currents flowing through each inductor will be related by

i2 = ±ai1 (11.4)

If i1 flows into the dot reference of its inductor and i2 flows out of the dot
reference of its inductor, we take the + sign. On the other hand, if i2 also flows
into the dot reference of its inductor, we take the − sign.

Using phasors, the ratio of the voltage to current is called the reflective
impedance and it satisfies

Zr = V1

I1
= aV2

(1/a)I2
= a2 V2

I2
= a2 Z2 (11.5)

We illustrate this with an example.

EXAMPLE 11-1
Consider the circuit shown in Fig. 11-2. Find the two currents i1(t) and i2(t) if
vs(t) = 100 cos 4t .
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+

− 

I1 I2

j4

4 3
3:1

Fig. 11-2 The transformer circuit solved in Example 11-1.

SOLUTION
First, using the winding ratio given in the figure as 3:1 we have

32(3) = 27 �

32( j4) = j36

Hence we can find the current i1(t) from the circuit shown in Fig. 11-3.
Adding up the resistors in series, we have 27 + 4 = 31 �. Therefore, applying

KVL to the impedances we have

−Vs + 31I1 + j36I1 = 0

⇒
I1 = Vs

31 + j36
= 100� 0◦

31 + j36

Notice that the current I1 is referenced into the dotted terminal, while the
current I2 is referenced out of the dotted terminal. This means that I2 = +NI1

where N is the turn ratio. Let’s compute the magnitude of the denominator in

−

+

I1

4 27

j36

Fig. 11-3 The transformed version of the circuit shown in Fig. 11-2.
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the expression for I1. We have

|31 + j36| =
√

312 + 362 = 47.51

The phase angle is

φ = tan−1

(
36

31

)
= 49.3◦

Hence

I1 = 100 � 0◦

31 + j36
= 100 � 0◦

47.51 � 49.3◦ = 2.11 � −49.3◦

Transforming to the time domain

i1(t) = 2.11 cos (4t − 49.3◦)

The current I2 is given by I2 = 3I1 = 3(2.11) � −49.3◦ = 6.33 � −49.3◦. In the
time domain

i2(t) = 6.33 cos (4t − 49.3◦)

Summary
When two circuits containing inductors are brought together, a current flowing
in one inductor will induce a current to flow in the second inductor. We can
describe this mathematically by writing

v2 = L2
di2

dt2
± M

di1

dt

Here we refer to L as the self-inductance for inductor 2, while M is the mutual
inductance describing the linkage between the two circuits.

Quiz
1. Consider the circuit shown in Fig. 11-4. If i1(t) = 2 cos (100t), what

is I2?
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4:1
4 3

−

+ I1 I2

j4

Fig. 11-4 A transformer circuit for quiz problems.

2. If the circuit shown in Fig. 11-4 is transformed similarly to the one in
Example 11-1, what is the impedance of the resulting circuit?

3. If vs = 200 cos 100t , find i1(t).



CHAPTER 12

Three-Phase Circuits

A three-phase circuit is one that consists of three sinusoidal voltages or cur-
rents. This type of circuit is common in power generation, where an ac gen-
erator produces the three voltages. The three voltages are typically denoted
by va(t), vb(t), and vc(t). They have the same amplitude and frequency, but
different phase angles

va(t) = √
2Veff cos(ωt + α)

vb(t) = √
2Veff cos(ωt + β)

vc(t) = √
2Veff cos(ωt + γ )

where α, β, and γ are the three phase angles. So we see where the name three-
phase circuit originates. The phase sequence is determined by finding how the
voltages lead or lag each other or the order in which the voltages reach their
peak values. If the order in which they reach their peak values is va → vb → vc,
meaning that va peaks first followed by vb etc., we say that the phase sequence
is positive. If the three voltages peak in any other order, we call it a negative
phase sequence. This idea is illustrated in Fig. 12-1.

Copyright © 2008 by The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. Click here for terms of use. 
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2 4 6 8 10

−1

−0.5

0.5

1

Fig. 12-1 Three voltages va (dashed line), vb (dotted line), and vc (solid line). The
dashed line peaks earlier in time than the dotted line, which peaks earlier than the

solid line. va leads vb which leads vc, so this is a positive sequence.

Balanced Sequences
In a three-phase circuit, the set of voltages or currents are said to be balanced
if the difference between each phase angle is 120◦.

EXAMPLE 12-1
A phase sequence is balanced. If VA = 170 � 30◦ and VC = 170 � −90◦, what
is VB?

SOLUTION
VC lags VA by 120◦. Therefore

VB = 170 � 30◦ + 120◦ = 170 � 150◦

VB leads VA by 120◦, so the sequence is BAC. This is a negative sequence.

EXAMPLE 12-2
A balanced phase sequence has VB = 10 � 10◦ and VC = 10� 250◦. What is VA?

SOLUTION
Notice that 250◦ is the same as −110◦, therefore VB leads VC by 120◦. We get
the phase angle for VA from

θA = θB + 120◦
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So

VA = 10� 130◦

This is a positive sequence since VA leads VB .

Y Loads
If a load of impedances is connected in a Y configuration we denote the total
impedance by ZY . Three line currents will be connecting the load to the power
source. The currents are found from

IA = VA

ZY
, IB = VB

ZY
, IC = VC

ZY
(12.1)

If the phase sequence of the voltage source is ABC, then the angle of IA will
be greater than the angle of IB by 120◦, and the angle of IB will be greater than
the angle of Ic by 120◦. The three line currents have the same amplitudes but
different phase angles.

EXAMPLE 12-3
A balanced Y load of impedances connected to a three-phase source has ZY =
100� 30◦ �. If VB = 270 � 20◦, find the phasor line currents. The phase sequence
is positive.

SOLUTION
First we find IB by Ohm’s law

IB = VB

ZY
= 270 � 20◦

100 � 30◦ = 2.7 � −10◦

With a positive phase sequence, we know that the angle of IA is 120◦ larger
than the angle of IB . So

θA = θB + 120◦ = −10◦ + 120◦ = 110◦

So

IA = 2.7 � 110◦
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Now we subtract 120◦ to get the angle of Ic. That is

θC = θB − 120◦ = −130◦

Hence

IC = 2.7 � −130◦

Summary
Three-phase circuits are often used in power generation.

va(t) = √
2Veff cos(ωt + α)

vb(t) = √
2Veff cos(ωt + β)

vc(t) = √
2Veff cos(ωt + γ )

The phase sequence is determined by finding how the voltages lead or lag
each other or the order in which the voltages reach their peak values. If the order
in which they reach their peak values is va → vb → vc meaning that va peaks
first followed by vb etc., we say that the phase sequence is positive.

Quiz
1. Consider a balanced three-phase circuit. If VB = 120 � −20◦, and

VC = 120 � 100◦, what is VA? Is the sequence positive or negative?

2. A Y load with impedance ZY is connected to a three-phase voltage
source. Are the currents given by a, b, or c?

a) IA = VA � θA + 120◦

ZY
, IB = VB

ZY
, IC = VC � θA − 120◦

ZY

b) IA = VA

ZY
, IB = VB

ZY
, IC = VC

ZY

c) IA = VA � θB − 120◦

ZY
, IB = VB

ZY
, IC = VC � θB + 120◦

ZY
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Network Analysis Using
Laplace Transforms

The Laplace transform is a mathematical tool that can be used to simplify circuit
analysis. Although, at first, we seem to be adding mathematical complexity, the
Laplace transform actually makes analysis easier in many cases—it transforms
differential and integral equations into algebraic ones. It does this by using the
fact that the exponential function is easy to differentiate and integrate. Recall that

d

dt
eat = aeat (13.1)

Notice that we can think of differentiation in this case as multiplication, by
the constant present in the exponential. Integration is the inverse operation—in
that case we divide ∫

eat dt = 1

a
eat + C (13.2)

Copyright © 2008 by The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. Click here for terms of use. 
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where C is the constant of integration. As we will quickly see, we cam ex-
ploit these properties of the exponential function when working with Laplace
transforms.

The Laplace Transform
Let f (t) be some function of time. The Laplace transform of f (t) is

�{ f (t)} = F(s) =
∫ ∞

0
e−st f (t) dt (13.3)

We take s to be a complex number. Hence, we can write s = σ + jω, where
σ is the real part of s and ω is the imaginary part of s. We refer to the function
f (t) as being in the time domain while the function F(s) is in the s domain.

The Laplace transform is linear, that is,

�{a f (t) + bg(t)} = a �{ f (t)} + b �{g(t)} (13.4)

where a and b are constants. The Laplace transform is quite general and can be
applied to a wide variety of functions. We won’t be too worried about actually
calculating Laplace transforms directly. Instead we will just list some Laplace
transforms of functions that are commonly encountered in circuit analysis and
show how to work with them. However, let’s calculate a few examples explicitly.

EXAMPLE 13-1
Find the Laplace transform of the constant function f (t) = c

SOLUTION
Looking at the definition (13.3) we find

�{c} = F(s) =
∫ ∞

0
ce−st dt = −c

s
e−st

∣∣∣∞
0

= c

s

Hence, the Laplace transform of f (t) = 1 is

�{1} = 1

s
(13.5)

EXAMPLE 13-2
What is the Laplace transform of f (t) = eat ?
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SOLUTION
Applying (13.3) and taking s > a we have

�{eat} = F(s) =
∫ ∞

0
eat e−st dt =

∫ ∞

0
e(a−s)t dt = 1

a − s
e(a−s)t

∣∣∣∞
0

= 1

s − a

In Table 13-1, we list the Laplace transforms of some elementary functions
that are frequently seen in electrical engineering.

When a function f (t) has a given Laplace transform F(s), we say that we
have a Laplace transform pair and write

f (t) ⇔ F(s)

Table 13-1 Common Laplace transforms.

f (t) F(s)

u(t)
1

s

tn, n = 1, 2, 3, . . .
n!

sn+1
, s > 0

eat 1

s − a
, s > a

cos ωt
s

s2 + ω2
, s > 0

sin ωt
ω

s2 + ω2
, s > 0

cosh at
a

s2 − a2
, s > |a|

sinh at
s

s2 − a2
, s > |a|

δ(t) 1

e−at u(t)
1

s + a
e−at f (t) F(s + a)

t f (t) − d

ds
F(s)

f (at)
1

a
F

( s

a

)
d f

dt
s F(s) − f (0)

d2 f

dt2
s2 F(s) − s f (0) − f ′(0)∫ t

0
f (τ ) dτ

1

s
F(s)
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In Table 13-1, notice that the Laplace transform turns differentiation in the
time domain into multiplication by s in the s domain, while integration in the
time domain turns into division by s in the s domain.

EXAMPLE 13-3
What is the Laplace transform of f (t) = e−2t cos t?

SOLUTION
We could compute the transform of this function directly by using (13.3), but
that would turn into a tedious exercise of integration by parts. Instead we look
at Table 13-1 and notice that

�{cos ωt} = s

s2 + ω2

We also see, according to Table 13-1, that the Laplace transform of e−at f (t)
is given by F(s + a). So we set ω = 1 and have

�{cos t} = s

s2 + 1

Hence

F(s) = �{e−2t cos t} = s − 2

(s − 2)2 + 1

EXAMPLE 13-4
What is the Laplace transform of f (t) = 7t3?

SOLUTION
First we use the linearity of the Laplace transform to write

F(s) = �{7t3} = 7�{t3}

Now, according to Table 13-1 the Laplace transform of tn is

n!

sn+1
, s > 0

So we find

F(s) = 7�{t3} = 7
3!

s3+1
= 7

6

s4
= 42

s4
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EXAMPLE 13-5
What is the Laplace transform of f (t) = 5 sin 2t − 2e−2t cos 4t?

SOLUTION
We begin by using the linearity of the Laplace transform to break the calculation
into two parts

F(s) = �{ f (t)} = �{5 sin 2t − 2e−2t cos 4t} = 5�{sin 2t} − 2�{e−2t cos 4t}

Looking at the first term and checking Table 13-1, we see that

�{sin 2t} = 2

s2 + 4

For the second term, we use the fact that the Laplace transform of cos ωt
is given by s

s2+ω2 , s > 0 together with the fact that the Laplace transform of
e−at f (t) is F(s + a) to write

�{e−2t cos 4t} = s − 2

(s − 2)2 + 16

Combining our results, we find

F(s) = 5�{sin 2t} − 2�{e−2t cos 4t}

= 5
2

s2 + 4
− 2

s − 2

(s − 2)2 + 16
= 10

s2 + 4
− 2s − 4

(s − 2)2 + 16

Exponential Order
We say that a function f (t) is of exponential order if we can find constants M
and a such that

| f (t)| ≤ Meat (13.6)

for t > T . In electrical engineering, we are typically interested in finding out if
a function is of exponential order as t → ∞, and we say that the function f (t)
is of exponential order if lim

t→∞ | f (t)e−at | = 0.
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EXAMPLE 13-6
Is the function f (t) = cos 2t of exponential order?

SOLUTION
In this case we have

lim
t→∞ | f (t)e−at | = lim

t→∞ |cos 2t e−at |

Now cos 2t oscillates between ±1, so all we need to do is find an a such that
lim

t→∞ |cos 2t e−at | = 0. Clearly, this is true for any a > 0; therefore, cos 2t is of

exponential order.

The Inverse Laplace Transform
When using the Laplace transform to solve equations, we complete the
following steps

• Transform every term in the equation into the s domain.

• Do algebraic manipulations to find a solution in the s domain.

• Invert the solution to find a solution to the original equation in the time
domain.

The last step, transforming back to the time domain, is known as the inverse
Laplace transform. If the equation is very simple, we might get lucky and get a
solution in the s domain that exactly matches the listing in Table 13-1. In that
case we just read off the answer. Otherwise some algebraic manipulation will
be necessary. We will denote the inverse Laplace transform by �−1.

EXAMPLE 13-7

Find the inverse Laplace transform of F(s) = 1

s3
.

SOLUTION
Since we have the relation

�{tn} = n!

sn+1
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We see that for F(s) = 1
s3 = 1

s2+1 , we can take n = 2. We are missing the
2! = 2 term in the numerator, so the inverse Laplace transform must be

�−1

{
1

s3

}
= �−1

{(
1

2

)
2

s3

}
=

(
1

2

)
�−1

{
2

s3

}
= 1

2
t2

In many cases, the solution to a problem will generate an expression that
cannot be readily inverted. A useful tool to apply in that case is the method of
partial fractions. This is best illustrated by example.

EXAMPLE 13-8
Find the inverse Laplace transform of

F(s) = 3s2 + 2

(s + 1)(s − 2)(s − 4)

SOLUTION
The first step in the method of partial fractions is to write

3s2 + 2

(s + 1)(s − 2)(s − 4)
= A

s + 1
+ B

s − 2
+ C

s − 4

Hence, we need to determine the constants A, B,and C . We begin by multi-
plying both sides by (s + 1)(s − 2)(s − 4), giving

3s2 + 2 = A(s − 2)(s − 4) + B(s + 1)(s − 4) + C(s + 1)(s − 2)

Now let’s eliminate each of the variables in turn. If we let s = −1, we eliminate
B and C and obtain

3(−1)2 + 2 = A(−1 − 2)(−1 − 4), ⇒
5 = 15A,

A = 1/3

Now eliminate A and C by letting s = 2. Then we find

3(2)2 + 2 = B(2 + 1)(2 − 4), ⇒
14 = −6B,

B = −7/3
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Finally, we eliminate A and B by letting s = 4.

3(4)2 + 2 = C(4 + 1)(4 − 2), ⇒
50 = 10C, ⇒
C = 5

So we have found that

3s2 + 2

(s + 1)(s − 2)(s − 4)
= 1

3

(
1

s + 1

)
− 7

3

(
1

s − 2

)
+ 5

s − 4

Using the fact that the Laplace transform of eat is 1/(s − a), we conclude
that the inverse Laplace transform of this expression is

1

3
e−t − 7

3
e2t + 5e4t

EXAMPLE 13-9
Find the inverse Laplace transform of

s − 4

(s + 2)(s2 + 4)

SOLUTION
Since there is a quadratic in the denominator, we write our partial fraction
expansion as

F(s) = s − 4

(s + 2)(s2 + 4)
= A

s + 2
+ Bs + C

s2 + 4
(13.7)

Let’s cross multiply by (s + 2)(s2 + 4) to give

s − 4 = A(s2 + 4) + (Bs + C)(s + 2) (13.8)

Setting s = −2 gives

−2 − 4 = A((−2)2 + 4), ⇒

−6 = 8A or A = −3/4
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Now we can eliminate B in (13.8) by setting s = 0. This gives

−4 = −3 + (C)(2), ⇒ C = −1/2

Finally, we can solve for B by letting s be any number. Let’s pick s = 1. Then
(13.8) becomes

1 − 4 = A(12 + 4) + (B + C)(1 + 2), ⇒
−3 − 5A − 3C

3
= B

Putting in A = −3/4 and C = −1/2 we find B = 3/4. With these values
(13.7) becomes

F(s) =
(

−3

4

)
1

s + 2
+

(
3

4

)
s

s2 + 4
−

(
1

2

)
1

s2 + 4

=
(

−3

4

)
1

s + 2
+

(
3

4

)
s

s2 + 4
−

(
1

4

)
2

s2 + 4

We can find the inverse Laplace transform by looking at Table 13-1. Note
that the following Laplace transform pairs are useful in this case

eat ⇔ 1

s − a
, cos ωt ⇔ s

s2 + ω2
, sin ωt ⇔ ω

s2 + ω2

Hence, the inverse Laplace transform is

f (t) = −3

4
e−2t + 3

4
cos 2t − 1

4
sin 2t

Analyzing Circuits Using Laplace Transforms
Now that we have a working knowledge of how to calculate Laplace transforms
and how to invert them to get back a function in the time domain, let’s see how
they can be applied to circuit analysis. Two important Laplace transform pairs
that will help us solve RCL circuits will be

d f

dt
⇔ s F(s) − f (0)

d2 f

dt2
⇔ s2 F(s) − s f (0) − f ′(0)
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2

4u ( t )
i(0) = 1A

2

Fig. 13-1 An RL circuit.

Again, it is best to illustrate the method by example. In Example 13-10, we
solve the RL circuit shown in Fig. 13-1 by using the Laplace transform.

EXAMPLE 13-10
Find the current i(t) in the RL circuit shown in Fig. 13-1.

SOLUTION
Notice we have indicated that the voltage source is turned on at t = 0 by making
it a unit step function. The equation for this circuit is

2
di

dt
+ 2i(t) = 4u(t) (13.9)

Dividing by 2 to simplify we have

di

dt
+ i(t) = 2u(t)

Now we take the Laplace transform of this equation to obtain

I (s) + s I (s) − i(0) = 2

s
(13.10)

(Refer to Table 13-1 if you are not sure how we obtained each term.) Rearranging
we have

I (s)(s + 1) − 1 = 2

s
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Solving for I (s) gives

I (s) = 2

s(s + 1)
+ 1

s + 1

This expression is conveniently broken up into two parts. In fact, right here
we have the zero-state response and the zero-input response of the circuit. Recall
that the zero-state response is due to the input source (i.e., the voltage source in
this case) and not to any initial conditions (or the “initial state”) of the circuit.
Since the Laplace transform of the voltage source (the input) is 4/s and the first
term on the right-hand side has an expression of this form, we recognize that
the zero-state response for this circuit is given by

2

s(s + 1)

Now recall that the zero-input response is the response of the circuit due to
the initial conditions, which in this case is the initial current i(0) = 1 A. This is
the second term

1

s + 1

This is the response of the circuit due to the initial state without the input
voltage source. Now we can compute the inverse Laplace transform to find the
current as a function of time. We find that it is

i(t) = 2u(t) − e−t u(t)

If you compute the Laplace transform of each term individually, you will find
that the zero-state response of the circuit is

2(1 − e−t )

and the zero-input response is

e−t

EXAMPLE 13-11
Using Laplace transform methods, find the current i(t) through the inductor
shown in Fig. 13-2. Then consider the natural response of the circuit and take
R = 3, L = 1, and C = 1/2. Assume that the initial current is zero.
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+

− 

C

R

L
i ( t )

Vi( t )

Fig. 13-2 A series RLC circuit.

SOLUTION
First, we apply KVL to the circuit. We obtain

vi (t) = L
di

dt
+ 1

C

∫ t

0
i(τ ) dτ + R i(t) (13.11)

Solving this equation for the current might not be pleasant, but the Laplace
transform greatly simplifies the situation. Now we take the Laplace transform
of each piece. On the left-hand side, we simply have the Laplace transform of
the input voltage:

vi (t) → Vi (s)

On the right-hand side, using Table 13-1, as a guide we find

L
di

dt
+ 1

C

∫ t

0
i(τ ) dτ + Ri(t) → Ls I (s) − Li(0) + RI (s) + 1

Cs
I (s)

Equating this result to Vi (s) and solving for I (s), we find

I (s) = Vi (s) + L i(0)

Ls + R + 1
Cs

= sVi (s) + sL i(0)

Ls2 + Rs + 1/C
(13.12)

We are asked to find the natural response of the circuit, which means that
we take vi (t) = δ(t), the unit impulse or Dirac delta function. The Laplace
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transform of the unit impulse is unity so

Vi (s) = 1

Letting R = 3, L = 1, and C = 1/2 and setting the initial current to zero gives

I (s) = s

s2 + 3s + 2
= s

(s + 1)(s + 2)

We will invert this result by using partial fractions. We have

s

(s + 1)(s + 2)
= A

s + 1
+ B

s + 2

Multiplying both sides by (s + 1)(s + 2) gives

s = A(s + 2) + B(s + 1)

If we let s = −1, we can eliminate B and this equation tells us that A = −1.
On the other hand, if we let s = −2, then we eliminate A and find that B = 2.
Therefore

I (s) = −1

s + 1
+ 2

s + 2

Referring to Table 13-1, we see that we have the Laplace transform pair

e−at u(t) ⇔ 1

s + a

Hence, the current as a function of time is

i(t) = 2e−2t − e−t

This is shown in the plot in Fig. 13-3.

Convolution
The convolution theorem for Laplace transforms is one of the most important
tools in the electrical engineer’s toolbox. In the time domain, convolution can
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Fig. 13-3 A plot of the current i(t) = 2e−2t − e−t , which was the solution found
in Example 13-11.

be a complicated integral. The definition of convolution is the following. We
multiply one function by the other with the argument time shifted and then
integrate

f ∗ g =
∫ t

0
f (u)g(t − u) du (13.13)

The beauty of the Laplace transform is that in the s domain, convolution is
transformed from a complicated integral into a simple multiplication operation.
That is, the convolution defined in (13.13) becomes

� { f ∗ g} = F(s)G(s) (13.14)

So we have a simple algorithm that we can use to determine the convolution
of two functions in the time domain. This is done by applying the following
steps

• Find the Laplace transforms of f (t) and g(t) which are F(s) and G(s).

• Multiply them together.

• Invert the result to get f (t) ∗ g(t).

Of course, the inversion process may not always be simple in practice, but
multiplication and inversion, in general, are easier to carry out than integration.
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EXAMPLE 13-12
Use the convolution theorem to solve the integral equation

f (t) = 2 cos t −
∫ t

0
sin(u) f (t − u)du

SOLUTION
Taking the Laplace transform of both sides and using (13.14), we obtain

F(s) = 2
s

s2 + 1
−

(
1

s2 + 1

)
F(s)

Grouping together terms multiplying F(s) this becomes

F(s)

(
1 + 1

s2 + 1

)
= 2

s

s2 + 1

but notice that

1 + 1

s2 + 1
= s2 + 1

s2 + 1
+ 1

s2 + 1
= s2 + 2

s2 + 1

and so we have

F(s)

(
s2 + 2

s2 + 1

)
= 2

s

s2 + 1

Dividing both sides by
(

s2+2
s2+1

)
gives

F(s) = 2
s

s2 + 1

(
s2 + 1

s2 + 2

)
= 2

s

s2 + 2

Taking the inverse Laplace transform of both sides gives the solution

f (t) = 2 cos(
√

2 t)u(t)
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Zero-State Response and
the Network Function

Given an electric circuit we can calculate its response to a unit impulse input
δ(t). This type of excitation serves to characterize the circuit itself and can be
used to determine the response of the circuit to any general type of excitation.
As a result the response of the circuit to the unit impulse is sometimes called the
natural response or unit impulse response. We denote the output by h(t). This
is shown schematically in Fig. 13-4.

We call the Laplace transform of the natural response the network function
H (s). Once the network function for a given circuit is known, we can calculate
the response of the circuit to any input by using the convolution theorem. Let
e(t) represent an arbitrary excitation of the circuit. Then the response is found
by using convolution

r (t) =
∫ t

0
e(u) h(t − u)du (13.15)

The convolution theorem allows us to write this as a simple multiplication in
the s domain

R(s) = E(s)H (s) (13.16)

EXAMPLE 13-13
It is known that the unit impulse response for a particular circuit is h(t) =
e−t u(t). Find the response of the circuit to the excitation e(t) = cos 2t .

SOLUTION
We can find the response using convolution by calculating

r (t) =
∫ t

0
cos(2u)e−(t−u)du

circuit δ (t) h (t)

Fig. 13-4 The natural response of a circuit is its response when the input is a unit
impulse function.
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However, instead of using integration by parts, the Laplace transform makes
the solution of this problem much easier. First we use (13.16), together with the
fact that the Laplace transform of h(t) = e−t u(t) is 1/(s + 1) and the Laplace
transform of e(t) = cos 2t is s/(s2 + 4), to write

R(s) = H (s)E(s) = s

(s2 + 4)(s + 1)

As usual, the best route available is to find the partial fraction decomposition
of this expression. We write

s

(s2 + 4)(s + 1)
= A

s + 1
+ B

s2 + 4

This expression can be rewritten as

s = A(s2 + 4) + B(s + 1)

Now we let s = −1 to eliminate B

−1 = A(1 + 4) = 5A, ⇒ A = −1

5

Next, we let s = 0. This gives

0 = −
(

1

5

)
(4) + B, ⇒ B = 4

5

So we have the following result

R(s) = −
(

1

5

)
1

s + 1
+

(
4

5

)
1

s2 + 4

= −
(

1

5

)
1

s + 1
+

(
2

5

)
2

s2 + 4
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Fig. 13-5 An RLC circuit for Example 13-15.

Using Table 13-1, we invert this expression and find that the response as a
function of time is

r (t) = −1

5
e−t u(t) + 2

5
sin(2t)u(t)

We have included the unit step function to reflect the fact that the circuit is
excited at time t = 0.

EXAMPLE 13-14
Consider the circuit shown in Fig. 13-5. If i0(t) = e−2t u(t), i(0) = 1 A, and
v(0) = 2 V, write a matrix equation that separates the zero-input and zero-state
responses for the circuit in the s domain.

SOLUTION
Before describing the problem in terms of Laplace transforms, we use KVL and
KCL to determine the equations for the unknowns i(t) and v(t). First, we apply
KVL to the loop in the rightmost pane of the circuit. We find

v(t) − 6
di

dt
= 0

The Laplace transform of this equation is

V (s) − 6(s I (s) − i(0)) = 0, ⇒

V (s) − 6s I (s) = −6
(13.17)

Now, we apply KCL to the top node of the inductor. We have

1

3

dv

dt
+ i(t) + 2v(t) = e−2t u(t)
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Computing the Laplace transform we have

1

3
(sV (s) − 2) + I (s) + 2V (s) = 1

s + 2

Rearranging terms gives

V (s)

(
1

3
s + 2

)
+ I (s) = 2

3
+ 1

s + 2
(13.18)

We can combine (13.17) and (13.18) into a matrix equation

(
1 −6s
1
3s + 2 1

) (
V (s)
I (s)

)
=

( −6
2
3 + 1

s+2

)
=

(−6
2
3

)
+

(
0
1

s+2

)

Looking at the terms on the right-hand side, the first column vector is the
zero-input response. It contains terms due only to the initial conditions(−6

2
3

)

The second column vector is the zero-state response. It contains terms due
only to the input current source

(
0
1

s+2

)

Poles and Zeros
We conclude the chapter with two definitions that will prove useful later when
examining the stability of circuits. These are the poles and zeros of a function.
Our concern in circuit analysis will be a function in the s domain. Let’s say it’s
a rational function that can be written in the form

F(s) = A(s)

B(s)

The zeros of the function, as you might guess, are simply calculated by setting

F(s) = 0
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Hence, we can find them by solving A(s) = 0. The poles of the function are
the zeros of the denominator. These tell us at what values F(s) → ∞ or blows
up. So to find the poles we solve

B(s) = 0

EXAMPLE 13-15
In Example 13-11 we found that the current could be written in the s domain as

I (s) = −1

s + 1
+ 2

s + 2

Find the poles and zeros of this function.

SOLUTION
The zeros of the function are values of s such that I (s) = 0. There is one zero,
namely s = 0, in which case

I (0) = −1

0 + 1
+ 2

0 + 2
= −1 + 1 = 0

The poles are values of s for which I (s) → ∞. These are the zeros in the
denominator. On inspection we see that two of these are found from

s + 1 = 0, ⇒ s = −1

s + 2 = 0, ⇒ s = −2

Summary
The Laplace transform of a function of time is given by

� { f (t)} = F(s) =
∫ ∞

0
e−st f (t) dt

Some frequently seen Laplace transforms include a constant

� {1} = 1

s
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an exponential

�{eat} = 1

s − a

a cosine

�{cos ωt} = s

s2 + ω2

and a sine function

�{sin ωt} = 2

s2 + ω2

Laplace transforms simplify circuit analysis by letting us convert integro-
differential equations into algebraic ones. Finally, we say that a function f (t) is
of exponential order if we can find constants M and a such that

| f (t)| ≤ Meat

Quiz
1. Find the Laplace transform of u(t), the unit step function where

u(t) =
{

0 t < 0
1 t ≥ 0

2. Find the Laplace transform of f (t) = cos ωt .

3. Compute the Laplace transform of f (t) = e−t sin 2t .

4. Find the Laplace transforms of f (t) = 3t4 + 5 and g(t) = 5 sin 2t
−3 cos 2t .

5. Is the function f (t) = tet2
of exponential order?

6. Find the inverse Laplace transform of F(s) = 2s − 3

s2 + 25
.

7. Find the inverse Laplace transform of F(s) = 5s − 3

(s2 − s − 2)(s + 3)
.

8. Find the inverse Laplace transform of F(s) = s + 1

(s − 2)(s2 + 1)
.
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Vin( t )

R
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+

−

Fig. 13-6 Circuit for Problem 12.

9. Consider the circuit shown in Fig. 13-1. Suppose that instead the
inductance is 4 H and the initial current is i(0) = 3 A. Find the zero-state
and the zero-input responses as functions of time.

10. Consider the series RLC circuit shown in Fig. 13-2 and let R = 4,
L = 2, C = 1/2. Suppose that the input voltage is vi (t) = cos 2t and
that the initial current is zero. Find the current i(t) by using Laplace
transform methods.

11. Use the convolution theorem to solve

f (t) = 2 cos t −
∫ t

0
u f (t − u)du

12. Consider the circuit shown in Fig. 13-6. Calculate the unit impulse
response and network function (the voltage across the capacitor) by
using the Laplace transform method.

13. Consider the circuit shown in Fig. 13-4 and suppose that e(t) = cos ωt .
Find the responses R(s) and r (t).

14. Find the poles and zeros of R(s) = −
(

1

5

)
1

s + 1
+

(
2

5

)
2

s2 + 4
.
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Circuit Stability

As you might imagine, one of the most important considerations in the design
of a circuit is determination of its stability. We want to find out whether a given
circuit exhibits stable behavior under different conditions. By stable behavior
we mean that the currents and voltages in the circuit remain bounded.

One way to determine the stability of a given circuit is to examine its transfer
function. We can determine whether a circuit exhibits impulse response stability
by looking at the behavior of h(t)as time increases. Formally, we want to see if

lim
t→∞ |h(t)| < ∞ (14.1)

Let’s look at some examples.

EXAMPLE 14-1
Suppose that the transfer function for a circuit is known to be

H (s) = 16

s(s2 + 8s + 16)

Is the circuit impulse response stable?

Copyright © 2008 by The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. Click here for terms of use. 
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Fig. 14-1 A plot of h(t) = 1 − e−4t (4t + 1), which remains bounded as time increases.

SOLUTION
You can show that the inverse Laplace transform of this function, which gives
us the impulse response in the time domain, is

h(t) = 1 − e−4t (4t + 1)

Clearly, this circuit is stable. The limit is

lim
t→∞ h(t) = lim

t→∞ 1 − e−4t (4t + 1) = 1

A plot of the function in Fig. 14-1 shows that it rapidly rises to unity, where
it remains fixed for all time.

EXAMPLE 14-2
Examine the impulse response stability for a circuit with

H (s) = 16

s(s2 + 2s + 4)

SOLUTION
Calculating the inverse Laplace transform we find

h(t) = 16

(
1

4
− 1

12
e−t (cos

√
3t +

√
3 sin

√
3t)

)
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Fig. 14-2 The oscillating transfer function of Example 14-2 which has a constant
steady-state value.

We find that the limit is

lim
t→∞ h(t) = 4

A plot of the function is shown in Fig. 14-2. The function steadily rises to a
maximum, then decays with a tiny bit of oscillatory behavior and reaches the
steady-state value.

EXAMPLE 14-3
Examine the impulse response stability for a circuit with

H (s) = s + 2

(s + 2)2 + 400

SOLUTION
Inverting, we find

h(t) = e−2t cos 20t

Clearly

lim
t→∞ h(t) = 0

As Fig. 14-3 shows, this function starts off with rapid oscillations but quickly
dies off to zero.
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Fig. 14-3 A plot of h(t) = e−2t cos 20t .

Sometimes the requirements for unit impulse stability are stronger. We may
require that

lim
t→∞ |h(t)| = 0 (14.2)

By this criterion, only Example 14-3 is stable.

Poles and Stability
We can also get an idea about whether a circuit is impulse response stable by
looking at the poles of the transfer function H (s). Let’s begin with a simple
case. We are familiar with the Laplace transform pair

e−at ↔ 1

s + a
(14.3)

Provided that a > 0, we know that as t → ∞, h(t) = e−at → 0. Therefore
this represents an impulse response stable circuit. So if

H (s) = 1

s + a

which has one simple pole given by

s + a = 0, ⇒ s = −a
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Fig. 14-4 A comparison of of e−0.5t (solid line) and e−3t (dashed line).

If the pole is real and a > 0, the circuit is impulse response stable. If the pole
is small, then the function will decay slowly with time. On the other hand, if
the pole is large, h(t) decays rapidly. This is illustrated in Fig. 14-4, where we
show a plot of e−0.5t (solid line) and e−3t (dashed line). The poles of these two
functions are s = −1/2 and s = −3, respectively. In the latter case, the pole
has a larger magnitude and so the transfer function decays faster.

Now let’s begin to consider more complicated cases. The next complication
we might imagine with poles are multiple poles of the type s = −a, that is

H (s) = 1

(s + a)n
(14.4)

The inverse Laplace transform of this expression is given by

h(t) = tn−1e−at (14.5)

Since we have t raised to an integral, power multiplies by an exponential, which
rises or decays very rapidly; the behavior of the exponential will dictate the
behavior of the transfer function. In particular, if a > 0 then the transfer function
will decay to zero as t → ∞, and the circuit will be impulse response stable.

EXAMPLE 14-4
Consider

H (s) = 3

(s + 2)2

and discuss its stability.
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Fig. 14-5 A plot of the stable transfer function h(t) = 3 te−2t .

SOLUTION
The function has a multiple pole at

s = −2

Hence, we can see that it will be stable. The inverse Laplace transform of the
function is given by

h(t) = 3 te−2t

A plot of the function is shown in Fig. 14-5. We see that the function steeply
rises to a maximum (behavior due to the monomial term) and then it quickly de-
cays when the exponential becomes dominant. It’s easy to see that the maximum
occurs at t = 0.5 since

dh

dt
= 3e−2t − 6te−2t = 0

⇒ t = 0.5

Next we consider sinusoidal functions. Clearly sinusoidal waveforms are
bounded and so (14.1) is satisfied. The poles in the case of a sinusoidal transfer
function will be complex. Let’s consider the following function.

H (s) = 1

(s − 2)(s + 2)
(14.6)
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Fig. 14-6 The transfer function h(t) = 1
4 e−2t (e4t − 1) blows up, so it’s unstable.

The poles of this function are located ats = ±2. The inverse Laplace trans-
form of this expression is

h(t) = 1

4
e−2t (e4t − 1)

Clearly this function blows up, as we show in Fig. 14-6.
If the roots are complex, then we get a sinusoidal function. Let’s suppose that

instead the poles are given by s = ± j2. This corresponds to

H (s) = 1

(s − j2)(s + j2)
= 1

s2 + 4
(14.7)

As a function of time this is

h(t) = 1

2
sin 2t

A plot of this function is shown in Fig. 14-7.
Notice that, in contrast to (14.7), the unstable transfer function in (14.6)

differs by the sign, that is

H (s) = 1

(s − 2)(s + 2)
= 1

s2 − 4
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Fig. 14-7 The friendly sine function is stable since it remains bounded.

So if you see a transfer function of the form 1
s2−4 then you know it’s an

unstable circuit.
Next let’s revisit the case of a decaying exponential multiplied by a sinusoidal.

Suppose that our transfer function assumes the form

H (s) = s + a

(s + a)2 + ω2
(14.8)

To find the poles, we set the denominator to zero

(s + a)2 + ω2 = 0

So we find that the poles are

s = −a ± jω

The key to stability in this case comes down to the constant a. The condition
for stability is

a > 0, ⇒ impulse response stable (14.9)

The inverse Laplace transform of (14.8) is

h(t) = e−at cos ωt (14.10)
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Looking at h(t) it immediately becomes clear that if a > 0 the function is
stable. We saw an example of this type of function in the beginning of the chapter
where we met h(t) = e−2t cos 20t in Fig. 14-3.

Zero-Input Response Stability
Now we consider the stability of a circuit in the zero-input response case, that
is, for a circuit with initial values for currents and voltages but no sources.
We can determine zero-input response stability by again looking at the poles
of the transfer function H (s). The first case we consider is when the poles of
H (s)are real and negative. In that case the circuit is stable, which indicates that
the currents and voltages in the circuit will decay to zero as t → ∞.

EXAMPLE 14-5
Consider a series RLC circuit with R = 2, C = 1/2, and L = 4. If the initial
voltage across the capacitor is vc(0) = 2 and the initial current flowing through
the capacitor is ic(0) = 0, determine whether the circuit is zero input stable.

SOLUTION
As usual, KVL around the loop of a series RLC circuit gives

LC
d2vc

dt2
+ RC

dvc

dt
+ vc = 0

Taking the Laplace transform with the initial conditions specified gives the
s-domain equation

LC(s2Vc(s) − svc(0)) + RC(sVc(s) − vc(0)) + Vc(s) = 0

Solving we have

Vc(s) = RCvc(0)

LCs2 + (RC − LCvc(0))s + 1

Putting in the values given in the problem statement this is

Vc(s) = 2

s2 − 3s + 1
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Fig. 14-8 A plot of vc(t), the voltage across the capacitor in Example 14-5. The
voltage blows up so the circuit is zero input unstable.

The poles of this function are given by

s = 3 ± √
5

2

These are both real and positive, indicating that this circuit is unstable. In fact,
computing the inverse Laplace transform shows that this is a rapidly increasing
function with time, as shown in Fig. 14-8.

Bounded Input-Bounded Output Stability
The final type of stability we consider is bounded input-bounded output or BIBO
stability. A system is BIBO stable if a bounded input results in a bounded output.
Again, we can determine stability by looking at the poles of the transfer function
H (s). If the poles lie in the left-hand side of the s plane, that is, they are real and
negative, then the system is BIBO stable. For BIBO stability, the poles cannot
lie on the imaginary ω axis because in that case we can excite the circuit with
a bounded sinusoidal input

e(t) = A cos ωt

and if ω happens to match the natural frequency of the circuit then, even though
the excitation is bounded, there will be a resonance and the response of the
circuit will blow up.
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EXAMPLE 14-6
Consider a series LC circuit and describe when the circuit is BIBO stable.
Assume the circuit is excited with a voltage source v(t) = A cos ωt .

SOLUTION
The differential equation describing this circuit is

LC
d2vc

dt2
+ vc = A cos ωt

Taking the Laplace transform of both sides we obtain

(LCs2 + 1)Vc(s) = As

s2 + ω2

Now recalling that the natural frequency is defined via

ω2
0 = 1

LC

We can write the solution as

Vc(s) =
(

ω0

s2 + ω2
0

) (
As

s2 + ω2

)

The transfer function is

H (s) = ω0

s2 + ω2
0

with poles at

s = ± jω0

If the frequencies don’t match, then the system is stable. For a trivial example
suppose

Vc(s) =
(

4

s2 + 16

) (
s

s2 + 8

)
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Fig. 14-9 A plot of vc(t) = 1
2 (cos 2

√
2t − cos 4t).

Then the voltage across the capacitor is

vc(t) = 1

2
(cos 2

√
2t − cos 4t)

This is a stable voltage. A plot is shown in Fig. 14-9.
On the other hand, suppose the frequencies match (there is a resonance).

Continuing the example suppose instead that

Vc(s) =
(

4

s2 + 16

) (
s

s2 + 16

)

then

vc(t) = 1

2
t sin 4t

This function oscillates but grows linearly—it grows without bound. Hence,
at resonance the circuit is unstable. This is shown in Fig. 14-10 where you can
see the voltage across the capacitor start to grow.

Summary
Often we need to consider the stability of a circuit under different conditions.
For example, do the voltages and currents remain finite as time progresses?
We can characterize stability behavior by looking at the impulse response or
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Fig. 14-10 The unstable case of resonance.

transfer function. A circuit is impulse response stable if the transfer function
remains finite, that is, if lim

t→∞ |h(t)| < ∞. We often look at zero-input response

stability (that is, no sources). This is done by looking at the poles of the transfer
function H (s). When the poles of H (s) are real and negative, the circuit is stable;
this indicates that the currents and voltages in the circuit will decay to zero as
t → ∞. The final type of stability we considered was bounded input-bounded
output or BIBO stability. A system is BIBO stable if a bounded input results in
a bounded output.

Quiz
1. Is the function h(t) = t sin 2t stable?

In the following questions, determine the stability of the following
transfer functions and find their time domain representation.

2. H (s) = s
s2+16 .

3. H (s) = 1
s−6

4. H (s) = 1
s2

5. H (s) = 6
(s+2)2+36

6. Consider an LC circuit with the capacitor and inductor in series. If C =
1/12, L = 4, and the initial voltage across the capacitor is 1 V and all
other initial voltages and currents are zero, determine whether the circuit
is zero input stable.
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Bode Plots and
Butterworth Filters

The frequency response of a system can be plotted using a logarithmic scale in
the following manner. Given the frequency response H (ω), we calculate

|H (ω)|dB = 20 log10 |H (ω)| (15.1)

We call this quantity the magnitude of the frequency response in decibels
(dB), or sometimes we denote (15.1) by α( jω) and call it the gain function. A
decibel is a dimensionless unit based on the ratio of two quantities. The reader
is probably familiar with the use of decibels in the study of sound. In that case,
we can characterize how loud a sound is by comparing the intensity I of a given
sound wave to the threshold for human hearing, which we denote as Io. We then
compute the intensity of the sound in decibels as

IdB = 10 log10

∣∣∣∣ I

Io

∣∣∣∣ (15.2)

Copyright © 2008 by The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. Click here for terms of use. 
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The multiplicative constant, 10 in this example, gives us a way to compare
the relative strength differences between two quantities. That is, if the difference
between IdB1 and IdB2 is 10 dB, then the intensity of I1 is ten times the strength
of I2. Note that since the multiplicative factor in (15.1) is 20, a difference of
20 dB indicates that one signal has a magnitude 20 times as large as the other.

The log function is a useful measure of signal strength for two good reasons.
First, quantities can often vary quite a bit in strength—sometimes over many
orders of magnitude. By using the logarithm we can rescale that variation down
to a more manageable number. One famous example where this behavior is
apparent is the Richter scale used to characterize the strength of earthquakes.
The details of the Richter scale don’t concern us; all that is important for our
purposes is that this is a logarithmic quantity. This means that each increment
on the Richter scale describes an order-of-magnitude increase in strength. An
earthquake that is a 7 on the Richter scale is 10 times as strong as an earthquake
that is a 6. In our case, using logarithms allows us to scale down a wide range
of frequencies into a small scale that can be visualized and plotted more easily.
This works in a way similar to the Richter scale. In our case, when the magnitude
of the frequency ω increases by a factor of 10, then log ω increases by 1.

The second reason that using logarithms is useful is that

log(AB) = log A + log B (15.3)

By turning multiplication into addition, the mathematics of a problem is
simplified. In engineering this can be useful when calculating the overall gain
of a composite system, which could be an amplifier or filter. By using logarithms,
we can simply add together the gain at each stage (in dB) to arrive at the overall
gain of the system. We call each 10-to-1 change in frequency a decade. That is,
two frequencies ωA and ωB are separated by one decade if

ωA = 10ωB (15.4)

If one frequency is twice the other, we say they are an octave apart

ωA = 2ωB (15.5)

Asymptotic Behavior of Functions
When analyzing the transfer function for a given system, it is important to
characterize its low- and high-frequency behavior. Given a transfer function
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H (s), we characterize the low-frequency behavior by considering the limit

lim
s→0

H (s) (15.6)

When doing the analysis in terms of frequency, we let s → jω and then
examine the limit

lim
ω→0

|H ( jω)| (15.7)

In the high-frequency case, in the s domain we consider the limit

lim
s→∞ H (s) (15.8)

Or we let s → jω and examine

lim
ω→∞ |H ( jω)| (15.9)

EXAMPLE 15-1
Determine the asymptotic behavior of the transfer function

H (s) = 2s + 6

s2 − s − 12

SOLUTION
First we do a bit of algebraic manipulation

H (s) = 2s + 6

s2 − s − 12
= H (s) = 2

s + 3

s2 − s − 12
= 2

s + 3

(s + 3)(s − 4)
= 2

s − 4

At low frequencies

lim
s→0

2

s − 4
= −1

2

To examine the function directly in frequency, we set s → jω and multiply
top and bottom of H ( jω) by the complex conjugate

H ( jω) = 2

−4 + jω
= 2

−4 + jω

(−4 − jω

−4 − jω

)
= −8 − j2ω

ω2 + 16
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The low-frequency behavior is

lim
ω→0

H ( jω) = lim
ω→0

−8 − j2ω

ω2 + 16
= − 8

16
= −1

2

Now let’s examine high-frequency behavior. We have

lim
s→∞ H (s) = lim

s→∞
2

s − 4
= 0

And similarly for ω. What about the behavior of the phase angle? First let’s
calculate it by using

H ( jω) = −8 − j2ω

ω2 + 16

We find

θ = tan−1

(−2ω

−8

)
= tan−1 ω

4

At high frequencies

θ = lim
ω→∞ tan−1 ω

4
= 90◦

On the other hand, at low frequencies we have

θ = lim
ω→0

tan−1 ω

4
= tan−1 0 = 0◦

Once we understand how to characterize the low- and high-frequency behav-
ior of the transfer function and its phase angle, we are ready to create Bode
plots.

Creating Bode Plots
A Bode plot is a log–linear plot. The axes are defined in the following way:

• The horizontal axis is the logarithm of frequency (log10 ω)

• The vertical axis is the frequency response in decibels
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In signal analysis we will plot two quantities

• The magnitude of the frequency response in decibels (15.1)

• θH (ω)

In our examples, we will focus on plotting the straight-line approximations
to |H (ω)|d B I as compared with the Bode plots of the actual function, which
you can easily plot using a computational math package. Our goal here is to
gain a qualitative understanding of how to generate Bode plots and what they
mean.

Bode Plot Examples
The key to sketching a Bode plot is to follow these steps

• Look at very-low-frequency behavior (consider ω → 0)

• Look at very-high-frequency behavior (consider ω → ∞)

• Find the intersection with the 0 dB axis, known as the corner frequency

We begin with the simplest case, generating Bode plots for first-order systems.

EXAMPLE 15-2
Given that the transfer function for a given circuit is H (s) = 1 + s, sketch the
Bode plot.

SOLUTION
We set s = jω and obtain

H (ω) = 1 + j
ω

20

We need to determine the low- and high-frequency behavior of the system.
First we consider the low-frequency behavior. That is, we consider the magnitude
of the frequency response H (ω) when ω � 20. We have

|H (ω)|dB = 20 log10

∣∣∣1 + j
ω

20

∣∣∣ → 20 log10 |1| → 0 as ω → 0
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Next we consider the high-frequency behavior. To do this, recall that for a
complex number z, the modulus is

|z|2 = zz̄

In our case, we have

z = 1 + j
ω

20
, ⇒ z̄ = 1 − j

ω

20

And so we get

|z|2 =
(

1 + j
ω

20

) (
1 − j

ω

20

)
= 1 + j

ω

20
− j

ω

20
+

(
j
ω

20

) (
− j

ω

20

)

= 1 + ω2

400

Now, if we consider ω � 20, then

ω2

400
� 1

and so we can approximate the magnitude by

|z|2 = 1 + ω2

400
≈ ω2

400

Taking the square root, |H (ω)| ≈ ω
20 . Therefore the large frequency expres-

sion for the magnitude expressed in decibels is

|H (ω)|dB → 20 log10

( ω

20

)
as ω → ∞

This is a straight line. If we set ω = 20, then we have log10(1) = 0, so this tells
us that this line intersects the 0 dB axis at ω = 20, which is the corner frequency
and which we’ll denote as ωc. Combining the low- and high-frequency behavior
that we have found, we have

|H (ω)|dB =
{

0 for 0 < ω < 20

20 log10

( ω

20

)
for ω ≥ 20
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Fig. 15-1 Bode plot for Example 15-1.

The Bode plot is just a plot of this piecewise function, shown in Fig. 15-1.
Next we plot θH (ω). We have

θH (ω) = tan−1 ω

20

The asymptotic behavior is given by

θH (ω) = tan−1 ω

20
→ 0 as ω → 0

θH (ω) = tan−1 ω

20
→ π

2
as ω → ∞

A plot of θH (ω) = tan−1 ω
20 is shown in Fig. 15-2. Notice that at large fre-

quency, θH (ω) = tan−1 ω
20 does level off at π/2.

EXAMPLE 15-3
Sketch the Bode plot for H (ω) = 1

1+ j ω
10

.
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Fig. 15-2 A plot of θH (ω) = tan−1 ω
20 .

SOLUTION
We follow the same procedure as before. We don’t have to worry about the
function being in the denominator, because when we take the log we can
apply

log
1

A
= − log A

And so for |H (ω)|dB = 20 log10 |H (ω)| we have

|H (ω)|dB = 20 log10 |H (ω)| = 20 log10

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1

1 + j
ω

10

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ = −20 log10

∣∣∣1 + j
ω

10

∣∣∣

Now we can proceed using the same method we applied in the last example.
We can see that as ω → 0, |H (ω)|dB → 0. Therefore, the low-frequency behav-
ior of this system, as defined for frequencies below the cutoff frequency, will
be that the system remains at a constant 0 dB.
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For high frequencies, we find that for ω � 10,

|H (ω)|dB = 20 log10 |H (ω)| = 20 log10

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1

1 + j
ω

10

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
→ −20 log10

∣∣∣ ω

10

∣∣∣ as ω → ∞

Once again this is a straight line, but in this case we have a minus sign out
front giving a negative slope. The corner frequency is given by ω = 10, and so
we have

|H (ωc)|dB = 20 log10 |H (ωc)| = 20 log10

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1

1 + j
10

10

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ = 20 log10

∣∣∣∣ 1

1 + j1

∣∣∣∣
= −20 log10 |1 + j | = −20 log10

√
2 = −3 dB

Putting these results together, we see that the system response decreases with
increasing frequency. This is shown in Fig. 15-3.

To characterize θH (ω), we again pick up a minus sign since the function of
frequency in this case is in the denominator. So we have

θH (ω) = − tan−1 ω

10

with asymptotic behavior given by

θH (ω) = − tan−1 ω

10
→ 0 as ω → 0

θH (ω) = − tan−1 ω

10
→ −π

2
as ω → ∞

A plot of this is shown in Fig. 15-4.

EXAMPLE 15-4
For our final example, sketch the Bode plot for

H (ω) = 300
5 + jω

−ω2 + j11ω + 10
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Fig. 15-3 The linearly decreasing case in Example 15-2.

Fig. 15-4 A plot of θH (ω) for Example 15-2.
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SOLUTION
We begin by rewriting the transfer function in a more convenient form

H (ω) = 300
5 + jω

−ω2 + j11ω + 10
= 300

5 + jω

(1 + jω)(10 + jω)

Let’s factor out the 10 in the denominator and the 5 in the numerator

H (ω) = 300
5 + jω

(1 + jω)(10 + jω)
= 300

5 + jω

(1 + jω)(10)(1 + jω/10)

= 150
1 + jω/5

(1 + jω)(1 + jω/10)

When we compute the logarithm, we can use log A
BC = log A − log B −

log C . And so we have

|H (ω)|dB = 20 log10

∣∣∣∣150
1 + jω/5

(1 + jω)(1 + jω/10)

∣∣∣∣ = 20 log10 |150|

+ 20 log10 |1+ jω/5|−20 log10 |1 + jω|−20 log10 |1 + jω/10|

The first term is just a constant. For the other three terms, notice that there
are three corner frequencies. We consider each in turn. The corner frequency
for 20 log10 |1 + jω/5| is given by ωc1 = 1 and we have

20 log10 |150| + 20 log10 |1 + j/5| − 20 log10 |1 + j | − 20 log10 |1 + jω/10|
= 20 log10 |150| + 20 log10

√
26/25 − 20 log10

√
2 − 20 log10

√
101/100

≈ 40.6 dB

The next corner frequency is given by ωc2 = 5 where we find that

20 log10 |150| + 20 log10 |1 + j | − 20 log10 |1 + j5| − 20 log10 |1 + jω/2|
= 20 log10 |150|+20 log10

√
2− 20 log10

√
26 − 20 log10

√
5/4 ≈ 30.4 dB

Finally, the last corner frequency is at ωc3 = 10. In this case we find

20 log10 |150| + 20 log10 |1 + j2| − 20 log10 |1 + j10| − 20 log10 |1 + j |
= 20 log10 |150| + 20 log10

√
5 − 20 log10

√
101 − 20 log10

√
2 ≈ 27.5 dB
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Returning to the original expression, we had

|H (ω)|dB = 20 log10 |150| + 20 log10 |1 + jω/5| − 20 log10 |1 + jω|
− 20 log10 |1 + jω/10|

The first term is 20 log10 |150| ≈ 44 dB, which adds a constant or piston term
to the plot. To generate the Bode plot, we add in each term at the appropriate
corner frequency. Since the first corner frequency occurs at ωc1 = 1, up to that
point we have the constant term

|H (ω)|dB = 20 log10 |150| 0 < ω ≤ 1

Next, between ωc1 = 1 and ωc2 = 5, we add the second term whose corner
frequency is ωc2 = 5, giving

|H (ω)|dB = 20 log10 |150| − 20 log10 |1 + jω| 1 < ω ≤ 5

The next corner frequency occurs at ωc3 = 10, up until this point we add in
the next term

|H (ω)|dB = 20 log10 |150| + 20 log10 |1 + jω/5| − 20 log10 |1 + jω|
5 < ω ≤ 10

The last part of the plot is for ω > 10, where we add in the last term to obtain

|H (ω)|dB = 20 log10 |150| + 20 log10 |1 + jω/5| − 20 log10 |1 + jω|
− 20 log10 |1 + jω/10|

The plot is shown below in Fig. 15-5.

Filters
Characterizing the plot of |H ( jω)| for a filter is so important that we revisit it
here. Let’s consider some examples.
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Fig. 15-5 A Bode plot of the transfer function of Example 15-4.

EXAMPLE 15-5
A filter has a transfer function given by

H (s) = 1

s + 4

Plot its magnitude versus frequency. What type of filter does this represent?

SOLUTION
First, looking at the function notice that the function has a simple pole at s = −4
since

lim
s→−4

1

s + 4
= ∞

Also notice that

lim
s→∞

1

s + 4
= 0
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5 10 15 20

ω (rad/sec)
0.05

0.15

0.2

0.25

H(ω)

Fig. 15-6 A plot of the magnitude of H (s) = 1
s+4 .

So we say that this transfer function has a simple zero at s → ∞. We can
see that this is not a band-pass filter because as s → 0, H (s) → 1/4. Now let
s → jω. Then

H ( jω) = 1

4 + jω
= 1

4 + jω

(
4 − jω

4 − jω

)
= 4 − jω

ω2 + 16

Hence

|H ( jω)| =
√

16

(ω2 + 16)2
+ ω2

(ω2 + 16)2
= 1√

ω2 + 16

Let’s plot this. The plot is shown in Fig. 15-6, from which it’s clear that this
circuit will function as a low-pass filter.

Butterworth Filters
A Butterworth low-pass filter has a transfer function of the form

|H (ω)| = 1√
1 +

(
ω

ωc

)2n
(15.10)
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The number of inductors and capacitors in the circuit used to construct the
filter is given by n. We call nthe order of the Butterworth filter. By increasing n,
we can get closer to an ideal low-pass filter with a sharp cutoff. This is because

lim
n→∞

(
ω

ω2

)2n

= ∞ (15.11)

when ω > ωc. Then

lim
n→∞ |H (ω)| = lim

n→∞
1√

1 +
(

ω

ωc

)2n
= 1√

1 + ∞ → 0

Hence, high frequencies are not passed through the filter. On the other hand,
when ω < ωc

lim
n→∞

(
ω

ω2

)2n

= 0

Therefore

lim
n→∞ |H (ω)| = lim

n→∞
1√

1 +
(

ω

ωc

)2n
= 1√

1 + 0
→ 1

So for frequencies below the cutoff, the transmission is “perfect,” as if the
filter was described by a transfer function given by a unit step with cutoff at ωc.
A Butterworth filter of order 1 has a transfer function given by

H (s) = 1

s + 1

Since

|H ( jω)| = 1√
1 + ω2

Here we are implicitly setting the cutoff frequency to 1.
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Fig. 15-7 A plot of a first-order Butterworth filter.

Let’s verify the improved performance of a Butterworth filter as n gets larger.
We start with the first-order filter, showing a plot in Fig. 15-7.

This filter is far from the ideal case; the cutoff drops gradually rather than
sharply. Now let’s let n = 4. In this case the transfer function is given by

|H (ω)| = 1√
1 + ω8

The characteristics of the filter are significantly better already. The response
of the filter drops quickly over a small frequency range, and in practice it might
be enough for many purposes. A plot of a fourth-order Butterworth filter is
shown in Fig. 15-8.

As n gets even larger, the behavior of the filter quickly approaches the ideal
case. In Fig. 15-9, we show a plot for a twentieth-order Butterworth filter. This
is an essentially ideal low-pass filter, with a transfer function that rapidly drops
to zero at the cutoff frequency ωc = 1.

It is often preferred to have a low-pass filter with a cutoff of a desired sharp-
ness. That is, we may specify how rapidly the magnitude of the transfer function
drops off. This can be specified by choosing the order n of the Butterworth filter.
To determine the order of a Butterworth filter we begin by considering the limit
of the transfer function at high frequency. Looking at (15.10) and letting ωc = 1
without loss of generality, notice that as ω gets large we can ignore the 1 in the
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Fig. 15-8 A plot of a fourth-order Butterworth filter.
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Fig. 15-9 A twentieth-order Butterworth filter is essentially an ideal low-pass filter.
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denominator. Considering the gain function, then we have

lim
ω→∞ 20 log10

1√
ω2n

= −20n log10 ω

Remember that a decade is defined by using (15.4), so this tells us that a
Butterworth filter has a dropoff or attenuation of

20n dB/decade (15.12)

Or the attenuation can be described as

6n dB/octave (15.13)

EXAMPLE 15-6
A low-pass filter is to be designed with the following characteristic. There
must be an attenuation of 390 dB at the frequency given by ω = 20ωc. Find
the required order for the circuit and write down the magnitude of the transfer
function.

SOLUTION
Since ω = 20ωc this tells us that we are two decades past the critical frequency.
With an attenuation of 20n dB/decade, the order of our circuit must satisfy

40n ≥ 390

That is

n ≥ 9.75

The order of a Butterworth filter is an integer, so we choose the smallest integer
satisfying this inequality, n = 10. The transfer function is given by

|H (ω)| = 1√
1 + ω20

EXAMPLE 15-7
A low-pass filter is to be designed with the following characteristic. There must
be an attenuation of 80 dB at the frequency given by ω = 6ωc. Find the required
order for the circuit and write down the magnitude of the transfer function.
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SOLUTION
Notice that 6ωc is three octaves beyond the cutoff frequency. With an attenuation
of 6 dB per octave, we have

18n ≥ 80

Hence

n ≥ 4.4

Therefore we must choose n = 5. The magnitude of the transfer function is

|H (ω)| = 1√
1 + ω10

Quiz
1. Plot |H (ω)|dB for H (ω) = 1 + j ω

30

2. What are the corner frequencies for

H (ω) = 1000
1 + jω

(1000 + 110 jω − ω2)

3. Construct a Bode plot for the transfer function of Problem 2.

4. A low-pass filter is to be designed with the following characteristic.
There must be an attenuation of 60 dB at the frequency given by
ω = 4ωc. Find the required order for the circuit and write down the
magnitude of the transfer function.



Final Exam

1. You establish an observation point in a wire and find that
q(t) = (8t3−2t) nC. Find the current flowing past your observation
point.

2. If q(t) = 5 sin 4t mC, what is the corresponding current?

3. If the current is i(t) = 5 sin 4t , where current is given in amps, how
much charge flows by between 0 and 1 s?

4. At a certain point P in a wire, 135 C of positive charge flow to the
right while 75 C of negative charge flow to the left. What is the
current flowing in the wire?

5. A charge q = 2 C passes through a potential difference of 8 V. How
much energy does the charge acquire?

6. If the voltage in a circuit is given by v(t) = 3 cos 126t , what is are the
amplitude and cycles per second?

7. In some circuit element the power is 8 W and the voltage is 1 V. How
much current flows?

8. Find the power in each element shown in Fig. FE-1.

Copyright © 2008 by The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. Click here for terms of use. 
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+

−

+−

p5

15 V  

3 V+ − +

+

−

−

20 V 

6 V 

1A 
5 A  

3 A 

20 V

p3

p4

p1

p2

Fig. FE-1 Circuit diagram for Problem 8.

9. How does conservation of energy manifest itself in a circuit?

10. Find the missing power in Fig. FE-2.

11. Consider the node shown in Fig. FE-3. Find the current i3 if
i1 = −1 A and i2 = 3 A.

12. Consider the circuit shown in Fig. FE-4. Find the unknown voltage.

13. Find the unknown voltages in Fig. FE-5.

14. It is known that the voltage across a resistor is 10 V, while 2 A of
current flows through the resistor. What is the resistance?

15. In a circuit, 3 A of current flows through a 8 � resistor. What is the
voltage? What is the conductance of the resistor?

 
+
−

+ −

p1 = ?

p5 = 10 W

p3 = 10 W

p4  =  −70 Wp2 = −40 W

Fig. FE-2 Circuit diagram for Problem 10.
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i2

i1 i3

Fig. FE-3 Circuit diagram for Problem 11.

7V 

+

−

21 V+ − 12 V− +

Vx

+

−

18 V+ −

Fig. FE-4 Circuit loop for Problem 12.

8 V

+

−

V1

+

−

+  7 V   −

V2

+

−+   2 V  −

V3

+

−
10 V

+

−

Fig. FE-5 Circuit for Problem 13.
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R1 R3

R2

V2

V1 V3

I1
I2

Fig. FE-6 The circuit Problem 16.

16. Consider the circuit shown in Fig. FE-6. Find the unknown currents
for the circuit in Fig. 2-17. Suppose that R1 = 2 �, R2 = 1 �,

and R3 = 3 � and V1 = 10 V, V2 = 3 V, and V3 = 6 V.

17. A 17 � resistor is in series with a 12 � resistor. What is the
equivalent resistance?

18. Two 10 � resistors are in parallel. What is the equivalent resistance?

19. Find the equivalent resistance for the circuit shown in Fig. FE-7.

20. How is the Norton current related to the Thevenin equivalent voltage?

21. Apply the Karni method to the circuit shown in Fig. FE-8. Find the
equation for vo and use it to write down the Thevenin equivalent
voltage and resistance as seen by the load resistor RL .

5Ω 7Ω

3Ω

3Ω

Fig. FE-7 Circuit for Problem 19.
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R3 = 2 Ω

RL

R1 = 4 Ω

R2 = 4 Ω
12 V

Fig. FE-8 In Problem 21, apply the Karni method to this circuit.

22. When applying superposition to a circuit containing voltage sources,
they are
A. Replaced by open circuits.
B. Set to zero.

23. When applying superposition to a circuit containing dependent
voltage sources, they are
A. Left alone.
B. Set to zero.
C. Replaced by open circuits.
D. Replaced by short circuits.

24. When solving a circuit using superposition
A. Power can be calculated individually with each source set to zero,

then summed.
B. Power can be calculated due to each source individually, then the

total power is found from the product of the individual powers.
C. The superposition theorem cannot be applied to power

calculations.

25. Refer to Fig. 4-1. Use superposition to find the current flowing in the
5 � resistor. Then determine what power this resistor absorbs.

26. Refer to the circuit shown in Fig. 4-x. Use superposition to find the
current flowing through the 200 � resistor.

27. Three resistors R = 3 are connected in a delta configuration. What is
R for the equivalent Y configuration?

28. Three resistors R = 3 are connected in a Y configuration. What is R
for the equivalent delta configuration?
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29. In a Wheatstone bridge with R1 = 3, R3 = 8 it is found that balance
is achieved when R2 = 7. What is the value of the unknown
resistance?

30. A 0.2 F capacitor is in an RC circuit with a 100 � resistor. What is
the time constant?

31. A 0.2 F capacitor is in an RC circuit with a 100 � resistor. How long
does it take for all the voltages and currents to decay to zero?

32. Find the inductance of a 500 turn coil linked by a 2 × 10−5 Wb flux
when a 10 mA current flows through it.

33. Find the coefficient of coupling between a 0.2 H inductor and a 0.3 H
inductor when M = 0.18.

34. A current increases uniformly from 1 to 5 A in a coil, over a period of
3 s. This induces a voltage of 5 V across the coil. What is the
inductance of the coil?

35. A 0.5 F capacitor is in series with a 10 V dc voltage source and a 1 �

resistor. Find the voltage across the capacitor as a function of time if
the initial voltage is zero.

36. Consider an RL circuit with R = 10 �, L = 4 H in series with a
voltage source with v(t) = 4. Find the total solution. Assume the
initial current is zero.

37. Consider an RL circuit with R = 10 �, L = 4 H in series with a
voltage source with v(t) = 4t . Find the total solution. Assume the
initial current is zero.

38. Consider an RL circuit with R = 10 �, L = 4 H in series with a
voltage source with v(t) = 4t . Find the total solution. Assume the
initial current is i(t) = −1 A.

39. Consider an RL circuit with R = 10 �, L = 4 H in series with a
voltage source with v(t) = 4 cos t . Find the total solution. Assume
the initial current is i(t) = 0 A.

40. Consider an RL circuit with R = 10 �, L = 5 H in series with a
voltage source with v(t) = 5t2. Find the total solution. Assume the
initial current is i(t) = 0 A.

41. A load has a voltage V = 40� 10◦ and current I = 10 � 0◦. Find the
impedance and determine a series circuit that will model the load. Is
the circuit inductive or capacitive? Assume that ω = 100 rad/s.

42. A circuit has a given transfer function H. What is the condition for
resonance?
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43. What is the admittance in terms of conductance and susceptance?

44. In terms of phasors, how is the transfer function defined?

45. A circuit has a transfer impedance. Describe the relation between
input and output.

46. What is the most important characteristic of the transfer function at
resonance?

47. A transfer function is given by H(ω) = jωC

(1 − ω2LC + jωRC)
. What

is the resonant frequency?

48. Define a high-pass filter.

49. If a circuit is critically damped, how is the damping factor related to
the resonant frequency?

50. Write z = 5
√

2(1 + i) in polar form.

51. Let v0(t) = A cos ωt, v1(t) = A cos(ωt + 180◦). Are the waveforms
in phase?

52. If the current flowing in a resistor is i(t) = I sin ωt , determine the
average power.

53. Find the instantaneous power in a capacitor with a voltage
v(t) = V sin(ωt + φ) across it.

54. A current i(t) = I sin(ωt + φ) flows through an inductor. What is the
instantaneous power?

55. What is the reactance of an inductor if i(t) = I sin(ωt + φ)?

56. A circuit consists of a voltage source, inductor L and capacitor C
arranged in series. Derive the differential equation that can be solved
to obtain the zero-input response of the circuit.

57. Continue with the circuit in Problem 56. What is the natural
frequency of the circuit?

58. What is admittance of the circuit in Problem 56?

59. What type of filter is described by the differential equation

V0 cos ωt = vc + RC
dvc

dt
?

60. The instantaneous power in a circuit is p = 20 + 10 cos(377t + 40◦).
Find the maximum, minimum, and average power.

61. A load has a voltage v = 300 cos(20t + 30◦) applied and draws a
current i = 15 cos(20t − 25◦). What is the power factor?
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62. A load has a voltage v = 170 sin(377t) and draws a current
i = 20 sin(377t − 10◦). What is the power factor? Is it leading or
lagging?

63. A load has a voltage v = 120
√

2 sin(377t + 10◦) and draws a current
i = 12

√
2 sin(377t + 30◦). What is the power factor? Is it leading or

lagging?

64. What is the power factor if a circuit absorbs 600 W for a 220 V input
and a 20 A current, where the voltage and current are given as
effective values?

65. An effective voltage of 110 V is applied to a load. The impedance of
the load is Z = 10 � 20◦. What is the absorbed power?

66. Determine the impedance of a circuit constructed with a resistor and
capacitor in parallel, if it is connected to a household outlet at 120 V,
60 Hz. The circuit absorbs 60 W and p.f. = 0.8 lagging.

67. What is the reactive power if V = 120 V, I = 12 A, and p.f. = 0.8
lagging?

68. What is the magnitude of the apparent power if V = 120 V and
I = 12 A?

69. What is the average power for a purely inductive load and a
sinusoidal voltage source?

70. Find the Laplace transform of the unit impulse or Dirac delta
function δ(t).

71. Find the Laplace transform of f (t) = sin ωt .

72. What is the Laplace transform of f (t) = e−5t u(t)?

73. Is f (t) = sin 3t of exponential order?

74. Find the Laplace transform of u(t − a).

75. Find the inverse Laplace transform of F(s) = 1

s2(s + 1)
.

76. Find the inverse Laplace transform of F(s) = s − 2

(s − 4)(s2 + 16)
.

77. What are the poles and zeros of F(s) = s

(s − 2)(s + 1)
?

78. The unit impulse response of a circuit is h(t) = t . Is the circuit stable?

79. The unit impulse response of a circuit is h(t) = te−3t . Is the circuit
stable or unstable?
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80. The unit impulse response of a circuit is h(t) = t4e−3t . Is the circuit
impulse response stable?

81. The transfer function of a circuit is H (s) = 1

s − 1
. Is the circuit

impulse response stable?

82. The transfer function of a circuit is H (s) = 1

s + 2
. Is the circuit

impulse response stable?

83. The transfer function of a circuit is H (s) = 16

s(s2 + 8s + 16)
. Is the

circuit impulse response stable?

84. The transfer function of a circuit is H (s) = 16

s(s2 + 8s + 16)
. Is the

circuit impulse response stable if we require that lim
t→∞ |h(t)| = 0?

85. The transfer function of a circuit is H (s) = 1

(s + 4)2
. What is the

impulse response of the circuit? Is the circuit stable?

86. The transfer function of a circuit is H (s) = 1

(s − 1)(s + 2)
. Is the

circuit stable?

87. The transfer function of a circuit is H (s) = 1

s2 − 36
. Is the circuit

stable?

88. The transfer function of a circuit is H (s) = 1

s2 + 36
. Is the circuit

stable?

89. Define BIBO stability.

90. An RLC circuit is excited with a sinusoidal source. When is it not
BIBO stable?

91. What is the magnitude of the frequency response in decibels?

92. Two frequencies are an octave apart. How are they related?

93. What is the low-frequency asymptote of H (s) = 2s + 6

s2 − s − 12
?

94. How does the phase angle of H (s) = 2s + 6

s2 − s − 12
behave at high

frequencies?

95. Describe the vertical axis of a Bode plot.
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96. Where is the cutoff frequency located in a Bode plot?

97. Suppose that H (ω) = 300
5 + jω

−ω2 + j11ω + 10
. Where are the corner

frequencies?

98. The transfer function of a filter is given by H (s) = 1

s + 5
. What kind

of filter is this?

99. Suppose that |H (ω)| = 1√
1 + ω8

. Is this a Butterworth filter? Of

what order?

100. What is the attenuation per octave of an nth-order Butterworth filter?



Quiz and Exam Solutions

Chapter 1

1. i = 2 A

2. i(t) = −10e−2t (2 cos 5t + 5 sin 5t)

0.5 1 1.5 2
t

i (t)

−30

−20

−10

10

Fig. Q-1 Plot of i(t) = −10e−2t (2 cos 5t + 5 sin 5t).

3. 2.25 C

Copyright © 2008 by The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. Click here for terms of use. 
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4. 28 A

5. 56 J

6. 120 V, 100 cps

7. 2 A

8. −15 W, 3 W, 12 W, −100 W, 100 W

9.
∑

pi = 0

10. 40 W

Chapter 2

1. i1 = −3 A

2. Vx = −14 V

3. V1 = −14 V, V2 = 4 V, V3 = 13 V

4. 5 �

5. V = 100 V, G = 0.2 S

6. 28 W dissipated

7. 408 W

8. i(t) = − sin 10t

9. v1(t) = R1

R1 + R2
vs(t)

10. I1 = 0.66 A, I2 = 0.55 A, I3 = 0.97 A

Chapter 3

1. 11 �

2. 2.4 �

3. 10.5 �

4. RTH = 6.6 �, VTH = −15.6 V

5. i(t) = −2.4 + 0.3e−t [A]

Chapter 4

1. 92 V

2. No, power is nonlinear.
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3. VM = G1V1 + G2V2 + · · · + GnVn

G1 + G2 + · · · + Gn

4. RM = 1

G1 + G2 + · · · + Gn

5. VM = 2 V, RM = 6/11 �

Chapter 5

1. RA = RB = RC = 4 �

2. R = 3 �

3. R4 = 12 �

Chapter 6

1. 0.01 ms

2. 0.05 ms

3. 0.44 H

4. i(t) = 3e−5t (e4t − 1)

5.
1

52
(cos 10t + 5 sin 10t − e−2t )

6. i(t) = 2t − 1 + 3e−2t

7. i = 1

15
e−t/4

[
15 cos

(√
15t

4

)
+

√
15 sin

(√
15t

4

)]

Chapter 7

1. z = 3e j5π/6

2. Ampltude = 12. The waves are not in phase. i2(t) leads i1(t) by 10◦.

3. p = V 2

2R
4. Z = V/I

5. i(t) = 7.84 sin(4t − 13.7◦)

6. VTH = ZTHI0 + V0
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Chapter 8

1. Capacitive, C = 2.94 mF

2. Solution obtains ω = ± j√
10

; however, frequencies must be real and

positive. Hence the circuit cannot have the voltage and current in phase.

3. ω =
√

C − L/R2
B

LC2

4. Yes, the transfer function is a low-pass filter.

5. �ω = 25, Q = 25.13

Chapter 9

1. −200 V

2. 21

3. 210 V

4. −7 V

Chapter 10

1. 0

2. p(t) = V0 I0

2
cos(2ωt + 90◦)

3. C = 1

ω2
L

4. 1.6 mF

5. I1 = 1.14 A, I2 = 0.91 A

Chapter 11

1. 8 � 0◦

2. 16(1 + j)

3. i1(t) = 8.8 cos(100t − 45◦)

Chapter 12

1. VA = 10 � −140◦, negative

2. b
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Chapter 13

1. F(s) = 1/s

2. F(s) = s

s2 + ω2
, s > 0

3. F(s) = 2

(s − 1)2 + 4

4. F(s) = 72

s5
+ 5

s
, G(s) = 10 − 3s

s2 + 4

5. No, because we cannot find any a such that tet2
e−at → 0 as t → ∞,

because et2
blows up faster than e−at .

6. f (t) = 2 cos 5t − 2

5
sin 5t

7. f (t) = 1

15
e−3t (7e5t + 20e2t − 27)

8. f (t) = 1

5
(3e2t − 3 cos t − sin t)

9. Zero state: 4(2 − 2e−t/2), zero input: 3e−t/2.

10. i(t) = 1

25
(8 cos 2t + 6 sin 2t + 5 t e−t − 8e−t )

11. f (t) = e−t + cos t − sin t

12. h(t) = 1

RC
e−t/RC , H (s) = 1

1 + s RC

13. r (t) = − ω

RC + ω2
sin(ωt)u(t) − 1

RC + ω2

(
1

RC

)
e−t/RCu(t),

R(s) = −
(

ω

RC + ω2

) (
ω

s2 + ω2

)
−

(
1

RC + ω2

) (
1

1 + s RC

)
14. Poles : s = −1, ±2i

Chapter 14

1. Unstable

2. h(t) = cos 4t , stable

3. h(t) = e6t , unstable

4. h(t) = tu(t), unstable

5. h(t) = e−2t sin 6t , stable

6. Unstable, lim
t→∞ vc(t) = ∞
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Chapter 15

1. The plot is given by

0.1 1 10 100

0

5

10

15

20

25

H
 (ω

)

ω (rad / sec)

2. ωc = 1,10,100

3. The plot is given by

1 5 10 50 100 500 1000

0

5

10

15

20

H
 (ω

)

ω (rad / sec)

4. |H (ω)| = 1√
1 + ω10
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Final Exam
1. i = 24t2 − 2nA

2. i(t) = 20 sin 4t mA.

3. 2.1 C

4. 210 A

5. 16 J

6. 3 V, 40 cps

7. 8 A

8. −15 W, 9 W, 6 W, −100 W, 100 W

9.
∑

pi = 0

10. 90 W

11. 2 A

12. 16 V

13. V1 = −2 V, V2 = −7 V, V3 = 8 V

14. 5 �

15. V = 24 V, G = 0.13 S

16. I1 = 2.3 A, I2 = −0.2 A

17. 29 �

18. 5 �

19. 9.7 �

20. IN = VTH

RTH

21. vo = 6 + 4Io, VTH = 6, RTH = 4

22. B

23. A

24. C

25. 2.7 W

26. −0.16 A

27. 1 �

28. 9 �

29. R4 = 19 �
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30. 20 s

31. 1 min 40 s

32. 1 H

33. 0.72

34. 3.75 H

35. vc(t) = 10(e−2t − 1)

36. i(t) = 2
5 (1 − e−5t/2)

37. i(t) = 8
25 (5t − 2 + 2e−5t/2)

38. i(t) = 1
25 (10t − 4 − 21e−5t/2)

39. 2
29 (2 sin t + 5 cos t − 5e−5t/2)

40. 1
4 (1 − 2t + 2t2 − e−2t )

41. Inductive, L = 7 mH

42. When the phase angle of the transfer function vanishes.

43. Y = G + jB

44. R = HE

45. I = YV

46. θH = 0

47. ω = 1√
LC

48. Does not allow frequencies where ω < ωc to pass through.

49. ς = ω0

50. z = 10e jπ/4

51. No v0 lags v1

52. p = I 2 R
2

53. p = V I
2 sin(2ωt + 2φ)

54. (Veff)(Ieff) sin(2ωt + 2φ)

55. X L = ωL

56. LC d2vC

dt2 + vC = 0

57. ω0 = 1√
LC

58. Y = 1
Z

59. This circuit can be a high-pass filter.
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60. Max = 30 W, min = 10 W, avg = 20 W

61. p.f. = 0.574

62. p.f. = 0.98 lagging

63. p.f. = 0.93 leading

64. p.f. = 0.25

65. Absorbed power is 1137 W.

66. R = 240, C = 3.1 mF, Z = R + jωC

67. Q = 864

68. 1440

69. 0

70. F(s) = 1

71. F(s) = ω

s2 + ω2

72. F(s) = 1

s − 5
73. Yes, for any a > 0

74. F(s) = e−as

s
75. f (t) = t − 1 + e−t

76. f (t) = 1

16
(e4t − cos 4t + 3 sin 4t)

77. Zeros s = 0, poles s = 2, s = −1

78. Unstable

79. Stable

80. Stable

81. Unstable

82. Stable

83. Yes

84. No

85. h(t) = te−4t , stable

86. Unstable

87. No
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88. The circuit is impulse response stable, not BIBO stable if there is an
input resonance.

89. Bounded input, bounded output stability. The circuit has a bounded
response given a bounded input.

90. If the input has a frequency that matches the natural frequency of the
circuit, there is resonance. Even though there is a bounded input (a
sinusoidal function) the output will blow up.

91. |H (ω)|dB = 20 log10 |H (ω)|
92. ωA = 2ωB

93. s = −1
2

94. θ = lim
ω→∞ tan−1 ω

4 = 90◦

95. The vertical axis is the frequency response in decibels.

96. The intersection with the 0 dB axis.

97. 1,5,10

98. Low-pass

99. Yes, n = 4

100. 6n dB/octave
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INDEX

Note: Information presented in figures and tables is denoted by t and f, respectively.

A
A (ampere), definition of, 3
absorbed power, 19
addition, of complex numbers, 133
admittance, 158
algorithms. See equations/algorithms
ampere (A), definition of, 3
amplifier

inverting, 175–176, 176f
noninverting, 173–175, 174f
operational

current in, 172
definition of, 172
voltage in, 172–173

angular frequency, of sine wave, 14
apparent power, 195
asymptotic behavior of functions, 242–244
atomic structure, in resistors, 31
average power, 38, 40–41, 185–187.

See also power

B
band-pass filter, 165, 165f
band-stop filter, 165, 166f
Bode plots, 244–252, 247f, 248f, 250f
bounded-input bounded-output stability,

237–239, 239f
branch, definition of, 25–26
bridge circuits, 101–102, 101f, 102f
Butterworth filters, 254–259, 256f, 257f

C
C (coulomb), as unit, 3
capacitance units, 104
capacitive reactance, 140
capacitor

charge in, over time, 108, 108f
energy in, 109–110
and frequency of sinusoidal source, 140
overview of, 103–104, 104f
in parallel, 104–105, 105f
power in, 109–110
in RC circuits, 110–114, 111f
and reactive power, 192
in series, 104–105, 105f
voltage-current relations in, 106–107,

106f
capacity, 104
charge

in capacitor over time, 108, 108f
and capacitors, 103–104, 104f
as function of time, 3
in nodes, 26–27
and subatomic particles, 2–3
unit of, 3

circuit(s)
bridge, 101–102, 101f, 102f
definition of, 1
delta (�), 97–98, 98f
frequency response of, 156–164, 157f, 160f,

162f

Copyright © 2008 by The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. Click here for terms of use. 
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circuit(s) (Cont.)
input, 2
open, 18, 18f, 61
output, 2, 2f
power in, 19
RC, 110–114, 111f
RL

zero-input analysis of, 116, 116f, 117f
zero-input response of, 120–125, 121f,

123f
second-order, 125–130, 127f, 128f, 129f
short, 18, 61
stability of, 228–231, 229f, 230f, 231f
three loop, 30f
three phase, 202, 203f
time constant of, 112
Wheatstone bridge, 101–102, 101f, 102f
Wye resistor, 97–98, 98f
zero-input response of, 114

circuit analysis
definition of, 2
with resistors, 34–37, 34f, 36f
using Laplace transform, 214–218,

215f, 217f
coefficient of coupling, 118
complex conjugate, 133–134
complex numbers, 132–136
complex power, 194–195
components, two-terminal, 1, 2f
conductance, 31–32, 44
conducting paths, 18
conservation of energy, 22
convolution theorem for Laplace transforms,

218–220
coulomb (C), as unit, 3
coupling, coefficient of, 118
critical damping, 126, 128, 129f
current

charge and, 2–9
as circuit input, 2
definition of, 3
effective, 37, 40–41
flow, definition of, 9
as function of time, 3
and impedance, 147
in inductor, 115
Kirchhoff’s law of, 26–28, 27f, 28f, 53–54
net, 10

Norton, 82
in operational amplifier, 172
and root mean square values, 37–41
transient, 110
unit of, 3
voltage in terms of, 107–108, 108f
voltage relations in capacitor, 106–107,

106f
current arrows, 9–11, 9f
current density, 31
current dividers, 41–46, 42f, 44f, 45f, 46f
current sources, 16–17, 17f, 18f, 77–82, 78f,

79f, 80f, 81f
and superposition, 86–93, 87f, 88f, 89f,

91f, 92f

D
damping, 125–128, 128f
damping parameter, 168
damping ratio, 126
delta (�)–Y equivalence, 97–98
delta (�) circuit, 97–98, 98f
dependent current sources, 17, 18f, 90
dependent voltage sources, 16, 17f, 90
dissipated power, 47–50. See also power
dot convention, 198–200
dynamic elements, and sinusoidal sources,

139–140

E
effective current, 37, 40–41. See also current
effective value, 139
effective voltage, 37, 40–41
electrons, charge of, 2–3
energy

in capacitor, 109–110
conservation of, 22
in inductor, 115

equations/algorithms
for average power, 38, 40–41, 185–187,

190–192
for Bode plots, 244–252, 247f, 248f, 250f
for charge in capacitor over time, 108, 108f
for coefficient of coupling, 119
for current from charge, 3
for current in transformer, 198–200
for current through capacitor, 144–146, 144f
for current through load, 185–187
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for current through resistor, 45–46, 87–90,
88f, 89f

for current with resistors, 34–37
for effective current, 40–41, 189–190
for effective voltage, 40–41, 187
for energy gain/loss from charge, 12–13
for energy in capacitor, 109–110
for energy in inductor, 116, 116f, 117f
for inductance/capacitance determination,

158–159
for instantaneous power, 185–187, 190–192
for inverse Laplace transform, 211–214
for Laplace transform, 207–208, 209–210
for load resistance in maximum power

transfer, 182
for Millman resistance, 93–95, 94f, 95f
for Millman voltage, 93–95, 94f, 95f
for mutual inductance, 119
for net current, 10
for passive circuit element makeup, 187–189
for phase sequence, 203
for phasor line currents, 204–205
for polar representation, 135–136
for poles of a function, 225
for power absorbed by resistor, 91–93, 92f
for power dissipated, 47–50
for power factor, 185–187
for power of an element, 19, 20–21
for power transferred, 182
for quality factor, 169
for resonance condition, 162–164, 162f
for resonant frequency, 160–162
for response, 221–223
for root mean square values, 38–39
for stability, 232–236
for Thevinin equivalents, 147–149, 148f,

149f
for time constants, 112–113
for total capacitance, 105
for total charge over time, 4–5, 7–9
for total charge through point, 5–7
for total energy from power, 38
for total resistance, 44–45
for unknown current, 50–53
for unknown power, 22
for voltage across a current source, 77–82,

78f, 79f, 80f, 81f
for voltage across a resistor, 42–43

for voltage across capacitor, 106–107, 106f,
146–147, 146f

for voltage in a loop, 29–31
for voltage in terms of current, 107–108,

108f
for Y configuration conversion, 99–100
for zero-input response, 123–125
for zero-input voltage, 128–130
for zeros of a function, 225

equivalent conductance, 44
equivalent resistance, 41–46, 42f, 44f, 45f, 46f
Euler’s identity, 135
exponential order, 210–211

F
Farad, 104
filter, 164–169, 164f, 165f, 166f, 168f

Bode plots for, 252–254, 253f, 254f
first-order RL circuits, zero input analysis of,

116, 116f, 117f
flow of current, definition of, 9
flux

leakage, 117
magnetic, 114
mutual, 117

frequency
and capacitor, 140
and filters, 164–169, 164f, 165f, 166f, 168f
inductor and, 140
logarithmic scale for, 242
radial, 137
resonant, 155–156, 160–162
response of circuit, 156–164, 157f, 160f,

162f
undamped natural, 126

frequency, natural, 152–156
frequency, of sine wave, 14
full-width at half power, 167–168

G
G. See conductance
gain function, 241
galvanometer, 101
ground node, 43, 43f. See also node

H
H (henries), 114
henries (H), 114
hertz, definition of, 14
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high-pass filter, 164, 164f
high-voltage power lines, 47

I
imaginary numbers, 132–133
impedance

definition of, 147
formula for, 157
and Ohm’s law, 157
in parallel, 192–193
reflective, 198
transfer, 159
vs. admittance, 158

impedance triangle, 194–195, 194f, 195f
inductance, 114, 117–119, 117f
inductor

and coefficient of coupling, 117–118
current in, 115
and dot convention, 198–200
energy in, 115
and frequency of sinusoidal source, 140
in mutual inductance, 117–119, 117f
overview of, 114, 114f
in parallel, 115
in series, 115
in transformers, 197

instantaneous power, 183–185, 183f
inverse Laplace transform, 211–214. See also

Laplace transform
inverting amplifier, 175–176, 176f

J
J (current density), 31–32
J (joules), 11
j (square root of −1), 132
joules (J), 11

K
Karni method, 77–82, 78f, 79f, 80f, 81f
KCL. See Kirchhoff’s current law
Kirchhoff’s current law, 26–28, 27f, 28f, 53–54
Kirchhoff’s voltage law, 28–31, 29f, 30f, 53–54
KVL. See Kirchhoff’s voltage law

L
lagging, 138–139, 138f
Laplace transform

circuit analysis using, 214–218, 215f, 217f
convolution theorem for, 218–220

and exponential order, 210–211
function of, 206–207
inverse, 211–214
list of common, 208t
overview of, 207–210
pairs, 208

leading, 138–139, 139f
leakage flux, 117
load resistor, 179
logarithmic scale, 242
loop

definition of, 26
voltage in, 28–31, 29f, 30f

lossless load, 192
low-pass filter, 165, 165f, 254–259, 256f, 257f

M
magnetic flux, 114
magnitude, of complex numbers, 133
maximum power transfer, 179–182, 180f,

181f, 182f, 183f
microcoulombs, 4
Millman resistance, 93
Millman voltage, 93
Millman’s theorem, 93–95, 94f, 95f, 96f
multiplication, of complex numbers, 133
mutual flux, 117
mutual inductance, 117–119, 117f

N
natural frequencies, 152–156
natural response, 221, 221f
net current, 10. See also current
network function, 221–224, 221f, 223f
node

charge in, 26–27
definition of, 26
ground, 43, 43f
reference, 43, 43f

noninverting amplifier, 173–175, 174f
Norton current, 82
Norton resistance, 82
Norton’s theorem, 58–59, 82–84, 83f
numbers, complex, 132–134

O
Ohm’s law, 32, 53–54, 157
open circuits, 18, 18f, 61
open-loop voltage gain, 173
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operational amplifier
current in, 172
definition of, 172
voltage in, 172–173

output, of circuit, 2, 2f
overdamping, 126, 128, 128f

P
parallel capacitors, 104–105, 105f
parallel impedances, 192–193
parallel inductors, 115
parallel resistors, 43–44, 44f, 63–67, 63f, 64f,

65f, 66f, 67f. See also resistor
phase angle, 137
phase sequence, 202
phasor transform

in circuit analysis, 143–147, 144f, 146f
overview of, 140–141
properties of, 142–143

polar form, of complex numbers, 134, 135–136
poles, and stability, 231–236, 232f, 233f, 234f,

235f
poles, of a function, 225
potential difference, 12
potential energy, and voltage, 11–12
power

absorbed, 19
apparent, 195
average, 38, 40–41, 185–187
calculation of, and RMS value, 187–193,

189f, 191f
in capacitor, 109–110
complex, 194–195
and conservation of energy, 22
dissipated, 47–50
instantaneous, 183–185, 183f
and load resistance, 180, 181f
reactive, 185–187, 194
real, 194
in resistor, 33–34
and superposition, 90
Thevenin’s theorem and, 73–76, 73f, 74f,

75f, 76f
unit of, 19

power factor, 185
power supply, 19
power transfer, maximum, 179–182, 180f,

181f, 182f, 183f

Q
quality factor, 169

R
R. See resistance
radial frequency, 137
RC circuits, 110–114, 111f
reactive power, 185–187, 194
real power, 194
reference node, 43, 43f. See also node
reflective impedance, 198
resistance, 32, 41–46, 42f, 44f, 45f, 46f, 61,

69–73, 71f, 72f, 73f, 93
resistivity, 32
resistor

atomic structure in, 31
circuit analysis with, 34–37, 34f, 36f
in drawings, 33
in light bulbs, 33
load, 179
parallel, 43–44, 44f, 63–67, 63f, 64f, 65f,

66f, 67f
power in, 33–34
in RC circuits, 110–114, 111f
in series, 41–46, 42f, 44f, 45f, 46f, 61–63,

61f, 62f, 63f
Wye, 97–98, 98f

resonant frequency, 155–156, 160–162
Richter scale, 242
RL circuits

zero-input analysis of, 116, 116f, 117f
zero-input response of, 120–125, 121f,

123f
RMS. See root mean square values
root mean square values, 37–41, 139, 187–193,

189f, 191f

S
second-order circuits, 125–130, 127f, 128f,

129f
series

capacitors in, 104–105, 105f
inductors in, 115
resistors in, 61–63, 61f, 62f, 63f

short circuits, 18, 61
sine wave, 13–14, 14f
sinusoidal oscillation of voltage, 13–15, 14f,

137
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sinusoidal sources, and dynamic elements,
139–140

sinusoids, and complex numbers, 134–136
stability, bounded-input bounded-output,

237–239, 239f
stability, of a circuit, 228–231, 229f, 230f, 231f
stability, poles and, 231–236, 232f, 233f, 234f,

235f
stability, zero-input response, 236–237, 237f
subtraction, of complex numbers, 133
summing amplifier, 176–177, 177f
superposition, 86–93, 87f, 88f, 89f, 91f, 92f

T
Thevenin equivalent resistance, 59–60, 59f,

60f, 69–73, 71f, 72f, 73f
Thevenin equivalent voltage, 59–60, 59f, 60f,

67–69, 68f, 69f
Thevenin’s theorem, 58

equivalent voltage in, 60, 60f
examples with, 67–76
and Karni method, 77–82, 78f, 79f, 80f, 81f
power in, 73–76, 73f, 74f, 75f, 76f
purpose of, 59–60, 59f, 60f
resistance in, 61

three-loop circuit, 30f
three-phase circuit, 202, 203f
time

charge as function of, 3
current as function of, 3
voltage as function of, 12

time constant, of circuit, 112–113
transfer function, 242–244
transfer impedance, 159
transformer

definition of, 197, 198f
and dot convention, 198–200

transients, 110
two-terminal components, 1, 2f

U
undamped natural frequency, 126
underdamping, 126, 128, 129f
unit impulse response, 221

V
voltage

as amplitude, 14
as circuit input, 2

current relations in capacitor, 106–107,
106f

definition of, 11, 12
effective, 37, 40–41
as function of time, 12
and impedance, 147
Kirchhoff’s law of, 28–31, 29f, 30f,

53–54
in loop, 28–31, 29f, 30f
Millman, 93
in open circuits, 18
in operational amplifier, 172–173
oscillation of, 13–15, 14f
and potential energy, 11–12
and root mean square values, 37–41
in short circuits, 18
in terms of current, 107–108, 108f
Thevenin equivalent, 59–60, 59f, 60f,

67–69, 68f, 69f
and transformers, 197
transient, 110

voltage dividers, 41–46, 42f, 44f, 45f
voltage drop, 12
voltage rise, 12
voltage source, 14–16, 15f, 16f

and superposition, 86–93, 87f, 88f, 89f,
91f, 92f

W
W (watt), 19
watt (W), 19
Wb (webers), 118
webers (Wb), 118
Wheatstone bridge, 101–102, 101f, 102f
Wye resistors, 97–98, 98f

Y
Y load, 204–205
Y resistors. See Wye resistors

Z
zero-input analysis, of first-order RL circuits,

116, 116f, 117f
zero-input response

of circuit, 114
in RL circuit, 120–125, 121f, 123f

zero-input response stability, 236–237, 237f
zero-state response, 221–224, 221f, 223f
zeros, of a function, 224–225
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